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ABSTRACT 

COMPUTER ENHANCED LEARNING FOR MATHEMATICS IN MALAWI 

by 

M.A.NGWALE 

C.A.M.E.T. 

(Centre for Advancement of Mathematical Education in 

Technology) 

Loughborough University of TechnDlogy 

Mathematics is a dreaded subject all over the wDrld more so in 

third world countries. Results in Malawian examination papers 

clearly show a higher failure rate in mathematics than other 

sUbjects. New teaching methods are needed to revolutionalise 

pupils' perspective of mathematical concepts and help them see 

mathematics as a doing subject independently or as a serVlce 

discipline. The new teaching methods must be seen to make 

mathematical experience accessible to pupils which will in turn 

promote pupils' enjoyment of mathematics. 

Lack of student active participation in present mathematics 

teaching methods and abstraction in some topics puts off weaker 

or slow learning students and develops in such students a sense 

of defeat and demotivation towards the subject. In Britain and 

other developed countries, syllabuses and teaching methods are 



constantly under review. In some cases new syllabuses are adopted 

without prior training for teachers causing additional problems, 

e.g. the new GCSE syllabus in U.K. which is new in methodology, 

content and assessment methods. 

This research, carried out for Malawi, particularly for the 

Polytechnic, looks at how this massive percentage of under 

achievement can be reduced. It also e:<poses the instructional 

ineffectiveness and inefficiency at learning tasks. The 

importance of in-service training for secondary and primary 

school mathematics teachers is also highlIghted. 

Computers can be a key to realising educational goals such as 

promoting pupil-directed inquiry, enhancing the development of 

scientific and mathematical concepts and addressing more 

efficiently the learning needs of individual children in mixed 

ability and overcrowded classrooms. An assessment of Computer 

Enhanced Learni ng for. the improvement and rei nforcement of 

present teaching methods is therefore made. 

Fi nal.1 y, a set of recommendati ons for the improvement of 

mathematics education in Malawi is suggested to the Ministry 

of Education and Culture through the Polytechnic for 

implementation. 

Key Words :motivational incentives, in-service training, 

computer enhanced learning, mixed ability, 

mathematical aptitude, slow learning, 

mathematical concepts. 
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PREFACE 

This is a thesis on Compute~ Enhanced Lea~ning fo~ Mathematics 

in Malawi. It utilises the e"pe~iences and p~ojects ca~~led out 

in B~itain and othe~ weste~n count~ies. The theo~ies a~e backed 

by the expe~imental lessons ca~~ied out at the Polytechnic 

(Malawi) between Octobe~ and Decembe~ 1986. The convictions of 

the autho~ we~e st~engthened th~ough inte~action and discussion 

with leading mathematical educationalists led by P~ofesso~ 

A.C.Bajpai OBE and membe~s of staff at Loughbo~ough Unive~sity 

of Technology; attendance of wo~kshops with the Academic Staff 

T~aining and Development P~og~amme (Loughbo~ough Unive~sity of 

Technology) in compute~ assisted lea~ning; lectu~es in 

mathematics, statistics and compute~ p~og~amming; ~eading 

backg~ound lite~atu~e on the subject and visiting schools with 

such p~og~ammes in the United Kingdom. 

Chapte~ one cove~s the educational backg~ound of Malawi and also 

gives the histo~ical backg~ound of the Polytechnic to which this 

thesi s is ai med. 

In chapte~ two, p~oblems in mathematical education in Malawi a~e 

discussed. These cove~ mathematical teaching p~oblems in the 

p~ima~y and seconda~y schools and mo~e specifically mathematical 

p~oblems at the Polytechnic's Depa~tment of Mathematics and 

Science of which the autho~ is a membe~ of staff. 

Chapte~ th~ee is a ~eview of backg~ound lite~ature on compute~s 

and thei~ ~ole in education. A computer enhanced lesson is 

b~iefly desc~ibed based on the autho~'s expe~iences as discussed 



in the following chapter. Some aspects of courseware production 

are also discussed. Some of the discussions in this chapter 

form a basis for the ideas developed in chapter five. 

Chapter four is a report of the Computer Enhanced Learning 

Project at the Polytechnic in Malawi. Results are 

statistically analysed and a treatment of the questionnaire 

given to students involved in the experiment led to the author 

making the concluding remarks given at the end of this chapter. 

A proposal for a Teachers' Centre at the Malawi Polytechnic to 

help in the coordination of secondary school teachers and their 

activities is discussed in chapter five. The contribution that 

this project will make to the Teachers' Centre is also pointed 

out adding that production of courseware locally will easily be 

achieved by a combination of the experience of secondary school 

teaching staff, computer programming staff of the Polytechnic 

and other interested members. The Teachers' Centre will provide 

an ideal atmosphere for such cooperation. 

Lastly, chapter six includes conclusions, implications and 

necessary recommendations made to the authorities for the 

i~provement of mathematics teaching and learning. Future 

research directions are briefly given at the end of this 

chapter. 

The thesis ends with a list of references, appendices and 

bibliography. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACf(GROUND INFORMATION 

1.1 LOCATION 

The Republic of Malawi 1S situated in Southern Africa and is 

bordered by Mozambique to the south. Zambia to the west and 

Tanzania to the north. The location of Malawi is between 10 and 

17 degrees south; and between 33 and 36 degrees east(see 

fig.loll 

The surface area of Malawi is 115 895 square kilometres, 

approximately one third of which is covered by water i.e. Lake 

Malawi, Lake Chilwa. Lake Malombe, Lake Chiuta and Lake Kazuni. 

Lake Malawi is the third largest lake in Africa and the eighth 

largest in the world. It is 588 1(",. long, 60 - 80 k"" ; wide 

and 474 metres above sea level. Lake Malawi is one of the major 

tourist attractions in Malawi. The rest of the lakes are 

comparatively small. 

The altitude varies from 474m at Lake Malawi to 3000m at Sapitwa 

peak on Mount Mulanje. another tourist attraction in southern 

Malawi. Other interesting mountains and plateaus are Zomba 

12087m), Vipya I 1954m), Nyika (2606m) and Dedza. 

Malawi's present population is approximately 7.08 million 

(Government of Malawi National Statistics, 1984) and is 

calculated to be increasing at rate 4.27. per annum. It is 

prOjected that the population will be approximately 10.06 

million in 1995 and to reach 14 million by the year 2007. Malawi 

is an agricultural country i.e. its economy is highly dependent 
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on agriculture. This being the case, 90% of the population live 

in rural areas engaged in farming. Only 101. of tne population 

live in the cities of Blantyre in the south, the biggest 

industrial and commerclal city in Malawi; Lilongwe in the 

central region, the capital. Clty of Malawi and Mzuzu in the 

north. 

1. 2 EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AND OPPORTUNI TIES 1I~ MALAWI. 

Adult Primary 
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t ,. 

t ; 
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Figure 1.2 



The Malawian educational system may be summa~ised as in the 

figure 1.2 above. Unlike the United Kingdom, where at primary 

and secondary level age is the major determinant for the level 

of education, Malawi's educational system has always been 

systematically modelled as above. Students of varying ages may 

be attending the same class. As mo~e and more people appreciate 

the value of school and the education it provides. literacy 

levels are rising. and the range of different ages within the 

same class is reducing. 

The adult literacy programme was launched by the Malawi 

government to combat ignorance. The basic aim was to help those 

elderly people who did not have the opportunity to attend school 

when they were young. The programme therefore helped them become 

better citizens by communicating and serving the society more 

efficiently. Some who were keen to continue with education could 

do so by correspondence courses fo~ prima~y education. 

Primary school in Malawi is for eight years. After the first 

five years, pupils sit a national examination. Another national 

examination, the P~imary School leaving Certificate Examinations, 

comes at the end of the eight years. There are presently 2470 

primary schools in Malawi whose enrolment is 900 000 pupils. Of 

these. 88 500 are in standard eight (the final year in primary 

school). The pass rate is presently put at 70% i.e. 61 900 

pupils passed the standa~d eight exams (1985/8b academic year). 

There are only 74 secondary schools in Malawi hence out of the 

61 900 pupils, only 5627 of them are selected for form one in 

4 



secondary school. Secondary education lasts four years. After 

the first two years, students write the junior certificate 

examinations. The total secondary school enrolment (1985/8b) was 

24 000. Of these, 5082 students were in form four (the final 

class in secondary school) ready to write their MSCE (Malawi 

School Certificate of Education) examinations ('0' level). 65% 

of them passed the 198b exams i.e. 3315 students. Of these, only 

539 students were selected to the University of Malawi. Apart 

from the 539 students, the university also recruited 79 mature 

entry students (students with diplomas in industry, who did not 

have a chance at their time because degree courses were not 

available), 23 'A' level students (with at least 3 passes) and 

5 overseas students. The total intake for the university was 

therefore 646. 

As very few people can be accommodated in the formal educational 

system, the competition for places is very high indeed. As can 

be seen from the high figure in standard eight classes, only one 

in eleven are selected for secondary education. Alternative 

channels were therefore found necessary to take care of dropouts 

defined later. The government therefore introduced the Malawi 

Correspondence College centres (M.C.C. centres) all over the 

country. Students in these centres do their secondary education 

by following programmed notes prepared by experienced teachers 

for the M.C.C. Part-time teachers are recruited to lecture to 

students in such centres. The quality and level of secondary 

education so obtained is comparable with that obtained in 

secondary schools. Up to 1986, the pass rate in the centres is 

generally low due to student and staff attitudes i.e. some 



people had a feelIng that centres were for failures or rejects. 

Lack of qualified teachers to teach in these schools is another 

reason for the high failure rate. As the number of students IS 

increasing with increasing population, the government is doing 

all it can to improve the situation. 

Some of the dropouts at standard eight join the Malawi Young 

Pioneers training bases, where they learn a trade, others enter 

employment in industry, join the army etc. Secondary school 

dropouts (i.e. those not selected to university) have several 

alternatives. They may join technical colleges, vocational 

centres, Malawi Young Pioneers bases, agricultural colleges, 

nursing, forestry, fisheries, social workers' colleges etc. 

Presently in 11alawi, we do not educate for the indiVidual but for 

the society i.e. the courses offered by the university and other 

colleges reflect the needs of the society and not necessarily the 

choice of students taking those courses. Hence traIning is 

application based. The courses offered may not be as extensive as 

in western countries but are geared for particular needs 0+ the 

society. 

The entry requirements for the University of Malawi is a full 

MSCE certificate or any '0' level equivalent with at least five 

credits which should include English. Most courses require a good 

pass in mathematics as well. Holders of at least three 'A' level 

passes are admitted into the second year of a course of their 

choice. 

b 



Unlike many count~ies in the west whe~e p~ima~y and seconda~y 

education is f~ee. in Malawi, these p~esently have to be paid 

fo~. This has the effect of denying some poo~e~ people thei~ 

chance fo~ education. If education was f~ee howeve~, the p~esent 

facilities could not handle it. The~e a~e unfounded ~umou~s that 

plans a~e unde~ way to make p~ima~y education free in the nea~ 

future. There is need fo~ cautious prepa~ation befo~e this is 

done, conside~ing seriously the resou~ces available i.e. numbe~ 

of teach~s. schools and ext~a money fo~ maintenance. Unive~sity 

education has always been gove~nment sponsored, until 19134 when 

students we~e fo~ the fi~st time asked to pay a cont~lbutlon of 

K200 ( £1 is app~oximately 1(3.74, (19B7» 

1.3 EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

Some of the educational oppo~tunities a~e highlighted in the 

earlier section. These are in te~ms of educational alte~natives 

and ca~eer p~ospects. In this section we discuss opportunities 

in terms of statistics i."e. how many people have the 

opportunities discussed in 1.2 and how many do not. Appendix 1 

shows the population figu~es fo~ Malawi in 1977 by age and sex. 

The fo~mal education ages can be assumed to be between the ages 

of 5 and 25. Prima~y school is fo~ 8 yea~s, seconda~y school fo~ 

4 yea~s and unive~sity a maXimum of 6 years. Allowing a school 

sta~tlng age of six years, one would be expected to finish 

thei~ education with a first deg~ee at the age of 24. From 

Appendi,( 1, people between the ages of 5 - 24 totalled 2 389 677. 

The Malawi population total was 5 547 460. This means that 43% 

of the popul ati on we~e in the fo~mal educati on age. Appendi '( 2 

"., 
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shows enrolment in primary and secondary schools, technical 

colleges and university for the past 10 years in Malawi. It can 

be noticed from this table that for the 1977/78 academic year, 

the total number of people 1n primary, secondary, technical 

colleges and university totalled 692 947 people. This was 12% of 

the population. The expected percentage 0+ people in schools and 

colleges for that year (1977/78) was 43% and the observed 

proportion was 12% which is considerably very low. What happened , 

to the 31%? It is possible that some of the people in the 31% 

never went to school at all due to several other reasons e.g. 

fees etc. Some might have dropped out of the system due to a 

small number of secondary schools, university and colleges. 

1.4 THE POLYTECHNIC - BACKGROUND 

The Polytechnic is a constituent college of the University of 

Malawi. Being a technological institution, it was decided that 1t 

should be situated at a busy location (Blantyre) where students 

could easily go for industrial visits and vocational training 

could easily be arranged. Communi_cation between Industry and the 

Polytechnic is greatly enhanced by the proximity. It was 

established in 1965 through an aid package to the newly 

independent Malawi (independence from Britain in 1964) and was 

offering certificate courses in motor vehicle technology, 

woodwork, building technology and commerce. The University of 

Malawi became responsible for the diploma courses and the college 

administration in 1967. In the same year, the Malawi Polytechnic 

Board of Governors was established as a body responsible for the 

certificate courses mentioned above. The Board still runs these 

courses to the present day and the number of courses offered 



has increased to include electrical technology, general fitting, 

mechanical engineering technology, printing, welding, diesel 

fitting, automotive-electrical technology, telecommunications 

and land and quantity surveying. These are four year courses 

taking the form of one full year in college followed by one 

term block-release in each of the second, third and fourth 

years. Throughout the years, students sit the City and Guilds 

of London examinations in their respective subjects and improve 

their grades by obtaining certificates indicating the part 

satisfied. 

On the commercial side, the Board of Governors runs a two year 

secretarial course. Apart from this major course, there are 

several three-month in-service or upgrading courses for 

secretaries drawn from industry and other institutions. 

The University of Malawi still runs the diploma courses at the 

Polytechnic and most of them have been extended to degree level 

in engineering, commerce and technical education. A new two year 

diploma course in management was introduced to help those in 

industry with management needs. There are plans in the pipeline 

for more degree courses in publlc health and business 

administration. 

Since 1965, the Polytechnic has seen a lot of e:<pansion. New 

laboratories, with modern equipment for more effective 

experiments, were built for the departments of Mathematics and 

Science, Electrical and Civil engineering. A new lecture theatre 

with a seating capacity of more than 800 has just been completed. 

'7 



A new library capable of holding 90 000 books and a seating 

capacity of 420 has also been built. Student's welfare has also 

seen major leaps. New spacious hostels were built in 1982 such 

that almost all students are accommodated on campus. Kitchen 

facilities were greatly improved in the new cafeteria built in 

1983. There are plans for a new students' union and expanslon of 

hostels. As a result of all these developments, the student 

intake levels have seen a sharp rise from 1153 in 1977/78 

academic year to 2073 in the 198b/87 academic year. There is 

a high probabllity that these figures will continue to rise as 

new courses are being intrOduced and the national population 

grows. 

10 



CHAPTER 2 

SCOPE OF PROBLEMS IN MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION IN MALAWI 



CHAPTER 2 

2.1 PRIMARY MATHEMATICS 

Malawian children grow up in a mathematical enviroment without 

actually reallsing it. The different tribal languages are 

provided with number systems which the chidren learn early in 

their childhood. Traditionally, each and every household will 

have domestic animals of some sort e.g. chicken, cattle, goats 

etc. These are usually a symbol of status hence everyone tries 

to have them in large numbers. Local languages therefore had to 

have a way of accepting number concepts, mensuration, proportion 

and money. Distances for example were given in terms of how many 

rivers away a place was, or how many 'walking days' it would take 

to reach a place. Estimation of the sun's position was and still 

is a way of telling time for most Malawians. To give an e:<ample, 

a quotation of what is generally common talk in the village 

would be something like; 

"How -far away is Blantyre from here?1I 

Answers to this question could be, "It is two rivers away." where 

'river' is a concept of distance which almost everyone nolds 

constant. 

Another answer could be "it is a day's journey." again a constant 

speed is assumed between those discussing. These answers are not 

numerical but they carry a lot· of mathematical concepts in them. 

The number of cattle or goats one had, had to be counted 

numerically although these could not necessarily be written. The 

author remembers herding cattle before he went to school and it 

was always necessary to make sure that all the cattle were there 

12 



before going back home in the evenings, all herd boys had to 

count them. 

If someone committed a crime, the seriousness ot the crime could 

be measured in terms of how many chickens or goats he had to pay 

as compensation. The number concept is again demonstrated In 

this e:<ample. There are numerous such examples which show that 

African children like any other child in the world are born in 

an atmosphere where mathematical thinking is the or~er of the 

day. 

The argument being raised here is actually to put across the 

message that the Malawian child is prepared to take mathematical 

concepts easily since these are exposed to him very early in his 

childhood not as an academic endeavour but as a way 0+ li+e. This 

is one Side of the argument. 

On the other hand is the evidence that mathematics is the most 

dreaded subject in Malawi. The general acceptance that anything 

mathematical is difficult has also af+ected the performance ot 

pupils in other mathematically oriented subjects like PhYSical 

Science, Chemistry, Computing etc. Added to this is the other 

fact that Malawian girls or women dread mathematics much more 

than boys. Evidence of this may be +ound in any national exam 

results in Malawi where mathematics is part ot the curricula. For 

example, in a class where the author was a member at Malamulo 

Secondary School, out of 14 girls, only 2 passed mathematics in 

1979. Out of the 2 girls only one passed with a grade six the 

other was a marginal pass. 

Some teachers and schools have done research in this area but not 

1_" --, 



much has been done ~-a large scale and neither have any results 

been made public for the benefit of other schools. A project on 

this problem was underway at Nalosa Secondary School (Zomba) in 

1983. This is a mixed school (boys and girls) and girls' results 

in mathematics were observed to be significantly low. The 

mathematics department at the school decided to separate boys and 

girls when they went for mathematics. The idea behind the 

~eparation was to encourage girls to compete among themselves 

instead of shying o~f to the boys. The author was on teacning 

practice in 1983 when this was being tried out and was fortunate 

to be involved in the project by teaching the girl's class. The 

observed results then were positive in that there were more girls 

showing an interest in the subject, results with the boys' class 

were not significantly different. The attitude towards the 

subject had also positively changed compared to Malamuio where 

the author had learnt with girls who took mathematics as a 

"boys'" thing. It is worth mentioning here that the problem which 

girls have in coming to terms with mathematics is also recognised 

in western societies. The WISE (Women Into Science and 

Engineering) Programme of the Engineering Council, London and the 

Girls Into Mathematics Programme of the Open University are good 

examples of the work being undertaken in BrItain on this subject. 

This is an area ot research which ought to be looked into 

seriously if the image of mathematics is to be changed from the 

present stance. 

The importance of mathematics cannot be overemphasized. it has a 

lot of influence on other subjects in the curriculum and SOCIety. 

It is required of mathematicians or mathematical educationists to 



ensure that the subject is well taught. Most experienced 

secondary school teachers in Nalawi would agree that most 

pupils enter secondary school either already "destroyed" 

mathematically or well motivated to love the subject. Change of 

teaching methods and proper teaching does help motivate those who 

are neutral about the subject. 

From the above argument, children at the input - from homes 

before joining the school system-are intrinsically unbiased about 

mathematics. On entering secondary school most pupils will have 

already developed a liking or hatred for the subject, this then 

makes us feel that part of the reasons for mathematical dislike 

in students is actually derived at primary school level. One can 

therefore say that there is need to start proper teaching of 

mathematics at primary school level where the basis 0+ 

mathematical concepts are laid. A child badly taught at this 

stage may grow up to dislike mathematics for the rest of his/her 

life. The Question then is, is mathematics well taught in 

Malawian primary schools? Is the fault elsewhere and not In the 

primary school? Suppose it was not well taught, what can be done 

to improve the situation? Is it the pupils' fault or the 

teachers' or could it be the "system's" fault? 

As pointed out at the beginning of this section, most Malawian 

pupils enter school with either a neutral or a positive attitude 

towards mathematics. What then makes them enter secondary school 

with a negative attitude? There must be something to do with the 

way mathematics is communicated in primary school. Whatever it 

is, is carried over for a long time in the system. The author has 
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then considered what this problem may be, having been in the 

system himself. 

Firstly, looking at the mathematics syllabus for teacher training 

colleges from the Ministry of Education and Culture (1981) 

Appendix [3J, about 957. of the topics covered in the syllabus are 

those topics which the students will have already done at '0' 

level mathematics. It is rather difficult to imagine students 

enjoying mathematics if 957. of what they learn is a repetition of 

what they have already done. It may be argued that the same 

syllabus is used for those who only went up to junior certificate 

e:<aminations and hence for them there wont be much repetition but 

in that case there isn't much done for '0' level holders. It is 

necessary that teachers should be ahead of their students to 

allow for flexibility and confidence in their teaching. 

Students at Chancellor College who are pursuing Bachelor of 

Education (B.Ed) and those at the Polytechnic pursuing the 

Bachelor of Science (Technical Education), are both meant to 

become secondary school teachers. Although they are to teach 

secondary school mathematics, they do not spend their two years , 

in college reviewing or re-learning secondary school mathematics 

at all. They learn higher mathematics which i~proves their 

mathematical thinking and logic. After their course such students 

are in a better position to pursue further studies because they 

are well prepared for that. Primary school mathematics teachers 

following the above mentioned syllabus do not follow that theory. 

This syllabus does not take care of those who will go on in 

further education. In other words the .mathematical capability at 
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the Teacher Training College (TTC) graduate is no better than an 

'0' level graduate mathematically. The only difference is item 9 

for T3 and item B for T2 both of which positively introduce 

Statistics (data collection and presentation) for the T3 and up 

to probability concepts for the T2s. These students would feel 

more motivated if they were made to feel that going to the TTC is 

actually part of further education other than a mere grooming for 

teaching. The author's suggestion is that the topics listed 1n 

the syllabus be quickly revised just for recap, and then new 

material be introduced. A deeper and better treatment of 

statistics could be an idea. Topics like calculus, Simpson's Rule 

etc.,complex numbers, matrices, the exponential function, 

trigonometry waveforms, natural logarithms etc. could be among 

those considered for implementation. The author feels this will 

moti~'ate students into learning and enjoying mathematics and give 

them a feeling that they can easily go into further education. 

Their mathematics background will be stronger as they go to 

teach. Considering also that these same primary school teachers 

are actually engaged in teaching Malawi Correspondence College 

Centres (MCC Centres) a change of this nature would improve 

mathematics and the passing rate in these MCC Centres whose 

results are presently disastrous. It must be realised that in 

western countries e.g. Britain, some university graduates go on 

to teach 1n primary school. Such teachers are conf1dent and 

f 1 e;~ i b 1 e in thei r approach. to concept teachi ng. 

The second point may appear sexist but is factually true. In most 

Malawian primary schools and some secondary schools, there is an 

increasing number of lady teachers. In some schools, especlally 
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in cities, the population of lady teachers could be as high as 

90% or more. Now, some of these teachers were not good at 

mathematics at all when they were in school but are faced with 

the task of teaching it. It is eVIdent in Malawi that girls in 

schools resent mathematics more than boys, or at least this has 

been the trend. Present lady teachers have been under such a 

trend hence one can confidently feel that most lady teachers may 

not have been good at mathematics. Whilst these comments are more 

applicable to lady teachers, it is possible that the same problem 

e,dsts with male teachers in that the best mathematicians are 

attracted to industry and commerce rather than teaching. This 1S 

possibly true in western countries more than in the third world. 

The author does not suggest that lady teachers need not be 

allowed to teach mathematics but is only emphasising the need to 

know well what one teaches and a little more. In other words it 

is difficult to teach effectively something you know hazily or 

something you are not confident on. Therefore whoever teaches 

mathematics must be seen to have an interest in it and also be 

creative in the way different concepts are taught. If one knows 

his subject matter, he can find different ways or methods of 

communicating it to his students. For students to effectively 

understand what they are learning, it requires good teaching 

methods, to be able to change teaching methods to suit students 

with different learning problems, requires a good knowledge o~ 

the subject matter. Psychologists agree with the Importance of 

learning methods, Skemp [21 p.36J, states, 

"Now to know mathematics IS one thing and to be able to teach 
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it - to communicate it to tnose at a lower conceptual level

is quite another; and it is the author's belIef that it is 

the latter which is most lacking at the moment. As a result, 

many people acquire at school a life long dislike and even 

fear of mathematics." 

This then brings the suggestion that the TTCs should partially 

categorise teachers in terms of what they can teach. The idea 0+ 

one teacher teaching almost all subjects is economically a good 

one but side effects of it may prove a bit unhealthy. This calls 

for some specialization in teaching subjects. This is what is 

being practised in secondary schools now but is greatly neglected 

in primary schools. Most people think that primary mathematics is 

so simple that anyone can teach it. This is totally wrong. Those 

responsible for the transfer of teachers, which is why there are 

so many lady teachers in cities, should seriously consider a 

teacher's speciality be-fore approving 0+ the trans+er. The 

author realises clearly that this is not a simple issue and 

needs to be looked into extensively by concerned partIes. 

The mathematical concepts in children which they acquire in tneir 

enviroment before school are practical oriented, i.e. they learn 

counting because they have to count something or measure 

something. It is therefore important that this should not be 

distracted by the introduction of mathematics as an abstract 

subject which is difficult to' learn. There should be a smooth 

transition from the practical aspect to the abstract. Pupils must 

always see mathematics as a "doing" subject, it should, 
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especlally in primary education, contain lots ot practicals In 

form of games and projects with mathematical concepts embedaed In 

them. In that way it will be easy to learn and the development OT 

abstract concepts can easily be taken. Credit must be given to 

the pactical aspects in primary school teaching in Malawi 

presently. Children usually learn by doing things and the 

Ministry of Education has made it a point that this is done. Some 

teachers still have a tendecy to ignore practicals and teach by 

chalk and talk. Children get bored and lose concentration hence 

they miss important lifelong mathematical tips. 

Lastly, Malawians can learn a lot from the Cockroft Committee's 

report entitled "Mathematics Counts" which was published in 1982 

to consider the teaching of mathematics in primary and secondary 

schools in England and Wales. In UK they did what Malawians also 

ought to do, reviewing our teaching methods and the content in 

primary and secondary school mathematics. In their summary, the 

Cockroft report states the following important points for the 

mathematics teacher, 

"In our vi ew. the mathematics teacher has the task, 

• of enabling each pupil to develop, with his capabilities, 

the mathematical skills and understanding required for 

adult life, for employment and for further study and 

training, while remaining aware of the difficulties which 

some pupils will experlence in trying to gain such an 

appropriate understanding. 



of providing each pupil with such mathematics as may be 

needed for his study of other sUbjects. 

of helping each pupil to develop as far as possible his 

appreciation and enjoyment of mathematics itself and his 

realisation of the role which it has played and will 

continue to play both in the development of science and 

technology and of our civilizat10n • 

• above all, of making each pupil aware that mathematics 

provides him with a powerful means of communication." 

These points are clear and easy to follow. The Malawian TTC 

mathematics departments could look at these objectives and see 

whether they achieve this or feel like adopting some of the above 

ideas. 

2.2 SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS. 

After eight years in primary school, a student in Malawi then 

enters secondary education. The determining factor for level of 

education in Malawi is not age as is generally the case in 

Britain but simply the completion of the first eight years in 

primary school. One of the reasons age is not a determ1ning 

factor is that. pupils start school at different ages due to lack 

of fees for some and slow mental development in others. After 

passing their primary school leaving certificate, the next task 

after another four years is to pass their '0' levels and then go 

to univerSity. 
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The Malawi School Certificate Examinations and Testing Board 

is responsible for the Malawi School Certificate of Education 

(NSCE) examinations which are held after four years o~ secondary 

education whereby students obtain their '0' levels if they pass 

at least six subjects including English with credits in at least 

two of the subjects. The MSCE"examinations are held in conjuction 

with the Associated Examining Board for the General Certificate 

of Education in the United Kingdom. This is done to keep the 

standards of the NSCE '0' level certificate in line with other 

international certificates. 

The new GCSE '0' level examinations 1988/89 which became 

operational this year (1987) has several differences with the 

MSCE. The GCSE to which the MSCE emulates, has brought changes in 

teaching methods and content. Statist1cs and Probability, 

Matrices, Vectors, Sets and Different1ation are topics which are 

absent on the MSCE syllabus. It may be argued that those taking 

additional mathematics at MSCE may come across some o~ these 

topics but considering that selection to university or other 

colleges is not based on additional mathematics, it would be 

worthwhile including the said topics in the general MSCE 

mathematics syllabus. How important are these topics to require 

inclusion in the NSCE? 

At the Polytechnic and most other tertiary education colleges, 
:.,. 

there is a lot of experimental and research work/which students 

are expected to take an active part. Nost of such work requires 

data collection, classification, tabulation, interpretation and 
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abilIty to draw simple inferences from the data. This is done 

from first year. StatIstics deal with data collection, analysis 

and presentation. First year students at the Polytechnic do not 

have any statistical knowledge because this is not part of theIr 

'0' level curricula. As a result of this, students find analysis 

and presentation of data, a difficult task. Statistics is not 

taught (at the Polytechnic) until the second or third year by 

which time a lot of experimental work will have been done blIndly 

i.e. without much appreciation of the data. 

If, on the other hand, the first year common course tries to 

emulate the 'A' level syllabus to a certain extent, then in the 

'A' level syllabus statistics is included. As a matter of fact, 

most mathematics syllabi in Britain include statistICS because of 

its practical oriented nature. The inclusion of the above 

mentIoned topics at '0' level would greatly improve the qualIty 

and level of mathematics taught at the Polytechnic and other 

tertiary colleges. Even the approach to data of students, from 

such a programme, will significantly show a change. It would be 

reasonable for the Polytechnic to seriously consider introducing 

statistics to students as early as possible as this is where they 

really need the subject. 

It must be realised that if students, engineering students in 

this case, do not have an appreciatIon of their experimental work 

due to lack of a strong statistics base, then their confidence as 

engineers may be threatened and even If statistICS IS introduced 

at a later date, it may fail to avert the situation. 
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THE COJ1MON COURSE MATHEMATICS SYLLABUS 

2.3.1 INTRODUCTION. 

Most members of staff and students who have stayed long enough 

and have closely followed the developments of mathematics 

teaching at the Polytechnic, would agree that the engineering 

department has on several occasions given its reservations on the 

level and quality of mathematics taught by the Department ot 

Mathematics and Science to first year engineering and technician 

students. It is more likely that, most of the staff who raise 

this topic are expatriate or those that have studied other 

syllabi, and their expectation of a second year student in 

engineering is mathematically low. Such staff argue that the 

first year common course fails to bring up a mathematical 

aptItuoe necessary for them to easily teach most engineering 

concepts. On several occaSIons, they argue, an engineering 

concept has been diffIcult to get across because students haven't 

covered the mathematical pre-requisite for it. It is probably 

right to suggest that most of such staff are used to the 

educational system where students go to university after passing 

certain specialIsed subjects at 'A' level. Among other things, 

the first year common course aims to cover a considerable amount 

of 'A' level quality mathematics relevant to engineering and 

t.echnology. Because of contInued critiCism, the mathematics 

syllabus has been, on several. oc::casions,reviewed and altered to 

meet particular needs. In this section of the thesis we take a 

thorough review of the syllabus and comment on what implications 

on the subsquent years' mathematics topics are. 
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2.3.2 THE COMMON COURSE MATHEMATICS SYLLABUS 

Appendix 4 is the September version of the first year common 

course mathematics syllabus. Item 11 on Appendix 4 is a list of 

topics of study in the common course. Item (a) is a revision of 

secondary school mathematics ('0' level mathematics). Arithmetic 

calculations and plane geometry theorems are emphasized in this 

course. The revision is necessary because students will have come 

from a three month vacation and they surely need an interim tOPIC 

to enable them fuse smoothly into higher mathematics. Having come 

from an '0' level background. topic (b). i.e. Binary arithmetic. IS 

the first new topic to the students. Imaginably. and from tne 

author's own experience. it is more motivating to learn new 

things than repeat what one knows already. TOp1C lc) however IS 

not necessarily new. This topic is covered at 'u' level sucn that 

it would be fitting to include it in la). The same argument can 

hold for topics (e). (f). 19). (h) and (1) all of wnich are more 

or less repetitions from the '0' level syllabus. It is a 

justified argument to say that some of these tOPICS are not as 

well covered at '0' level but they don't deserve such dedication 

either. It is for that reason that it would be better if these 

six topics were covered quickly and at the beginning of the 

course i.e. should be included in (a). Another option is to 

cancel some of the more obvious repetitions and introduce new 

topics thereby motivating students more. 

Except for topics lb), (m). In). and (0). the rest are topiCS 

which have either been wholly or partIally covered at '0' level 
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hence the time spent on them can easily be reduced provided 

proper teaching strategies are taken as will be explained later. 

The big disadavntage of this syllabus is that lecturers spend 

more time on topics which students, either already or partially, 

know. Important topics such as (m), (n) and (0) come at the very 

end and from experience, there is usually little time for their 

thorough coverage. As a result of this, students go into second 

year with a very iaint idea of calculus which forms almost 80% at 

the mathematics in subsequent years. 

Statistics is a subject which could be introduced at this stage. 

With experimentation playing a greater role in the science 

subjects, a statistical approach to the data obtained would help 

veriiy or validate their findings. 

2.3.3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE COMMON COURSE ON SUBSQUENT YEARS. 

Due to weaknesses in the common course first year syllabus, the 

second year mathematics still contains some topics which are 

actually of first year level. Appendix 5 contains study topics 

for the second year mathematics. Item (b) was partially covered 

at '0' level and could as well have been e>:tended in the f1rst 

year. As pointed out above, ii stat1stics were introduced 1n toe 

common course, item If) could have been covered then. This would 

allow more time to be spent on probability theories which some 

people find difficult to comprehend. If probability were 

thoroughly covered in the second year, other topics, vital to a 
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graduating diploma student, would be 1ntroduced e.g. Quality 

Control, Significance Tests, Correlat1on and Regression etc. 

The key to the whole problem is the improvement ot the first year 

syllabus, which will bring an improvement in the subsquent years. 

Most of the mathematics topics covered in the second and th1rd 

years are reasonable, new and are reasonably easy such that they 

could be shifted a year back to enable mathematics phase with 

other engineering courses. 

In Britain, for the G.C.S.E. examinations of 1988, questions for 

the '0' level paper will include such topics as differentiation, 

statistics, computation, matrices, vectors, sets, transformation 

and symmetry. It is easy to envisage such students doing better 

and more advanced mathematics at 'A' level after having done the 

above topics at '0' level. After their 'A' level,when they 

choose to do engineering, they would likely find most concepts 

easy to understand having such a background. The mathematics 

included in the engineering courses is bound to be more 

interesting and challenging. 

Whilst there is need in Malawi to review the '0' level 

mathematics just as in Britain today, the Polytechnic ought to 

take a leading role by restructuring its mathematical 

requirements and then using its influence to bring about a 

reasonable change in the Malawi School Certificate of Education 

(N.S.C.E.) '0' level curriculum. 
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2.3.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR II'1PRDVEMENT. 

In the stated aims of the mathematics syllabi fo~ years one to 

three at the Polytechnic, there is a constant mention of 

"consolidation" of the mathematics of the previous year. This is 

necessary. Concepts must be built systematically and 

logically. This however does take a lot of time which, if 

alternative methods of quick revision were available, could be 

devoted to new topics. One of the new ways of attaining quick 

revision, as will be seen in chapter 5 is through using the 

philosophy underlying "Computer Enhanced Learning (CEL) n. 

Most of the topics in the mentioned syllabi are such that 

computer packages could easily be made thereby p~ovid1ng the 

student with an alternative lesson. As will be seen in this 

thesis, such computer packages bring effectiveness and efficiency 

to the lesson. When the Teachers' Centre proposed in chr six 

becomes operational, software packages will be easy to get as, it 

is hoped, staff will work hard in making it available to 

students. 

What improvements will computer packages bring about? 

It is true to say that a lot of time is spent by lecturers trying 

to convince slow learning students over difficult concepts. Since 

the only source of information (lesson) is the teacher and books 

are difficult to understand, the teacher is sometimes forced to 

repeat lectures. Computer packages would help both slow learners 

and fast ones. The slow learner, after the lectu~e, would be 

g1ven the package to follow at his own pace and time. The 



inte~active natu~e of the packages would make it easy fo~ him to 

lInde~stand without the teache~'s assistance. If in case he 

doesn't unde~stand c~tain pa~ts of the lesson. he can 

specifically ask fo~ help the~eby ~educing the teache~'s load and 

also saving time fo~ new topics to be int~oduced. Fast lea~ne~s 

would find it easy and quick~ to ~evise using the packages. 

Students would also be made mo~e ~esponsible as they would have to 

wo~k at thei~ own time and pace. Apa~t f~om these advantages some 

packages contain a section on 'wo~k ahead' hence students would 

know in advance what is to come and would make ~elevant ~esea~ch 

on it. 

With compute~ packageslea~ning could be made faste~ and easie~. 

The teache~ could find his load ~easonably ~educed and teache~ 
, 

-student discussion would be mo~e meaningful. As the su~vey in 

chapte~ five shows. compute~ enhanced lea~ning makes the 

lea~ning/teaching task an easy one. Compute~ packages need not be 

~est~icted to mathematics only. othe~ subjects can equally 

benefi t.· p~esentl y the Pol ytechnic has all the MIME (Mic~os 

In Mathematics Education> P~oject units in Mechanics. Statistics 

and some gene~al mathematics softwa~e. It is hoped that an 

o~ganised system will be set up whe~eby students will have access 

to them and the ones to be p~oduced late~. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 



CHAPTER 3 

3.1 Computers in Society 

A computer is an information processing device. Since there are 

vast areas where information processing is done, there equally 

are a lot of areas where computers are used or could be used. It 

is not possible therefore in this thesis to give completely, a 

list of all the areas where computers are utilised. A 

classification and application of areas of computer technology 

will be given. Didday [10] classifies computer application into 

six inter-related categories viz; 

1. Control 

2. Communication 

3. Computation 

4. Simulation 

5. Organization 

6. Recreation 

He further points out that each of these categories can have 

three different approaches. Take application 6, Recreation, for 

example, this can be approached in three different ways; 

(a) recreation for personal satisfaction or use e.g. sport, 

(b) recreation for educational purposes, e.g. educational 

games, 

(c) recreation for profit making, e.g. game machines. 

Programs written specifically for any of these can achieve all 

the mentioned intended goals on a computer. To get a better idea 

of what all these mean, a closer and reasonably brief account of 
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each will be given. 

3.1.1 CONTROL 

Computer application falls under the control category when a 

computer is used to monitor and direct some physical system. 

There are numerous cases where a computer is used in the control 

of physical processes. There usually is a need for a converter, 

analog to digital or digital to analog (AID), to turn the 

signals produced in the physical processes into binary values 

which the computer can use. An example of such a situation is a 

simple voltimeter chip which can be used to convert a physical 

signal or process into an electronic one. 

Consider a situation where a thermistor is to be used for the 

thermo-characteristics of an electrical motor. The problem would 

be to find a way of accurately measuring the heat changes inside 

the motor's windings using a thermistor as a simple thermometer 
vseel 

could not bet The thermistor would have to be calibrated first. 

This could be done by connecting the thermistor to an ohmeter 

and then placing the thermistor in freezing waterlsee figure 

3.1 (a». The resistance of the thermistor in freezing water 

would then be noted. The beaker, in which the freezing water is, 

would then be heated to boiling temperature i.e. 100 degrees 

Celcius, resistance readings would be taken after say, every 

five degree's temperature rise. The thermometer placed in the 

beaker as shown below would show the temperature rises while a 

digital ohmeter would accurately give the resistance readings. A 

graph of resistance against temperature would then be plotted to 

give the inverse relationship shown in figure 3.1 (b). The 



calibration done, the thermistor could then be easily placed in 

the motor's windings and through cables connected to an ohmeter 

outside, see figure 3.1 (cl. Whoever is interested in the 

thermo-characteristics of the motor would then simply read 

resistances from the ohmeter and interpret them from the graph. 
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In the above eKample, a digital ohmeter chip was used to convert 

the heat in the motor into digital signals which could be read 

on the screen as thermistor resistance. The same digital pulses 

could be connected to a computer which could then monitor the 

motor i.e. switch off when a certain temperature is reached or 

switch on, or increase/ reduce motor speed. 

There are many areas where computers direct control mechanisms 

in machines and these vary with field of appl1cation. Just to 

briefly mention a few eKamples. car parks in the United 

Kingdom are computerised such that doors/barriers will open 

only when the right payment is made. In this case, the motor 

which opens and closes the door is monitored by a computer. 

In underground stations, some doors will open only when you 

slide your ticket through a slot. Doors to some banks outside 

opening hours can only be opened by using the cash-point card 

through a special slot. Cash-point card holders can therefore 

have access to the machines at any time. Nost washing machines 

are computerised such that temperature changes, spin speeds 

etc. are all monitored by computer. Traffic lights are also 

cOmp~iSed. 

It is difficult to give Malawian eKamples because computers are 

not as yet widely used. Society is somehow hesitant to 

computerise because of unemployment fears and also lack of 

proper computer manpower and adequate financial resources. 
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3.1.2 COMMUNICATION 

There are several cases where computers are used for 

communication purposes. In some situations, computers may not 

be seen to be involved in the communication process but basically 

they are behind it all. 

Some television sets, for example, receive information such 

as teletext. In that case information is fed into the computer 

at the central broadcasting station and a decoder in the 

television set displays the information on the screen at the 

viewer's choice. In teletext a viewer can choose from several 

'pages' of news, weather forecasts, entertainment, games, 

recipes. advertisements from retailers etc. These can be viewed 

any time. 

Another information service in use in Britain and other 

developed countries is view data or videotex. This was pioneered 

in Britain where it is called prestel. It makes use ot telephone 

systems as well as television. Information from a central 

computer is, this time, transmitted through a telephone line. 

Termlnals of the system consist of televislon screens with a 

decoder and a keyboard linked via telephone wires to the memory 

banks of the computer. This has eKtensive fast improving 

application. Ardley [16J states, 

" ••••• Already in France they are planning to use videotex 

to hold the telephone directory and in this country 

(Britain) there are plans to use it to inform bank 

customers of the state of their accounts instead of 

sending printed statements." 



Anothe~ application of viewdata is sending messages between 

distant places th~ough the sc~een. The t~avel agents in 

Loughbo~ough fo~ example, use this to book thei~ custome~s on 

diffe~ent flights and ai~lines with thei~ London headqua~te~s. 

Telex messages a~e also a fo~m of viewdata in the fo~m of 

p~inted matte~. 

Most ~ailway stations in B~itain have at least one sc~een on 
p ... 

each platfo~m whe~e a com~e~ sends info~mation about t~ain 

se~vices and timetables. In some stations, especially London's 

underground, some companies advertise on IIrunning" screens, 
-i:L. su-e-.. +::-

IIIh~e a message ~uns ac~ossL eve~y 50-0{. A computer sends the 

message to the sc~een and also dete~mines the speed 0+ ~un. 

A simila~ use can be seen in footbal g~ounds whe~e scores a~e 

given on digital sc~eens. On BBC television, the weathe~man uses 

a BBC mic~o to show his forecasts. This list can go on, the 

compute~'s use in info~mation p~ocessing in fo~m of 

communication is ve~y dive~gent indeed. 

3.1.3 COMPUTATION 

Computation ~efe~s to the use of the compute~ in handling data, 

p~ocessing it to give mathematical, statistical o~ logical 

models. Such models a~e found in nume~ous cases in ~eal life. 

Most of the compute~ usage in diff~ent fields involve 

computation of one fo~m o~ anothe~. Computation refe~s to the 

numbe~ c~unching capability of the computer. Microcompute~s a~e 

not as powe~ful number c~unche~s as supe~computers. They can do, 

but a~e comp~atively much slowe~. Below are p~actical 
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computation cases. 

(a) Most graphics output need computation before display, 

e.g. the trigonometric function program included in this thesis 

[4.3], the student may not necessarily see what is happening 

when he enters an amplitude of say 4 but the computer is 

involved in heavy computation to produce values for the 

graphics output. 

(b) In banking, there is a lot of computation going on. 

Every time a withdrawal is made, computers are involved in the 

updating of that account, checking whether the account is 

overdrawn or not and sending appropriate messages to the 

customer. In most western countries, cashpoint cards are in 

use where the holder can withdraw money at any time. The 

cashpoint terminal is actually a computer network terminal 

and all information is handled by the main computer 

(Mai nframes) • 

(c) Early computers were, in some cases, used to calculate 

ball i sti c f i ri ng tabl es for guns and mi ssi I es. In that case 
.;...,.l;k. 

as well, the computer was involvedb~putation of barrel 

elevation, shell types, wind velocity, temperatures etc. 

Again there are numerous examples where computers are used 

for computation and it must be borne in mind that almost each 

and every computer appl1cation does involve computation in one 

way or another, i.e. binary (through compilers or interpreters) 

or the interpreted figures as displayed on the VDU. 
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3.1.4 SIMULATION 

Simulat10n is a way of creating a model of reality. Creating 

a picture or model that resembles the real thing for the 

purpose of training or experimentation. The role of computers 

in simulation is a great one because of the graphics 

capabilities of computers and the speed in computation. 

Programs are written which, using real life data, produce 

models graphically from which an understanding and analysis 

of certain aspects of the real world may be made. It is safer 

and cheaper to use models than to test in situ all the time. 

Simulation testing can be compared to sampling in statistics. 

For example, space researchers use simulations to test a 

missile's design before building it. It is safer and cheaper to 

have a missile crash on the computer model than on a real launch. 

Pilots are trained in computer controlled simulators to avoid 

catastophic disasters. Simulators are therefore important in 

bringing a low cost improvement on society or technology ay 

pretesting models and experimenting with different parameters 

before manufacture. Simulations can also help those in deCiSion 

making positions see what lies ahead by looking at computer 

simulation models. 
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3.2 COMPUTERS AND LEARNING 

Presently in Malawi, computers are widely used in the industrial 

sector. There is also a reasonable amount of use in 

wordprocessing both in industry and in education. The Malawi 

Polytechnic started using computers for adminstrative work in 

1985. The computers are used to store students' records and 

possibly updating them ~rom time to time. Keeping records by 

computer is versatile in that updating, cancelling, and print 

-out is easily done. 

The Department of Mathematics and Science at the Malawi 

Polytechnic has been running computing classes since 1982 and 

since then the syllabus has undergone several changes because 

of a number of reasons, 

(i) availability of computers, in terms of numbers, 

(iil availability o~ other high level languages i.e. 

computers containing such ROM, (iiil teaching staff. 

In 1982, the Polytechnic had fewer than 4 Tandy TRS 80 and 3 

Sinclair microcomputers. The computers then were not enough 

for a student population of 1000 students. In 1984 another 4 

TRS 80 micros were added. The problem then Has that there was 

no one who had the expertise to repair the machines whenever 

something went wrong. As a result, most ot the computers had 

to be removed from the lab even if they had a minor fault. ThIS 

problem is apparently still there (March 1987) altnough there 



was at last talk of an attempt to alleviate it. In 1986, a 24 

IBM mini computer terminal was bought from the United States of 

America. The memory available in these computers is so extensive 

that other high level languages like FORTRAN and PASCAL are 

available apart from BASIC which has been the traditional 

language taught. Since 1983, computing has only been taught to 

engineering aegree students. In 1984, degree students foliowing 

the Bachelor of Science (Technical Education) course and the 

Bachelor of Commerce were for the first time allowed to take 

computing. Already there are plans to introduce computing to 

technician courses in engineering (Diploma) and City ana Guilds 

courses and also the diploma in business studies. Judging from 

the way computers are trickling into Malawi and the way 

government values education, chances are that in two or so years 

the Polytechnic and other university colleges, as well as 

technical colleges will get more computers. Apart from these, 

secondary schools will get their share in the near future. 

However, there are several questions we must address ourselves 

to before these changes come; 

(i) Do we have enough teaching personnel to cope with the 

rate at which computers are coming? 

(ii) Do we have guaranteed maintenance of the machines as 

they COme in? 

(iii) How best can we utilise the computers apart from 

simply training our young men and women in computers? 

(iv) What will happen to the numerous number of mathematics 

teachers in secondary, technical schools and even 

university who at one time will be without suitable 

training when computers eventually influence the 



mathematics syllabus? 

In this thes1s, answers to the above questions are attempted. 

Chapter 6.2 on the "Teachers' Centre" attempts to answer 

questions (i), (ii land (iv). In this section we attempt to 

answer question (iii) in which we look at how best we can 

utilise the computers we have apart trom the general computing 

lectures. 

Why are computers destined to be such important factors in 

human learning? Can a computer improve learning? Do computers 

improve learning/teaching methods? It must be realised that 

whatever philosophies may go about us, one thing is that 

mathematics teachers and other teachers as well have been 

provided with a new tool, the computer. There are so many 

computer applications which have positive and negative et+ects. 

There is theretore great need to do research in this area to 

examine the strengths 0+ the computer based learning and its 

weaknesses and see how the weaknesses may be averted. Al+red 

Bork [19), on why the computer is destined to be such an 

important factor in human learning levels , says; 

"Fundamentally the major factor is interaction. The fact 

that the computer can make learning an active as opposed 

to a passive process implies other important consequences." 

The present learning process in Malawi is a passive one. An 

active process allows the student, or at least e:<pects him, to 

interact with the machine (computer), the teacher or sometimes 

with himsel+. Active learning processes are obviously desirable 



as heuristic approaches to learning have always proved more 

successful than the traditional ones. The active learning process 

can be compared to the socratic learning process where the 

teacher's attention is directed at individual students. However 

in the third world and in some western countries, it is not 

possible to achieve a socratic learning/teaching situation. 

Classes are generally overcrowded with sometimes fifty to a 

hundred pupi I s to a teacher. A 'teacher· 
C\. 

in such Lcase' ha'.; ~ no 

alternative but to sit all his students in a convenient class 

and have them listen to his lecture. Whether there are slow 

learning stUdents in the class or not does matter but he may be 

unable to help it. Actually, an attempt to give attention to 

individual students can deter the teacher's aim to go through 

the syllabus. This problem is more serious in primary schools, 

where most schools will have more than 80 students to a teacher, 

and secondary schools where there will be more than 30 to a 

teacher. At the university level e.g. the Malawi Polytechnic, 

tutorial classes are trimmed down to 16 students. Lectures may 

have more than 50 students in some cases. Despite this reduced 

number of students to the teacher, the socratic approach to 

learning is still a distant dream. This is because the socratic 

approach is expensive in that it will require more lecturers who 

are not easy to get and also expensive to employ. It may also 

require a lot more room considering the number of students 

available. The socratic approach is an ideal learning situation. 

The reality, on the other hand, for third world countries is that 

our classes are overcrowded. What can be done then to make sure 

that our 1 earni ng is effecti ve in such overcrowded and mi:<ed 

ability classes? One of the new methods 0+ learning which is 
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still under intensive research is computer based learning. 

Chapter 4 in this thesis gives an outline of an experimental 

teaching/learning situation utilising the computer. 

It is apparent especially in the western world that 

we are at the verge of a major change in the way we learn. 

"This change, driven by the personal computer will affect 

all levels of education from earliest childhood through 

adult education. It will affect both education and 

training." Alfred Bork [19]. 

This change might not be that apparent in third world countrIes. 

Computers are just coming in and are used more in the industrial 

and administrative sectors. Computer technology is improving 

tremendously as seen in 3.1. It will not be long therefore before 

the industrial and administrative sectors are flooded with 

computers and very shortly the education sector will have lots 

of computers coming in. There is need, therefore, to Investigate 

before hand, what effect computers will have on third world 

education. Will the computer bring positive educational effects 

as is the case In some western countries? Will students in 

overcrowded classes benefit from the computer's facilities? How 

about slow-learning students? These are some of the questions 

researchers will have to face themselves with in the third world. 

Having looked at a general view of computers and learning, we 

shall now look specifically at the various advantages computer 

based learning has over the basic traditional method and also 

how computer based learning may help improve the present 



teaching methods. 

(i) the interactive nature of computer based learnlng and 

also the ability of the computer to indivIDualise the 

learnlng process to take account of the needs of each 

learner. 

As pointed out earlier, it is almost impossible for the teacher 

to entertain the individual needs of every student in overcrowded 

classes. The computer does provide the stated facility. It was 

observed (see chapter 4) that 4 students seated in front of a 

computer created an atmosphere which invited more student to 

student interaction about what was going on in the lesson. 

Sometimes heavy arguments could arise in which the teacher was 

invited to give a verdict to the row. 

With 3 or 4 micros, a roster could be organised whereby students 

could come in the evenings or any free time and run the lessons 

in groups of 4 or 5. This would be after the lecture. Students 

would benefit by either revising, learning, reinforcing or 

testing their own speclal cases about the lesson. 

(ii) the ability in computer based learnlng lessons to stop. 

review and store the whole lesson and change the 

varlables all the tlme. 

All pupils are different, each pupil or student is unique in 

terms of learning speeds, background, psychological make up and 

interest. The background of most Malawian students is that of 

extended family relationships. Family events traditionally 
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affect students so much. They may be absent from school because 

of funerals of what people in the west may call 'distant' 

relatives. They miss lectures in the process. Teachers are 

generally not willing to repeat lessons for individual students 

hence from then on such students are at a disadvantage. They find 

it very difficult to catch up. Computer based learning systems 

allow for lessons to be stored in backing memory and students who 

either did not understand or missed the lecture can just pick the 

stored lesson, load and run it. The interactive nature of the 

program (if it is) helps reinforce the learnt ideas. If a stUdent 

doesn't understand a point in the lesson he may ask his teacher 

for that specific point and most teachers would be willing to 

assist in such CIrcumstances. Weak students are helped more in 

that the lesson goes at the pace they can take. Alfred Bork says 

that where students are learning at their own pace, they will 

tend to respond frequently to questions. He quotes a survey; 

"we have found in our recent programmes that a pupil 

responds about every fifteen seconds." 

(iii) access to computer based learning packages WIll act 

as a mechanism for egualizing the learning 

opportunities for people of different areas of the 

world. 

A practical example of this are the MIME Project packages In 

Mechanics which the author took to Malawi for the trial lesson 

(see chapter 4). These are presently being used in the 'A' 

level mathematics lessons in BritaIn, simultaneously, a 



>. 

Malawian student, more than 4000 miles away, will have exactly 

t.he same material before him. Diskettes and cassettes are 

reasonably cheaper and lighter than books hence it will be 

easier to get more software or courseware. Projects like the 

"Teachers' Centre" (chapter 5) can help ensure that other 

software packages are produced locally to feed the secondary 

education and technical colleges. 

(iv) compared to teachers. computer learning/teaching 

packages are cheaper. 

Teachers take a long time to train, and even then you are not 

assured of a good teacher. It would prove cheaper to buy 1000 

lesson packages than recruiting and training 1000 new teachers. 

These two are not independent entities and ought not be 

compared but are here just to illustrate the idea of how cheap 

courseware can be. 

Having looked at the good side of computer based learning, we 

shall now examine briefly the negative side of it. 

(i) Sometimes new technology may get pupils carried away 

such that they become more interested in it to the 

exclusion of learning. 

As pointed out in chapter 4, this is a factor which teachers 

must watch out for. It is necessary sometimes to allow pupils ro 

play games on the computer, let them have first hand experience 

on it and get over the first shocks. In so doing, students will 

not look very amazed with the animations in a lesson. Teachers 

can use different methods to solve this problem. On the other 
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hand, this is a short term problem. Students may. i+ using the 

computer +or the +irst time. miss the early parts 0+ a lesson 

but experience shows that this problem does not carry on. 

lii) There is presently a shortage of good soft .. are. This 

may be due to the di+ference between computers i.e. 

so+t .. are in some cases may not be used in more than 

one type of computer. On the other hand, the amount 

of work so far done in producing software is of a 

limited nature even in the United Kingdom and the 

United States. This therefore means that it .. ill take 

some time be+ore this new technology is fully developed. 

(iii) Production of good software +or pupils is time consuming 

and requires a lot of concentration. Participation of 

the present teacher is 0+ +undamental importance. The 

teacher, much more than the programmer, knows how best 

his students learn. Un+ortunately, most teachers are not 

programmers and are generally too busy with their 

present load such that they can't help with the 

programming of computer software. as a result. 

programmers have ended up doing it all on their own 

and the packages produced have overlooked many 

educational and psychological aspects. The Teachers' 

Centre (Chapter 5) is one of the ways of overcoming 

this problem. 

Apart from the points raised above, it must be pointed out that 

the act of using a computer does not automatically lead to an 
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improvement in the tea~hing/learning pro~ess. Like all tools in 

use in whatever field, the ~omputer ~an serve well or badly 

depending on how best we utilise it. Proper planning is 

therefore ne~essary. It is also ne~essary ,to bea~ in mind that 

~hanges su~h as these need to start at grass roots level, i.e. 

tea~hers under training in tea~her training ~olleges and 

universities must be introdu~ed simultaneously to these ideas 

as training (in-servi~e) of serving tea~hers is being ~arried 

out. 

It must be borne in mind that the third world is just seeing the 

beginning of the effe~t of ~omputers on the tea~hing and 

learning pro~esses. There is some way to go be~o~e definite 

strides are made. One of the problems involved a~e some of the 

present serving tea~hers who will possibly be resistant to 

change. 5u~h people tend to have pre~on~eived ideas that a new 

thing will not work, or is bound to fail and tend to have an 

intrinsi~ bel1ef that learning ~an only be successful through 

the book, ~halk and talk only. Revolutionary ideas su~h as 

te~hnologi~al developments are absolutely unacceptable to them. 

However, it should be re~ognised that the ~ompute~ ~an be used in 

many ways in edu~ation and philosophi~al dis~ussion or natural 

~hange-resistan~e should not rule out some of the ways. De~isions 

should be made on pedagogi~al grounds only. It is almost ~ertain 

that the ~omputer will be used very widely in education, not only 

in university as the ~ase is now in Malawi but, in a few years' 

time, in se~ondary and primary s~hools. This is already the ~ase 

in Britain, the United States and many western ~ountries. Soon 

~omputers will be on our door step whether we like them or not 
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and ~e must therefore get ready for that situation in Malawi. 

Finally, apart from the trials carried out at the Malawi 

Polytechnic in 1986 (October to December). there are t~o other 

success stories in Africa ~here computers or computer based 

learning programmes have brought about a change in results. 

According to an article in Malawi's Daily Times ot 15th October, 

1986 titled "Kenyan School sets example with computer program."; 

the school, Starehe Secondary School, was a school meant for 

poor pupils which started off with one computer but over the 

years, the number of computers increased mostly 

through grants. It is also interesting to note that teachers were 

also equally having an interest in computer lessons <instead 

of resisting). Although this example does not say that computer 

based learning is already in use, it is interesting to note the 

effect of computers on motivation of pupils, employment prospects 

and also how teachers are seeing themselves as part of a learning 

ecosystem rather than being the masters of it. 

Another example is from South Africa and this appeared in a 

magazine called TOPIC, issue number 164, page 54, titleo 

"Computer Learning for South Africa". In this case computers are 

used to help children learn spellings and the eradication of 

illiteracy. The project called "Writing to Read" lIIas introduced 

by IBM of USA and was installed firstly in 18 black schools in 

1986. It is expected that by the end of 1987, 42 schools will 

become part of this project. It is very interesting to note that 

this project already involves teacher training colleges in 

Soweto, Fort Beaufort, Pretoria and Durban. Another computer 



based program in South Africa is dea11ng with a difficultj 

common in developing countries: a shortage of personnel to 

teach mathematics and sciences. 175 computer terminals and 

an educational program called PLATO designed by an American 

computer company are being used by a un1versity near Cape Town 

to combat the problem. Details of tne project can be read 1n tne 

above mentioned magazine but notice should be taken to the fact 

that at one school the pass rate rose from 21~ to lOO/. in 

Physical Science. In another school, the pass rate rose from 

157. to 63/. in Mathematics and 657. to 85~ in Physical Science. 

The closing comment in the article says, 

"The job of the computer is not to teach students from 

scratch but to supplement the teaching they are getting-to 

fill the gaps in what they are 1 earni ng in the cl assroom. " 

Another comment agrees with the earlier claim made that there 

is equalization in computer based learn1ng, 

"However inadequate the educational setting may oe, the 

computer ensures that tne pupil is exposed to material of the 

highest quality under optimal learning conditions." 
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3.3 COMPUTER ENHANCE!) LEARNHIG 

3.3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The present learning/teaching system in Malawi is largely 

teacher centred. Without teachers most pupils would +ind 

education a difficult task. The author does not wish to 

disregard the importance of books in Nalawi but realises that 

there are still definite strides to be made before books 

are made available to each and every Nalawian student although 

efforts are being made by the National Library ServIce to 

achieve that. The situation places the teacher as the only 

major source of information for the primary, secondary 

and some technical school students. At the Polytechnic, there 

is a reasonably good library service and generally 

facilities for education are much better than in most 

schools and technical colleges. Despite these deficiencies, 

the teacher's role hasn't changed much. In the developed 

countries, computers are already incorporated In the 

educational system. Despite the advent of computers in 

these countries, the teacher's role is still significant. What 

are the strengths of the teacher? What are his weaknesses? 

This section of the thesis attempts to answer the above 

questions and goes on to reveal advantages in the classroom 

using Computer Enhanced Learning (CEL), bearing in mind 

that the computer is there to enhance the teacher's teaching 

and the pupil's learning. 



3.3.2 The Teacher's Potentials 

In section 3.2, the advantages of computer based 

learning were discussed. The computer's potentia~s were expounded 

and its contribution to education discussed. Although the 

computer is such a technological development in education, it 

is not meant to replace the teacher or the book. 

Bajpai et al [31,p.7841 says, 

"The microcomputer is a powerful teaching aid - an animateD 

blackboarD that can be used by the teacher or pup1l to 

enhance but not replace the standard material on matnemat1cs 

found in books." 

The teacher still remains the most versatile teaching device. 

Rushby [19,p.391 says of teachers, 

"Their outstanding ability is their adaptability whicn even 

for a poor teacher potentially exceeds that of the best 

adaptive CAL package." 

Teachers have certain potentials which are unique to them. 

They can sense and dig deep into a students's learning needs. 

Where necessary they can change teaching strategies to fit 

particular needs of pupils. Computer packages are programs 

written to behave in the author's style. They are 

insensitive of learning difficulties in children. In summary 

then, teachers have three qualities to their credit; 

intelligence, adaptability and versatility. 

The teacher's disadvantage is that he is expensive 1n 

terms of training. Apart from tnat he can fall ill and 

stop his teaching. Social pressures affect his output. His 

ability to adjust his teaching to the needs of individual 



students can easily be diluted in overc~owded classes. The 

media of p~esentation fo~ the teache~ is speech and gestu~es, 

hence, unless suppo~ted by othe~ media, he finds It 

difficult to convey g~aphical concepts. His speed ot 

calculation is slow. These weaknesses a~e actually the powe~ 

base of compute~s; excellent g~aphics output and high 

calculatIon speed. 

3.3.3 Present teaching/lea~nlng styles 

With the teacher's position as desc~ibed above, the present 

learning system in Malawi can be simplified as in figu~e 3.2. 

BOOKS 

STUDENT Info~mation 

TEACHER 

Figure 3.2 

The actual lea~ning process is a complex one such that the mooel 

above is an oversimplified picture ot what actually takes 

place. Both the teacher and the students use books. The 

teache~ to recap and organise his teaching app~oach, the 

student. to reinforce what he has lea~nt. The student 



responds (feedback> to the teacher through coursework, 

exams or questions etc. For example, a student may read on tne 

topic Z-transforms, defined by, 

00 

Lf(nT) Zn and know from there that f(nT) will be a 

"=0 sequence of numbers i.e. Uo ' U1 , UZ ' U:;, •••••• etc. 

from which the definition becomes 

Z(U,.;) = ~TZr 
T:::O 

He can go on to read further on the subject without 

having to do anything i.e. the book does not interact with the 

reader. On the other hand, with some programmed learning 

books e.g. [3], [13], [14], and [24], the student may 

give some feedback before proceeding to the next frame e.g 

00 

the expression IurzY 
can be regarded as a Maclaurin 

'r::O 

series for F(Z) or a Taylor Series about the orIgin, 

then Un =_1 [~5F (Z~ 
n! dz J l=O 

2=0 
the L indicat .... ~ that the differential is evaluated at the 

origin. It will be noticed that this is the standard 

formula for Maclaurin coefficient, i.e. it is the coefficient 

of Z • 

If F (Z) = 1 
-~-

(1-2Z) 

'" , what will be the coefficlent of Z ? 

--------------------------------------------END OF FRAME 



The student then goes on to solve the equation by a se~les 

of diffe~entiatIon p~ocesses. He is advised to answe~ questIons 

fully befo~e movIng to the next f~ame. 

As mentioned e~lie~, most students do not have access to p~ope~ 

books in Malawi such that thei~ dependence on the teache~ is 

much mo~e than should be the case. The teache~ the~e~o~e IS the 

only majo~ info~me~. Again with ove~c~owded classes, the 

inte~action between the teache~ and his students is g~eatly 

~educed such that the teaching/lea~ning model gIven above is 

sometimes ~educed to 

Teache~ info~mation Student 

i.e. whethe~ the student unde~stands o~ not, the teache~ may not 

know, he simply lectu~es and hopes eve~ything will be al~ight. 

This is a one way p~ocess which students find difficult to cope 

with. As a ~esult of such a model, the failu~e ~ate is ve~y 

high, mo~e so fo~ mathematics. 

The objectives of CEL packages (MIME), Bajpai et al 

[31, p.785J show that CEL can imp~ove the model above. 

The eEL objectives a~e, 

(i) 

(i i ) 

to aid unde~standing ••. 

to add inte~est ..•. 

(iii) to be inte~active •••. 

(i v) 

(v) 

to be use~ f~iendly •••. 

to b"idiot-p~oof ••• 

It is clea~ that these objectives do answe~ the needs of 



the model above thereby suggesting that computer packages such 

as the MIME packages can be a part solution to the teaching 

/learning atmosphere in Malawi's overcrowded classes whose 

access to books is limited. The pilot project at the 

Polytechnic in chapter 4 invest1gates how computers 

can be incorporated in the classroom to enhance learning. 

3.3.4 Styles of Computer Based LearnIng 

There are several projects in computer based learning 

already functioning in different parts of the world espcially 

in the United Kingdom and the U.S.A. Though the styles 

are defined differently, most of them have overlapping 

definitions and the literature is confused with near 

synonyms such that some of the styles are used 

interchangeably e.g. J.L.Alty (18, p.5-13J. The styles 

include CAI (Computer Aided Instruction) where the computer 

stimulates the teacher/student providing him with 

instructions and then testing for learning and responding 

according to the outcome of the test. CML <Computer Managed 

Learning) refers to the case of the computer being used to 

collect, analyse and present pupIl's results. CNL is presently 

being used at the Polytechnic. Computer Assisted Learning 

(CAL) refers to a self-discovery learning process where the 

computer acts as an extenSion of the user's mind, directing 

him from one part of the course to another assessing him 

through. In CML, the learning material is not provided 

in the computer. Bajpai calls his application 0+ the 

computer in the classroom, Computer Enhanced Learning (CEL) 

[32,p.412J. The author agrees with Bajpai's definition or name 
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because in this type of application, the computer does 

not revolut,onise the teaching methods nor does it attempt to 

replace the teacher; it simply enhances the present teaching 

flearning methoos. How does the computer enhance learning? 

Section 4.1 is a report of a project which is trying to answer 

this question. The section below looks in more detail how the 

computer actually achieves all the credentials it has and 

reveals to a certain extent, what really took place in the 

classroom in section 4.1. 

These styles and many others are being used In different parts 

of the world in computer associated eOucational projects. 

Most of the projects are involved in the production or use o~ 

educational software. 

The M1ME Project at Loughborough University, see [31], [32], anO 

[36] was set up with the aim of prodUCIng software units on 

Mechanics for 'A' level and first year universIty students. 

The Project has so far produced 13 CEL units on Mechanics, 5 CEL 

units on Statistics and some units on Pure mathematics. The 

software is wri~ten in Basic and a little of Machine language. 

The software, allows interaction as much as possible thereby 

making it possible for students to learn through their 

own e:<perimentation and also making available to the classroom 

near real-life situations which make learning easier and 

enjoyable. As has already been mentIoned, these units are 

presently being used in dIfferent parts of the world Including 

the Polytechnic in Malawi. 



The CALM Project (Computer Aided. Learning in Mathematics) [37] 

at Heriot Watt University in Edinburgh (Scotland) prOVIdes 

another practical example of software development in the 

United f(ingdom. The software is ...,-itten in the programming 

language of Pascal. The basic structure of the CALM software 

has, 

(a) a theory section - a series 01- screens of notes to 

consolidate the lecture, 

(b) a worked example section - as a demonstration of 

methodology and, 

(c) a weekly test section - for evaluation and activity on 

the student's part. Details of CALM are given in [37]. 

CEL is making a signifIcant impact at the City University for 

first year students in Mathematical Science, in which learning 

is encouraged through self-discovery and guided laboratory work. 

The original stimulus was provided by Bajpai and the MIME 

Project but further improvements have been made through the 

ideas of Beilby [38] 

There are several similar projects in other universities in the 

United Kingdom and other western countries. The CATAM 

project (Computer Aided Teaching of Applied Mathematics) was 

launched at Cambridge University In 1969 see in [18] and Its 

aims and objectives are along those of 11lME and CALM projects. 

As may be notIced, most styles of computer based learning are 

similar and have the same aims and objectives. The difference 

comes in tile presentation and naming of the software or project. 



3.3.5 The Computer in the Classroom. 

The roles of the computer in the project, sectIon 4.1, were; 

(i) 

(i i ) 

Illustrative, 

Instructional, 

(iii) Revelatory. 

We shall now look at each of these paradigms individually and 

see how they were achieved at the Polytechnic, bearing In 

mind the advantages computer enhanced learning has, as outlined 

earlier in 3.2 i.e. 

(i) 

(i i) 

interactive nature of computer enhanced learning. 

the ability in computer enhanced learning lessons to 

stop, review, repeat and store the learnt material. 

(iii) the possibility to change parameters, thereby having 

(i v) 

different sirnulations of models, 

as an aid to the teacher i.e. a powerful electronic 

'blackboard' In bringing near life situations to tne 

classroom, 

(v) indIVIdualised learning. 

(i) The Illustrative Role 

This is the role where the computer is used with already 

prepared software. The teacher uses the computer to illustrate 

some concept during a lecture [CEL] or students at their own 

t.ime can see the illustrations [CAL]. When the computer is used 

by the teacher, the interactive nature of the CEL may not be 

apparent. He can however stop, repeat and discuss the 

illustration depending on the students' response. On the BBC 



mic~o, using the NINE packages, p~essing the ESCAPE button can 

get you to the >cu~rent status page' and a ~e-~un is possible. 

Pressing the BREAK button can get you to the main menu and the 

us~ can go to any sectIon of his choice. The psa (P~ess Space 

Ba~) inst~uction at the ~ight hand corne~ holds the p~esent 

page allowing viewing and p~og~ess of the lesson to be 

controlled by the student. 

Sometimes students have p~oblems imagining real life situations 

which they have neve~ come ac~oss. In Malawi, for e:<ample. most 

students will neve~ have visited an ai~po~t to see a plane 

landing. Fo~ such students to Imagine things like touchdown 

velocities, taxiing velocities, ~unway length etc. will not be 

easy. They get slowed down by trying to build a pictu~e in their 

minds such that they miss the basic theo~ies of motIon involved 

in the example. It is expensive and difficult fo~ all mathematics 

teache~s to a~~ange VIsits to the ai~po~t or such educat,onal 

places. Compute~ enhanced lea~ning packages successtully b~ing 

to the class simulations of ~eal life situations of that kind. 

The high ~esolution g~aphics output in mode~n mic~ocompute~s 

allows students miles away f~om ~eal things to see them in the 

class~oom as and when the teache~ o~ the student ~equi~es it. 

Figu~e 3.3, an ext~act f~om Linea~ Notion, shows one such case. 
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Distance left to 
end of runway 

Current velocity 69.99 

Figure 3.3 

to 

Students can see the plane come to land like in a movle, they 

can also see it in plan on the right hand side such that the 

distance left to the end of the runway can also be seen. The 

touchdown velocity is entered and the current velocity i.e. as 

the plane slows down, is seen to drop so is the distance to the 

end of the runway. With such illustrations, students don't have 

the problem of creating pictures earlier suggested. Since they 

can see on the screen, hear from the lecturer and prove the 

calculations, students' learning has stronger foundations. 

(ii) The Instructional Role 

Programmed learning is a form ot Skinner's theory of 

conditloning, see [21]. Whether in the form ot text as ln [3J, 

[13], [14J and [24J or eEL packages, the nature of presentatlon 

is more or less the same. The subject matter is broken lnto 

several small learning tasks and concentration glven on each in 

turn, rewarding success for reinforcement and holding the flow 
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of the process if no progress is shown. In holding tne lesson, 

more exercises may be given until a certain level of 

understanding is achieved. In that way, there is an lmmeoiate 

eval uati on of .a stulient' s progress thereby 1 mprovlng the 

learning/teaching efficiency. 

When a package is used for inS:tructional role, the computer 

(to the student) acts as tutor or mentor of un11mited patience 

and hence drill and practice is easy to achieve. How exactly 

is this achieved? The end result of the data entered in figure 

3.3 above is shown in figure 3.4, the plane crashed at the end 

of the runway, i.e. due to inertia caused by high touchdown 

velocity, the plane failed to negotiate the corner at the end 

of the runway and crashed. 

Figure 3.4 

, ,-, 
(:l . .:~ 



The pac:kage then asks the student to press T, G, N or C for 

theory, graphs, new data and to c:ontinue respec:tively. This 

makes the student an ac:tive member of the learning proc:ess. 

Pressing T, the student is able to see the theory behind what 

he is setng i.e. the +ormulae derivations used to predic:t 

ac:c:eleration required to make maximum use of runway. Pressing 

G gives the v-t and s-t graphs for present data. N allows the 

student to enter new data by varying runway length, touc:hdown 

veloc:ity, taxiing veloc:ity and ac:c:eleration. Through suc:h new 

data the student c:an enjoy the lesson seeing that his data 

suc:c:ess+ully makes the plane land or not. There is a 

rec:reational element in the lesson at this stage. Button C 

obviously gets you out of the present sec:tion and takes you 

to the next one or the main menu. The c:omputer to the student 

/teac:her ac:ts as a powerful elec:tronic: 'blac:kboard' ac:c:essing 

near real life situations. 

Computers also help c:larify c:ertain c:onc:epts through orDerly 

presentation whic:h is diffic:ult and time c:onsuming for 

teac:hers. Figure 3.5 for example, c:larifies the diffic:ult 

c:onc:epts of distanc:e travelled and displacement. Students, 

the author observed, find these terms and interpretation of 

their graphs di+fic:ult to understand. 
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Figure 3.5 

With figure 3.5 in view, students can see or be made to see 

that distance travelled is a scalar quantity while displacement 

is a vector quantity. The teacher could take advantage of the 

two graphs and st1mulate thought by asking such questions as, 

why does the graph between 2 and 3 hours i.e. EF, have a 

positive gradient on the distance travelled graph while within 

the same time on the displacement graph the gradient is 

negative? The teacher could also use the pause allowed on the 

table to ask students to answer the questions i.e. calculate 

average speed, determine whiCh slope and on which graph, 

average velocity etc. This would reinforce the theory eal1er 

developed. 

(iii) The Revelatory Role 

The real purpose of Applied Mathematics which forms a larger 

part of Engineering Mathematics is to gain an insight into tne 

real world by setting up mathematical models. Teachers often 

find it difficult, within limited time, to bring such 

mathematical mOdels into real I1fe situations. Most 

engineering students at the Polytechnic can develop and solve 



different1al equations or difference equations but tney have 

so far not seen or been made to see wnat those equations mean. 

Teachers at the Polytechnic are anle to teach differential, 

difference and differential-difference equations but because 

of the complex calculations required, they are unable to oraw 

or plot simulations of the mathematical models. With computers 

now in education, the teacher's effectiveness is enhanced in 

that computer programs can be written which can draw or plot 

the simulations of the models accurately. Students then find 

it easy to interpret the equations or the mathematical models. 

To produce simulations, we start with a real world problem and 

then go on to create a mathematical model from which a computer 

simulation is made. Then the user uses the simulations to 

interpret the mathematical model or mathematical solutions. 

The whole process forms a cycle as shown in figure 3.6; 

1. Real ... orl d 

problem. 

2. Mathematical 5. Improvement I 
model. 

3. Computer I 4. Interpretation I 
simulation ./ 

'-------I~. 

Figure 3.6 



We shall now brie+ly look at an example ot how the cycle may be 

followed for the eventual solution of a world problem. 

1. World Problem 

A zoologist for example may be interested in the distribution of 

+oxes and rabbits or jackals and antelopes or any combination of 

preditor and prey interacting in an environment. Obviously the 

foxes will prey on the rabbits. Assuming also that there is no 

time lag, i.e. reproduction processes are normally distributed as 

the mortalIty rate, what are the chances that the two species 

will survive together in the same ecosystem? 

2. Mathematical Model bUllding 

Let x be the number of rabbits 

Let y be the number 0+ foxes 

Assuming there are no foxes i.e. y=O, the rate of growth of 

rabbits would be proportional to the number of rabbits. 

- d:x:..v' ..,.. 
1.e .. Jt -.. .-10.0, therefore.~= ax where a is some constant. 

dt 

If y is not equal to zero i.e. there are rabbits and foxes 

together, then the rate of killings <foxes killing rabbits) 

would be proportional to the number of foxes and rabbits 

i.e. rate of killingso( xy 

i.e. rate of killings = bxy 
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therefore, rate of change of rabbits dx:= ax - bxy 
4i:: 

therefore, a:!:. - = f ( x, y) 
cl':' 

Assuming there were no rabbits i.e. x=O, then we will assume 

that foxes will have no food hence they would slowly die off. 

Therefore, 
• qy = 
.it 

-py 

If however ~ is not equal to zero, then the rate of change of 

foxes will be proportional to xy 

i.e. rate of change of foxes = cxy 

Therefore, 
dy 

= -
tIt cxy py 

Hence!,! ~ = 
tit 

gl x!' Y ) 

Therefore the rate of change of foxes with respect to rabbits 

will be 

i .e, 

;3 (x, y) 

.f(x, y) 
y(c.:G - p) 
:( (0. - by) 

We have a differential equation Which we can easily solve. 

Equations are dependent upon the type of problem at hand. in 

other cases, we could end up with a difference equation or a 

differential-difference equation. 



-~~-----

Solving the equation above, Ne have, 

lnteg..-ating. 

a log y by = cx - P log x + log k 

a log y + P log x - log k = cx + by 

0. ~ 

I 'I. X.' 
~e k 

The..-ef o..-e, 

= cx + by 

a p 

k = '/.X 
,~ i>y **** 

cx.-p dx 
X 

e·e whe..-e k is not a function of 

time. 

G..-ouping functions of va..-iables togethe..- we get 

k=W(y).Z(x) a 

whe..-e W(y) = 
y 

e by and Z(x) 

3. Compute..- Simulation 

Plotting Z(x) against x and Wly) against y, solutions 0+ x and 

y can be found f..-om the co..-..-esponding cu..-ves, bearing in mind 

that on tu..-ning points both Z' (x) and W'(y) a..-e equal to ze..-o. 

The solutions 0+ x and y may not be that simple to find and 

the plotting of equation **** fo..- y agaInst x may not be easy 

either hence compute..-s are used to plot the curves of the model 

using the mathematical model as shown in figure 3.7. 
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Figur-e 3.7 

4. Inter-pretation 

The next thing is to inter-pr-et the model. Questions like what 

does the diagram tell us in ter-ms 0+ rabbits and foxes? What 

do the two points El and E2 repr-esent? etc. 

5. Application or Improvement 

Whatever ideas one may get from the model, improvements on the 

r-eal world model can be made. For example it may be decided that 

for a more stable ecosystem, there will be need to increase tne 

initial number of rabbits or foxes. Without computers sucn 

decisions would be difficult to arrive at let alone simulate. 

Other areas of simulation application include, weather 

forecasting~ medical education~ science, business, space, 
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'mi I i tary etc. 

3.3.6 Other Attributes 

Some eEL packages have parts of some lessons where an element ot 

game playing is employed. This is done to arouse interest and 

motivate the student into seeing the lesson as fun. He can 

relax and enjoy the lesson by playing a game. Consider the M'M~ 

lesson package on PROJECTILES and .~ the section "Hit a Target", 

y Only one path 

can hit the target. 
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students at the Polytechnic found this part ot the lesson quite 

e:<citing because of the recreational aspect it has. The 

students got practically involved in estimating the angle ot 

elevation which could make the missile hit the target. Student 

participation in this lesson is maximised. Interaction is also 

greatly utilised as messages are flashed on the screen as to 

whether the target has been hit 

near the point help the student 

(if necessary). 

or 

in 

not. The coordinates given 
("""Vu'-<>zd ~lJ".. 

the esti mati on of ~-f:::: 
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3.4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Some DO's and DON'T's in writing software units given by Bajpai 

et al [32,p.40B-410J are fundamentally important in the writing 

of good educational software. Bajpai emphasises on having a 

definite aim for the software unit i.e. have definite objectives 

as to what the software will do. 

Interaction is very important especially in packages. The 

interaction must be seen to involve both the teacher and tne 

student. keeping their traditional relationship intact. Bajpai 

discourages the use of the micro as a textbook or conventional 

blackboard. However, he advises against the provislon of 

long text on the micro as printed word must still have its place 

hence the overhead projector, the blackboard and handouts will 

continue to play their role as a media of presenting notes to 

students. The micro will just supplement this. In writing 

software, it is important to consider the needs of the 

inexperienced user. His mistakes must be taken into 

consideration i.e. the program should not fail if he presses 

the wrong button by mistake. He must be made to feel conf1dent 

that he will succeed in using the software. This section briefly 

discusses the difficult task of writing educational software. 

Software need not be in the form of packages only but short and 

specific programs are also considered. The strengths and 

weaknesses of packages are also discussed. The need for teachers 

to write their own software has also been expounded. 
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3.4.2 COURSEWARE PACKAGES 

These are usually characterised by length, sophistication and 

usually come in the form of packages or units. Units have tne 

advantage that they may cover the whole subject and to a 

reasonable detail. They are well documented and the good 

ones provIde Interaction in the form of questions and answers, 

reinforcements i.e. rewards and punishments. The details of tne 

layout of a lesson in packages are given In depth by Bajpai et 

al (31] and Ruth Landa [34). Points raised In these references 

are worth considering especially by those intendIng to go Into 

software writing. 

With all the advantages packages have, they have some 

weaknesses. Most packages are published and the software is 

generally protected from copying (technically) and through 

copyright restrictions. Due to this fact, 

(a) program alteration is almost impossible which can be a 

problem at certain times; for example when using one of 

the MIME Project units on "Vectors" in Malawi, students 

were not helped much by considering displacement vectors 

of places they did not know. Displacement vectors from 

London to Norwich, Oxford, Birmingham etc. were given with 

their values; it was difficult for students to appreciate 

the values because they did not have a real lIfe picture 

of the United Kingdom. Local names could have made a 

bigger impact on them. The teacher could easily change 

this if it were possible but since the programs were 

protected, this was not done. There were several occaSIons 

in the packages where one would have liked to change the 



notation, terminology or even the method. 

(b) Since these programs are non-transferable, they can prove 

expensive considered at national level, i.e. each school 

will require a separate copy. Teachers are restricted 

from extending the material using their own ideas. As a 

result of this, teachers may sometimes get discourageo and 

even decide not to use the packages at all. 

3.4.3 WHY TEACHERS SHOULD WRITE SOFTWARE 

Just like everywhere else in the world, teachers at the 

Polytechnic are very busy and loading them with another job of 

writing software, will be a difficult task but the advantages 

of teachers writing their own software are equally attractive. 

Software written by teachers themselves; 

(i) is more suited to their own syllabus, methodology, -

terminology and notations, 

(ii) helps the school save money which could have been spent 

on bUYIng similar software, 

(ili) can be of help to other nearby schools as well since 

copies of the program is) can easily be made available to 

them, 

(iv) has specific applications i.e. the teacher knows where, 

when and how to use the software. 

It must be realised that the programs need not be long and 

sophisticated to achieve the above ideas. The program below can 

be used in a Statistics class to generate, at random, tosses of 

a coin to any number entered. The results printed on the screen 
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can be counted and used to demonstrate probability theory. 

10 CLS 

20 INPUT"Enter number of tosses"N 

30 FOR J=l TO N 

40 K=RND(2) 

50 IF K=l THEN PRINT "H" ELSE PRINT "T" 

60 NEXT J 

70 END 

This is a simple program, short and specifically needed for the 

random variable in line 40 the result of which is printed as 

Heads (H) or Tails (T) in line 50. The nature and application ot 

this program supports the argument raised in liv). The program 

can actually be improved to print "Heads" or "Tails" by 

accordingly changing the "H" and "T" in line 50. Another 

improvement is to let the program count the number of headsl 

tails, calculate the relative frequency of heads/tails etc. This 

can be achieved by adding more lines to the program e.g. IF 

K=l THEN C=C+l (where C is a counter of number of heads/tails, 

set to zero at the beginning of the program); a line to count 

the total number of tosses and a line to calculate the Relative 

frequency given by the formula, 

Relative Frequency= number of Heads/Tails 

Total number of tosses 

3.4.4 SIMPLIFYING THE TASK 

(a) Short programs. as demonstrated above. can easily be written. 

and can be improved through consultation with other members 

of staff. Several such programs can be chained together to 

form packages which students can use in their own time. 
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(b) Involving students at the Polytechnic in the production ot 

educational software. Instead of asking students to write 

programs which just perform a task e.g. find the average of 

several numbers, more constructive programming with the 

basic aim of "writing programs to help others learn from 

it" could be more valuable both to the students writing 

the programs (will improve their skills) and to those who 

will use the program (will learn trom them). This is the 

approach adopted by some universities in the United 

Kingdom. Students in that case appreciate the application 

of their programs. Teachers can also 1mprove students' 

programs and use them in their teaching or make tnem 

available to other institutions. 

(c) There are published "Procedures" which teachers can use to 

develop software. Software writing is a time consuming and 

difficult task. It is not as easy as it looks to produce 

animated figures or even draw scales on the screen, yet 

these are usually basic necessities for simulations and 

graphical work respectively. Because of their importance, 

some e:<perienced programmers have presented such procedures 

to comput1ng and educational magazines, e.g. (33), for 

publication so that others may benef1t from them. The 

program in Appendix 11 uses some procedures wr1tten by Hunt 

[33]. The author has little experience in programm1ng but 

found Hunt's procedures easy to use and achieve what he 

wanted. The Mathematical Assoc1at10n in the Unlted Kingdom 

has a booklet with programs [34] in Mathematics and 

Statist1cs which are also available for use. 



3.4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

With a short period's training in comput1ng. programs like those .. - . 

in Appendices 11 and 12 were written. The author strongly 

believes that spending more time on improving the programs, and 

reading more on computing can enable him write better Quality 

programs. Knowledge of other high level languages is also 

necessary for the improvement of program efficiency. In summary, 

software writing can be achieved at the Polytechnic's Teachers' 

Centre and the following points need to be seriously looked into; 

(i) Those involved in writing programs Should consioer learning 

other high level languages to help improve program 

efficiency, 

(ii) Teachers of computing should consider giving assignments 

which will eventually help other students learn from what 

the present students are doing. Some programs can only help 

do a task e.g. the program in Appendix 12 can 1ntegrate a 

function using the Typical Rectangles method but does not 

help anyone using it understand the method while the program 

in Appendices 11 and 12 can help a student understand 

Trigonometric and other functions. The latter is the method 

which the author is advocating, 

(iiilProcedures from other journals/magazines should not be used 

as they are, but be adopted into the teachers' own programs 

to achieve certain effects. Teachers should consider sharing 

written procedures and discuss improvements on them. As a 

starting point, some simple procedures are given in Appendix 

13 Wh1Ch can be- used as a demonstration for drawing a sine 

function. As may be observed, after 'running' the program, 
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on the menu are options of other possible procedures for a 

complete lesson on trigonometric functions. The same 

procedures provided in this program can be used to draw the 

other trigonometric functions ie cosine, tangent and their 

combinations. The procedure, PRDCpart in line 1740 is where 

the computer can branch to the new procedures which the 

interested teacher may have written. This can easily be 

achieved by changing PRDCgraph and PRDCsine (notes about 

the sine function). In PRDCgraph, the changes could be In 

lines 810 and 860 which could be changed to read; 

IF G=1 THEN Y=A*SIN X: IF G=2 THEN Y=A*CDS X: 

IF G=3 THEN Y=AtTAN X: IF G=4 THEN Y=A* ( ) ELSE Y=A* ( ) 

( ) :The contents of the brackets would depend on the inputs in 

the F'RDCEDURES, i.e. PRDCphaseangle and PRDCsuperposition. 

The other case is where the teacher can delete PROCsine and 

change PROCpart to choose his own procedures other than 

trigonometric functions. This, however, would require, among 

others, some changes in PRDCmenu as well • 

. ~,.~, , , 
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CHAPTER 4 FIELD SURVEY .• 

4.1 THE MALAWI POLYTECHNIC COMPUTER ENHANCED LEARNING PROJECT. 

4.1.1 INTRODUCTION. 

The Malawi Polytechnic is part of the University of Malawi. It 

encompasses the Facultles of Applied Studies, Engineering, ana 

Commerce. These faculties are subdivided into departments as 

illustrated in figure 4.1; 

FACULTIES DEPARTMENTS 

Electrical 

ENGINEERING Mechanical 

Civil 

Business Studies 

COMMERCE Management 

Accountancy 

Mathematics and Science 

APPLIED STUDIES Language and Communication 

Technical Education 

Figure 4.1 

Apart from these Faculties which are run by the University of 

Malawi, the Malawi Polytechnic Board of Governors runs the 

Evening Classes covering wide ranging subjects, and technician 

courses (see chapter 1.2). 
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The three faculties offer diplORas and degrees to students who 

do well after tnree years (Diploma) and five to six years 

(Degree). It must be realised that some departments are 

actually service departments for example, the departments ot 

Language and Communication and the Department o~ Mathematics 

and Science serve the entire college on mathematics, sciences, 

language (English) and communication (report writing, 

communication studies etc.). The figure 4.2 gives a summary ot 

the different courses and qualifications offered at the 

Polytechnic (1987). 

FACULTY DEPARTMENTS COURSES 

Language and Communications Servlce 

APPLlED STUDIES Mathematics and Science Dip. Pub. Heal th 

Technical Education B. 5c (Tecn. I:::d) 

Business Studies Dip. Bus.Stdies 

COMMERCE Accountancy B. Commerce 

Management Dip. Management 

I:::lectrical 

ENGINEI:::RING Mechanical Diploma and 

B.5c(l:::ng) 

Civi 1 

Figure 4.2 

Of the courses listed above, the longest course is the Bachelor 



of Science degree in Engineering which takes 6 years. The 

Bachelor of Science (Technical Education) and the Bachelor of 

Commerce degrees take 5 years while all the diploma courses 

take 3 years except the Management diploma which takes only 2 

years. In Malawi, unlike some countries, students go to 

university after their '0' level examinations. 

The '0' level results greatly determine what course a student 

will take. With one university in a country whose populat10n is 

approximately seven million (1977), the competition for places 

in the university is very high. There is, at present, little or 

no deterministic value placed on course work in the national 

'0' level examination (Malawi Certificate of Examinations or 

MCE). There is coursework in the course but this has little or 

no effect on the final result. Emphasis is therefore placed on 

the result one has at the final '0' level (MCE) examinations. 

The Malawi Certificate of Education (MCE) Board recommends that 

a grade of 1 and 2 be distinction. Grades 3, 4, 5 and 6 are 

credits whose value decreases with numerical value e.g. 3 is 

a better credit than 5. Grades 7 and 8 are pass and marginal 

pass respectively. Grade 9 is a fail. The aggregate grace for 

the best 6 subjects is very important for a students chance of 

selection to the university i.e. the univerSity considers first 

good all-round students. English being a compulsory subject for 

a certificate i.e. irrespective of how well you do in other 

subjects, a failure (grade 9) in English may mean that one may 

not be selected. The University Off1ce in conjunction with the 

MCE Board pick students with the best overall grades, the 

respective colleges of the university; Chancellor College 
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(education, arts and science>, Bunda College of 

Agriculture, The Polytechnic (engineering, technical 

education, commerce and technician courses) pick their students 

according to the grades in their principal subjects. For the 

Malawi Polytechnic (engineering and technician courses> the 

principal subjects are Mathematics and Physics (see Appendices 

6 and 7>. The aggregate grade is the sum of pOints of the best 

six subjects including English. A student with a smaller 

aggregate is considered better than another with a bigger 

one. To a large extent, only this one performance is 

used to determine one's intellectual capabilities. This has 

mescess to a certain extent but there is an error element 

in it. Some students have been found to work hard for the exam 

only. Most students have even resorted to memorising (rote 

learning> the examinable part of the syllabus and indeed some 

have managed to pass well while their normal ability is generally 

low. One may argue that the probability of this happening while 

one is weak, i.e. memorising and passing, is low and that might be 

right as this would i"nvolve an upward task of retaining what one 

has read and reprOducing it at the right time and in the right 

way. 

The other end of the scale is different, this is where a student 

does not do as well as he normally does. This is the probability 

that an intelligent student will, on an examination day be 

confused, write while sick, not be in the right mood for the 

e"am etc. and thereby perform below standard. The author has seen 

this happen in his school time. He remembers several brilliant 

friends who failed to pass as well as everyone expected. An 
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element of this reasoning can be seen in some students on the 

technician side at the Polytechnic. 

When students join the Polytechnic, they are initially 

catagorised by their '0' level performance. In other wordS, 

students come to the Polytechnic and register as diploma/degree 

students in engineering or business studies while some register 

as technicians and secretarial students. For the engineering 

and business, after three years, another exam is held - the 

diploma exam. Out of 60 students in each course only 14 are 

selected to do the B.Sc. (Engineering) and another 14 for the 

B.Sc (Technical Education). In the business studies section, 25 

students are selected to do the Bachelor of Commerce degree. 

Selection is in order of merit. The rest of the students go on 

to join industry in employment. 

Technician students attend their courses on block/release basis. 

After each academic term, they sit an examination which improves 

their position in terms of grade or rank. This goes on for 4 

years after which they sit the final City and Guilds exam. 

This thesis concentrates on the mathematics taught to both the 

technicians and diploma students in their first three years in 

college. There will be little or no reference made to students 

in the business studies section although much of what is 

discussed will equally apply to them as far as mathematics is 

concerned. 

Upon entering the Polytechnic, all students in the eng1neering 
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department undergo a common course run by the Faculty of 

Applied Studies. In the common course students are taught basic 

engineering sciences. It is 'A' level oriented and includes 

courses in Mathematics, Language and Communication, Mechanics, 

Electrical Science, Physics, Materials, Chemistry and each of 

these subjects has both tutorial and lecture sessions. 

Diploma students are divided into four groups - A, B, C and D. 

This is done for convenience i.e. to cut the number of students 

down to 15 per class during tutorial sessions. '"he four groups 

are identified as D1A, D1B, D1C and D1U. The meaning of the 

abbreviations are D for diploma/degree; 1 for year one; and A, 

B, C, D are the group names. From now on, in this thesis these 

groups will be referred to by these names. 

Technician groups are so named in accordance with the courses 

offered after the first year common course. The courses offered 

are Motor Vehicle Technology, Welding, Electrical, Mechanical, 

Printing and Telecommunications technologies. These are 

generally abbreviated to MVT, WT, ET, MET, PT and TT 

respectlvely. These abbreviations will be used for the above 

groups in this thesis. 

The teaching of the first years in the common course is 

unsegregated. Technician groups are mixed with diploma groups 

during lectures. For example, in the 1986/87 academic year, D1C 

and MVT had lectures together in mathematics and other SUbjects. 

DiD and WT combined to form another group. Similarly the other 

groups U1A and B were combined with the other technician groups 
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to form 4 distinct lecture groups. Basically, the common course 

is run by the Departments of Mathematics and SCience, and the 

Department of Language and Communications. These departments 

teach the mentioned subjects to all first years without 

particular regard to the background or learning speeds of 

individual groups. At the end of the academic year, they all 

sit the same paper and are graded in the same manner. The 

common course was designed to act as a bridge between the '0' 

level through 'A' level and the engineering courses. 

The mathematics taught in the common course is equivalent to 

the Technician Education Council level 11 mathematics syllabus 

- TEC U 80/691, 692, and 712 in the United Kingdom and this is 

taught up to the third years of the diploma and technician 

courses. Holders of the diploma in engineering are usually 

employed at technician level although at times may stand a 

better chance of promotion than their counterparts. All in 

all, diploma and technician groups undergo similar courses, 

the difference being that technicians are practical oriented. 

Technicians spend most of their time practising in industry 

while their counterparts spend more time on sciences and 

theories behind the practical aspects. This is the major reason 

why technician courses last four years instead of three or 

less. It must be noted that in industrial terms both groups 

are regarded as technicians. In this thesis therefore, the 

term "technician mathematics" refers to all the mathematics 

learnt between years one and three for the diploma students 

and between years one and four for the technician students. 

This section of the thesis reports on the "pilot .. project 
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carried out at the Mala ... i Polytechnic. The project .. as 

launched in October 1986. The aim of the project was to see 

how Computer Enhanced Learning(CEL) can help in third world 

education. The pilot project started off ... ith 3 BBC computer 

systems which Professor A.C. 8ajpai through Loughborough 

University of Technology had donated to the Malawi Polytechnic 

for the project. CEL .. as adopted for the pilot project to 

achieve the follo ... ing objectives; 

(i) to improve teaching methods and as much as possible ease 

the teacher's ... ork, 

(ii) to make learning easy and enjoyable for students, 

(iii)to improve syllabus standards, 

(iv) to provide students ... ith an alternative to the source of 

information apart from the teacher and the book both ot 

which are not easily accessible and easy to understand. 

This chapter therefore describes how the project .. as carried out, 

the methods employed to carry out the tests and how results .. ere 

obtained, analysed and appropriate conclusions and 

recommendations made. 



4.1.2 METHODOLOGY 

The micro as a unit may alone not be that useful. There is need 

for proper software to run in the machine. Preparation for 

educational software is both. difficult and time consuming. Good 

software can best be attained by a combination of experience in 

teaching and expertise in computer programming. Missing one ot 

these can lead to software which is either confusing or one 

which fails to meet its objectives. Since different countries 

have different educational systems, there is need for software 

to be developed for specific areas (see chapter 5, Teachers' 

Centre). Countries in Europe and America have done quite a lot 

in the production of .educational software for their countries. 

Africa and the rest of the third world have done little or 

nothing in this sphere. From the success of this new technology 

in the western countries, third world countries will soon have 

to follow suit. Already some countries in the third world have 

received grants and gifts in the form of computers. The Malawi 

Polytechnic received more than 24 IBM Computers from the 

United States of America and 3 BBC computer systems from 

Loughborough University in 1986. This trend is expected to 

continue. Will the Malawi Polytechnic use these computers for 

the teaching of programming only? An alternative use which this 

thesis (project) suggests is to use them for the teaching ot 

mathematics and other subjects. Before looking into the main 

report, we shall examine the different ways in which computer 

based teaching/learning can best be achieved. Alan Maddison 

[15) classifies computer based teaching/learning into three 

categories. 
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(i) A computer package or lesson which controls the student 

and the whole lesson. 

In this method, the computer provides stimulUS and assesses 

the student's response to dec1de what stimulUS to give next. 

The lessons are divided in sections or frames and evaluation 

is done after each frame. The result of the evaluation may 

decide a repeat of the frame or a continuation. If a student 

used the MIME PROJECT(Micros in Mathematics Education) 

packages with the self-teaching notes, the lesson would fall 

under this category. This method is appropriate when there 

are small numbers of students and the school has an adequate 

number of computer systems. Where overcrowded classes are the 

order of the day and national economic problems affect the 

educational system, this method may not be practical. If 

resources are available this method can be very effective 

because each student would be assigned a computer on which he 

independently would follow lessons at his own pace. The 

teachers role in that case changes tremendously as he becomes 

more of an adviser than a traditIonal teacher. 

(ii) The teacher versus the computer - no student. 

An alternative use of the micro is where a teacher alone uses 

the micro to prepare his lesson. He may run a disk or tape 

just for recap, i.e. just to update himself for more eff1ciency 

when he meets his students. Reviewing a lesson on the micro is 

Quicker, easier and more motivating than alternative methods 

e.g. reading a book. 
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The teacher may also use the micro to produce up to date 

handouts which may be difficult or impossible to update on the 

stencil. This is because text and graphics can easily be 

edited and revised on the micro hence a teacher's notes or 

handouts can always be up to date. Where accurate drawings and 

diagrams are required the micro can produce them quicker and 

more efficiently. Most teachers find it difficult to draw 

accurate diagrams on the board due to lack of resources. 

experience or because of pressure of work. 

This second use of the computer in education can actually be 

used at any time irrespective of the method ot teaching being 

employed. This is because it is always better for the teacher 

to be ahead of his students to enable him answer their questions. 

The computer is therefore a useful tool to every teacher whether 

he uses it in class or not. 

(iii) The teacher using the computer as a visual aid (sometimes 

referred to as the electronic blackboard). 

This third method of computer based learning is where the teacher 

generally teaches using the traditional teaching methods and then 

turns to the computer to utilise the animations and graphics 

capabilities of the micro. The teacher may also use the micro to 

summarise the lesson, introduce it or provide notes (from the 

screen) or he may use it through out the lesson. The whole class 

has its attention on the screen where the teacher refers to it 

time and again. This may be disadvantaged by the size of the 

screen but with a reasonable number ot students la maXimum of 16) 
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one screen can serve the purpose. An alternative method is to use 

several screens fixed at convenient positions on the ceiling or 

the side walls. For third world countries, this method may be tne 

best of the three as it does not strain the school's budget so 

much. The school or college would just need 2 or 3 computers and 

several screens well arranged in a room and an appropriate 
. To 

timetable set to enable the whole SChOOILutilise the computers. 

This is the way Biology, Physics and Materials laboratories are 

run to ensure maximum utility for schools. The other methods 

mentioned above would not work in such a case. The advantages of 

this method may be summarised as; 

la) the use of one computer simultaneously benefIts many 

students, hence the school would not have to buy many 

computers for the lessons and thereby saving money for 

other priorities. 

(b) class control is easy for the teacher and he has more time 

to do examples than in a traditional lecture method. All 

students participate in the lesson as students' 

attention is directed on the screen. 

(c) the multi-media input i.e. the teacher's voice, computer 

graphics and animations etc. bring more reallty and 

motIvation to the lesson. 

(d) this method gives the teacher more calculation speed. lhe 

students see the computer through their teacher hence as 

the micro calculates, students develop more confIdence in 
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their teacher thereby making him more effective. 

With these advantages, this method was chosen for the CEL 

project at the Malawi Polytechnic. The section below describes 

how this was done using the technician groups mentioned in the 

i ntroducti on. 

(a) THE EXPERIMENT. 

Upon hearing of the project, the Malawi Polytechnic organised a 

Research Comm1ttee comprising five other memoers of sta~f to 

help the author with administrative matters and also hear 

progress reports. The committee agreed to meet every fortnight 

to review the progress of the project. Two groups were set aside 

to be taught using CEL and the other two were identified as 

control groups. Apart from that, during the 5 weeks, it was 

arranged that all first year students do the same topic. This was 

done for consistency reasons. The topic chosen was LINEAR MOTION. 

The groups to be taught using CEL were DIC and MVT. The control 

groups were 010, PT and WT. It was agreed that at the end of the 

e:<perimental period, objective Questions (multiple choice) be set 

up and given to all first year students, i.e. including tnose not 

involved in the experiment. It must be noted that DID, IHC, WT, 

MVT and PT were a sample 0+ the first year population. The author 

came up with the project wh~ these students had already Oeen 

grouped and therefore it was not possible to make the sampies as 

random as one would wish. 

For the CEL lessons, it was difficult to hold a class for 32 

students, most of them would not see what was on the screen. 

Hence the eEL group was divided into two groups of 16 each. The 
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control groups were left as usual. 

(o)Class organisation of eEL 

The room temperature ln Malawi is about 25 C. The seasons i.e. 

summer, winter, spring and autumn, are not as distInct as they 

are in the sub-tropics. The seasons are generally classified as 

the hot, cold and rainy seasons. The rainy season is from 

November to April. The cold season is from May to July and the 

hot season from August to October. In the cold season 

temperatures can go as low as -1 degrees Celsius in the night 

and 15 degrees duri ng the day. The rai ny season and the hot 

season don't significantly differ in terms of temperatures. 

Temperatures during the hot and rainy seasons can go as high 

as 40 degrees Celsius. These high temperatures greatly affect 

students especially in the afternoon lessons when it is hottest. 

Students, soon after their lunch, on a hot afternoon, have the 

tendency to doze off in the afternoon lectures. This apparently 

is a problem WhlCh t1alawian educationalists have to seriously 

think about and find a lasting solution to it. 

The survey was carried out in October lthe hot season) and tne 

e:<perimentaI group had their mathematlcs lesson from 1:30 pm. It 

was very hot indeed. The control groups had their lessons in the 

mornings when it was a bit cooler. This arrangement was not 

planned for the e:<periment, it was just by chance. 

The e:<perimentaI group had their lectures in a special computer 

laboratory which was set so as to accommodate 16 students at a 

time. The seating plan for the room was as shown in the diagram 
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below. The computer system was placed in -tront of the class. on a 

raised trolley. 

Figure 4.3 shows a plan of the laboratory where the experlmental 

group had its lectures. Notice; 

(a) The =ig-zag s~ting arrangement. This was done to enable 

L
to 

every student clearly, see the screen. 
w-o.s 

(b) The overhead projectorLused to avoid chalk dust getting 

into the computer system. 

(a) 

Figure 4.3 



(c) The 2 side bench BBC computer systems which were used in 

the evening classes. 

Id) The computer system used for teaching was always 1n~ront, 

on a raised trolley, details of which are given overleaf. 

With the screen raised to a height of 1.5 metres as shown, 16 

students were able to see, without diff1culty, all that was on 

the screen. 
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Figure 4.4 

Figure 4.4 shows the computer system on a trolley. To prevent 

chalk dust damaging the computer syst8m, an overhead projector 

was used for any necessary comments or notes from the teacher. 



lc) THE LESSON PLAN 

It was discovered that the lesson plan for the '>:{perimental group 

could not be exactly the same as that for the control group. The 

control groups' lesson plan comprised o~ summarised notes of the 

topic wh~ch the teacher could scan through as a reminder o~ the 

whol e lesson. 

The CEL lesson plan comprised of headings and instructions as to 

what should be done next. There wasn't much detail in the lesson 

plan as all detaiis were in the package. For ease of reading, 

the lesson plan was placed on top of the microvitech and 

different colours were used in its preparation. The different 

colours were used to help the teacher read from a distance as to 

what he should do next. This helped the teacher overcome the 

problem of "stopping to read" which induces loss of confidence in 

most students for their teacher. All headings and "action words" 

lrequiring the teaCher's action) were in capital letters and ln 

red colour e.g. words like COMPUTER, STOP. EXPLAIN, ADD NOTES, 

EXERCISES etc. This was discovered to be very help+ul because ln 

CEL lessons, it is very important for the teacher to know when to 

bring in the computer otherwise negative results may be obtalned 

if the micro is used without timing. The teacher needs to prepare 

before hand the orderly interchangeability between his lecturing 

and the computer usage. With a properly set lesson plan, a 

teacher can at a glance look at it and know what to do ne>:t 

without necessarily having to stop the flow of the lesson. 



(d) EVENING CLASSES 

The e:<perlmental group was voluntarily allowed to come in the 

evenings to run the lessons at their own pace. The students 

were allowed only on the evenings of the lecture days. The turn 

up for the evening classes was reasonably good in that out of 16 

students, a minimum of 10 students 'turned up on every other 

evening class. These evening lessons were very helpful to 

students who found the afternoon lectures a bit too fast for 

them. 

It was noted that students came to the evening classes with 

different reasons otner than the lesson alone. Whatever the 

case was, one thing true was that this method had aroused 

interest in them for their lessons. Asked as to why they came 

40r the evening classes, some students said they came; 

(a) to reinforce what they had learnt in the afternoon, 

(b) because they wanted a first hand experience on the 

computer, 

(c) because they wanted to try their own examples because 

they felt the teacher had left other cases untrieJ::L, 

(d) they benefitted from the discussions with other 

students in the evenings. They enjoyed the freedom 

given to them in the evenings where the lessons were 

informal and they discovered new ideas from discussion 

with fellow students. 
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4.1.3 RESULTS 

The use of the computer in education is not geared at 

revolutionising present teaching methods, it is meant to 

improve present methods by integrating it in the system. The 

computer or any other method of teaching cannot by itself make 

bad teaching good or improve ill-chosen teaching objectives. 

The computer IS there to aid and not replace the teacher. 

The results of this survey, therefore, do not compare teaching 

methods or compare the teacher and the computer but actually 

give a revelation of how advantageous it could be if the 

computer were integrated in the present teaching methods by 

utilising its capabilities. 

After four weeks of lectures, the groups of students mentioned 

sat an exam. The exam consisted of 27 multiple choice and 3 

other questions. Below are the ranked grades for the different 

groups. The question paper for these grades is given in 

Appendi:< 8. 
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RANK GRADES (Y.) 

010 lHC I I'1VT WT PT 

1 85 95 81 78 83 

2 I 83 85 69 71 77 

3 I 77 80 68 64 75 

4 74 80 66 59 74 

5 73 75 66 56 58 

6 71 73 64 54 57 

7 70 71 64 53 55 

8 70 70 63 46 53 

9 68 69 62 42 48 

10 67 67 61 47 

11 61 67 58 46 

12 48 65 57 45 

13 55 48 43 

I 14 I 45 33 

~ __ :: ___ t_________ _ _______ ~ ____ ::___ _ _______ 1 _______ __ 
Table of grades for the exam in Appendix 8. 
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4.1.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The statistical analysis of the above results is given in 4.3. 

In this section we deal with observatory results which are not 

numerical. 

(i) Class Means 

It is interesting to note that diploma stUdents DlC and 010 

notably have higher class means than technician groups PT, NVT 

and WT irrespective of the method of learning. DlC and DID had 

means 737. and 697. respectively while NVT, PT and WT had 617., 577. 

and 587. respectively. 

(ii) Standard Deviations 

The two experimental groups D1C and MVT both had lower standard 

dieviations at 107. than the conol groups, 010, WT and PT i.e. 

117., 117. and 1~/' respectively. The lower standard deviation 

indicates the closeness of the grades around the mean. 

(iii) Highest and Lowest Grades 

These values do not say much about the distribution of grades 

in the class. These have a lot to say about the individual's 

performance. It is, however, worth noting that the highest 

grade was from D1C (experimental) . i • e. 957., wi th OlD second wi th 

857. (control). According to the Polytechnic's assessment 

committee, the pass mark is 557. which means all students in D1C 

passed the exam while 2 students in DID failed. 

On the technician side, the highest grade is from a control 



group PT with 837., WT 787. and MVT the experimental group, with 

817.. This simply confirms that the highest or lowest grade is 

not a reliable statistic. As for the number of failures per 

class, 

MVT (E) 2 fai lures with grades 487. and 457. 

WT (C) 4 failures with grades 547., 537., 467. and 427. 

PT (C) 7 failures with grades 537.. !I 48'l., 47'l., 467., 457., 431-

and 33):; 

The number of failures in the control groups is therefore 

higher than in the experimental groups giving failure rates as 

shown below; 

Class Failure rate 7. 

Experimental groups 

DIC I) 

MVT 14 

Control groups 

OlD 14 

PT 50 

WT 44 
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The above discussion has shown that CEL groups i.e. experimental 

groups had better grade distributIons than the rest of the 

control groups noted by higher group means, lower standard 

deviations and much lower failure rates i.e. higher pass rates. 

4.1.5 IMPORTANT OBSERVATIONS 

Some important observations noted during the experimental 

period could help explain why the Computer Enhanced Learning 

(CEL) or experimental groups edged the other groups. The 

validity of the observations is based upon the author's 

personal experiences in the classroom and the views and ideas 

shared with students through the responses they gave to the 

questionnaire in Appendix 9. That, combined with discussions 

with experienced teaching staff and backing literature made 

the following observations look valId. 

1. Standardised level 0+ teaching and content 

All members of staff at the Polytechnic teaching in the first 

year Mechanics common course were asked to run the trial 

package titled LINEAR MOTION together. This made all staff know 

how far the topiC had to be covered in terms of content. 

Generally, i.e. without computer enhanced learning, each teacher 

could have taught the way they felt and topics covered as far as 

the teacher's knowledge and comfort could take. With computers, 

every teacher had a chance to e:<tend his/her knowledge by using 

the micro at his or her own time hence different groups of the 

first year common course would be taught by teachers with 

standardised knowledge and hence teaching levels. 

2. With voluntary evening classes available to students, 
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students who missed lectures for one reason or another were 

not totally at a loss. The absent student could this time get a 

disk and run the lesson and follow the lesson at his own pace. 

The computer package did not replace the teacher as he was always 

needed to give complementary advice but then he was not the only 

bank of knowledge. students had at least an alternative. 

3. With computer enhanced learning, the teacher's work was made 

much easier. hence teachers could use the time saved for other 

pressing demands in his work. The teacher's work was made easier 

in that; 

(i) no board sketches, drawings or graphs as these were 

provided for in the package, 

(i i> as notes were provided on the screen, the teacher was 

there just to expand on certain points. Students copied 

notes from the screen and the additions the teacher made. 

This could help schools make substantIal savings in paper 

expenses as the need for handouts would be reduced, 

(iii) student/class control was easier as most students were 

(i v) 

eager to see what would happen next on the VDU, 

the teacher's lesson preparation was made eas.ier and the 

package gave him extra confidence in himself in that he 

was sure he would not be stuck at any point in the lesson 

as a mere pressing of a button on the micro could come to 

his rescue. 

4·. Si nce most students had never used a computer before. most of 

them were motivated and keen to learn. Whether this is a 

lasting effect needs to be verified further. This in a way 
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provided a solution to the problem of do~ing, common in 

afternoon lectures in that part of the world. There was no 

student who dozed in the eEL lectures as opposed to several in 

the control groups. Students saw learning as a dynamic process 

which changes with technology. 

5. During the exam period, reVISIon far students was easter, 

guicker and motivating. Students could run the package several 

times, try diiferent parameters, do several examples within a 

shorter period. Sucn repetitive runs helped reinforce whatever 

they had learnt. 

6. The graphics output accompanying the notes helped bring more 

realism to the learning process. 

7. The software was prepared beyond just the first year or 

'A' level hence at the end of each lesson students could see what 

was to come thereby arousing student's interest to go further in 

education 

4.1.6 TREATMENY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 

The above observations were evaluated by a 15-question 

questionnaire (Appendix 9) given t.o the 27 students in the 

e:<perimental groups. The questions and responses are tabled below 

with the proportion responses given in percentages. These 

percentages with confidence limits placed on them determined the 

estimated class opinion on each quest,on. 



QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS (see Appendix q) 

QUESTION CHOICES Responses 7-

1 . Ever used a Never 27 100 

computer? 

Once 0 0 

Twice 0 0 

Many times 0 0 

2 Your reactions, Interest to operate 27 100 

boring 0 0 

frightening 0 0 

unsure of myself 0 0 

3 .Who operates Teacher- operates 3 1 1 

the computer? 

student operates 18 67 

both operate 6 22 



4 • Better- to use yes 4 15 

packages 

without teacher? no 23 85 

5 Lecture first, ecture only,no computer 0 0 

computer use at 

the end or vice 

versa? lecture first,comp. last 22 81 

computer fist,lecturelast 5 19 
-

camp. only,no lecture 0 0 

6 Time for lecture monday alright,not wed 4 15 

(monday -2hrs) 

(wednesday-lhr. ) Wed. alright,not monday 0 0 

alright as it was 9 33 

better i+ 2hrs each day 14 52 

7 • Need books after adequate notes on camp. 4 15 

using package or 

notes in package notes adequate but books 

were adequate? needed for reinforcement 21 78 

notes not adequate 2 7 

only book helped,not camp 0 0 
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8 • Revi si on easier easier on computer 16 59 

with packages or 

books? 

easier with books 0 0 

better using both 11 41 

9 F'racticals. animations enough,no need 

Did you feel for practicals 5 19 

any need for 

practicals 

after lectures? animations were alright, 

still needed practicals 22 81 

animations not alright 0 0 

10. Retention yes,all of it 14 52 

After 2 weeks 

did you easily animations yes 12 44 

remember what not the notes 

you had learnt 

notes yes,not quite the 

animations 1 4 
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11. Pi c:tures on the not good 0 0 

sc:r-een were . , 

relevant and c:loser to 

real situation 27 100 

I 

not nec:essary 0 0 

12 Pac:kage lesson yes 19 70 

better than books 

no B 30 

3 How did you find disc:ouraging and boring 0 0 

the c:omputer 

lesson pac:kage i nteresti ng 8< motivating 27 100 

time wasting 0 0 

14 Evening c:lasses yes 24 B<,I 

nec:essary? 

no 3 11 

15 Advanc:ed material disturbing 1 4 

at the end of 

eac:h lesson dii:l enc:ouraging 23 85 

you find that, 

. not enough 3 11 
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4.2 ANALYSIS OF SURVEY RESULTS 

The statistIcal implications of both the '0' level and test 

results will now be reviewed. The questions answered in this 

section are; Are groups in the common course grouped in the way 

they ought to be? Are these groups matched? Do the results 

indicate success of eEL? Is the grading of Malawi School 

Certificate of Education (MSCE) exams accurate? Is there any 

significant change in student performance through eEL? At the 

end of this chapter some conclusions and recommendations are 

made based on the sample results and inference from the author's 

experience with the students which cannot be shown 

stati sticall y. 

In the initial analysis of the results, the two groups i.e. 

technicians and diploma students, are treated equally since this 

is the stance the Malawi Polytechnic initially takes in its 

teaching, evaluation and even grouping methods. This means that 

results of D1C and MVT (the experimental groups) "and 010, PT and 

WT (the control groups) will be combined to form two groups, 

e:<perimental and control. Dle and MVT will hereafter be referred 

to as the experimental group (E) and 010, PT and WT will be 

referred to as the control group (C). These groups attend 

lectures together and were separated only for the sake of 

convenience i.e. to enable students see the screen clearly. The 

combined results of the two groups therefore become: 



E 95 85 81 80 80 75 73 71 70 69 69 68 67 67 66 66 65 

64 64 63 62 61 58 57 55 48 45 

C 85 83 83~~ 77 75 74 74 73 71 71 70 70 68 67 
/:/1-
61 59 

I I I 9/-1 I ' 142 ~53 . I 
~3 58 57156155 53 48148147146 46 4S 

~ , 

We establish the NULL HYPOTHESIS H that CEL, the ne .... method 

does not improve student's performance. 

The ALTERNATIVE HYPOTHESIS is that eEL does improve student's 

performance, i. e. the mean of the e;·:peri mental group .... i 11 

significantly improve. 

Sample size for experimental group ne = 27 

Sample size for control group = 36 

= 67.5556:t. = mean of the e;<perimental group. 

Mean of the control group = 62.0833% 

Standard deviation for the e;'perirnental group, 

Standard deviation for the control group, 

cr = 10.6086% 
e 
6 = 13.450;0;% c: 



The difference between means d = ~- x~ = 67.5556 - 62.0833 

d = 5.4723% 

The statistical question is, is the difference of 5.4723Y. 

between means bigger than the difference one would expect if 

the two groups were taught using the same method? In other 

words, is this difference bigger than the difference which 

could be expected to occur by chance sampling variation? 

We therefore apply a Student's t-test to see if there is a 

statistically significant difference between the two means i.e. 

to see if 5.4723~ is a significant difference. 

To compute t, we need to estimate the standard deviation of all 

the differences i.e. d's that could have occured by chance. This 

pooled estimate 

2-
(ne. - 1) C1e. + 

s= Cl 

"'ill be 

(n - 1) 
c:. 

symbolised 
z. 
~ 

Z 2-
(27 - 1) 10.6086 + (36 - 1)3.4503 26x112.5424 + 35x180.9106 
-------------- = 1-----------

27 + 36 -2 61 

5 = 12.3195 

. The t val ue, d Difference between means 

Standard error 

5.4723 

12. 3195xO. 2546 =1.7448 

!'Iost tabl es gi ve t val ues to 2 deci mal pI aces, therefore, 

t = 1.75. In this case we are seeking to detect an increased 

difference, i.e. if there is a decrease, it ",ould not be 
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worthwhile doing all these calculations as the new method 

would be considered harmful. That being the case, we shall 

use a one-tailed test. From tables (Percentage points of tne 

t-distribution), for 61 degrees of freedom i.e. -V= 61, the 

value under the 5'l. column is 1.67 What does this mean? 

-t 

NULL 

Accept t e NULL if t 

HYPOTHES S if t value falls 

values f lIs within within this 

this reg on 

o 

Figure 4.5 

7~rea. 
;/;~ 

t 
4. VD. II.tG 

.9iv.:", in 
+.,.I"I~ . 

+t 

If the calculated t value falls within the acceptance region i.e. 

the calculated t value is less than that given in the tables 

then accept the null hypothesis as being true. If, however, the 

calculated t value falls outside the acceptance region i.e. the 

shaded area (see figure 4.5) or in other words if the calculated 

t value is greater than the value given in tables then reject the 

null hypothesis and hence accept the alternative hypothesis. The 

percentage e.g. 5'l. gives the probability of the t value being 

greater than the one given in tables. In this test, 1.75 is 

greater t~an 1.67 i.e. 1.75 falls in the shaded or reject area. 

We therefore reject the null hypothesis and adopt the ALTERNATIVE 

HYPOTHESIS. This tells us that eEL does improve student's 

performance. There was only a 5'l. chance of our calculated t 
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being g~eate~ than the one given in tables i.e. 95Y. p~obability 

that OLl~ t would be less than 1.67. Since it was greate~. unde~ 

t.he p~obability of 0.05, then the diffe~ence of 5.4723% between 

the means is significant enough to enable us adopt the 

alte~native hypothesis. This means the experimental g~oup did 

significantly bette~ than the control g~oup. In othe~ wo~ds an 

advantage of 5.4723% in favoLl~ of the new method over the 30 

questions in the exam was educationally significant. This 

simply supports the theo~etical advantages the CEL group 

enjoyed mentioned in the DISCUSSION OF RESULTS above. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES 

We shall now answer two ot the questions above; Are the g~oups 

in the common cou~se grouped as they ought to be? How accu~ate 

is g~ading at MSCE exams? 

The g~ades of students in the common cou~se are given in 

Appendices 6 and 7. These a~e agg~egate g~ades for the best six 

subjects at MSCE. The smaller the figu~e (g~ade) the bette~ o~ 

b~ighte~ the student. Appendix 6 contains names and g~ades of 

diploma students while Appendix 7 contains names and g~ades of 

technician students. The~e were 59 diploma students and 48 

technician students in the 1986/87 academic yea~. The column of 

conce~n in this section is the agg~egate one. 

Fo~ the diploma students, the ave~age agg~egate grade,~gg~egate 
59 

Which is approximately 16 points. 

961 

59 



For the technicians, the mean number of poi nts ~ggregate 
48 

1237 

48 

Which is approximately 26 points. 

The sample s~andard deviations are; 

Diploma = 3.0866 

Technicians= 0.8718 

The pooled estimate of the standard deviation for the two 

samples = 2.367 

therefore 26 - 16 

2.367/1 + 1 
59 'TS 

= 21. 7348 

For 105 degrees of freedom, the given t value is 2.00 at 5f. 

(two tailed). 21.7348 is by far greater than 2.00 hence there 

is a statistically significant difference between the two groups. 

At NSCE therefore, the technician groups performed comparatively 

poorer than the diploma students. 

After a term at the Malawi Polytechnic, the grades in the table 

of values indicate that the mean of the diploma students is still 

higher. Taking 010 (the control group) as the unbiased 

representative of the diploma students' mean grade, i.e. 69f.; the 

other control groups WT and PT give a mean of 57.57. between them. 

The standard deviation for 010 = 117. 

The standard deviation for the technicians = 137. 
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The pooled estimate of the standard deviation = 12.2952 

69 - 57.5 11.5 

12.2952/ 1 ~ 1 4.1678 
~ ~ 

= 2.76 

For 35 degrees of freedom, the t value at 57. is 1.70 which is 

less than 2.76. This shows that even after a term in higher 

education, the two groups are still significantly different. 

This significance test somehow indicates that the MSCE board is 

reasonably accurate in its evaluation of 'o'level students. If 

there was error in the evaluation, the t value could have shown 

that. The MSCE Board therefore needs to be congratulated for a 

job well done. On the other hand, some errors can be noticed 

especially in technician groups. Some students performed so well 

that they stand out of the whole class. Consider the PT grades 

for example, 

x 

~ 
1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ~ 

~ 
~ 

83 77 75 74 58 57 55 53 48 47 4b 45 43 33 

Obviously numbers 1 to 4 stand out of this group. The groups 

average grade was 577. with a standard deviation of 157.. 

Removing the four out of the group, the mean drops to 48.57. and 

the standard deviation goes down to 77., for the remaining 10 

stUdents. The four students had a mean of 777. with a standard 

deviation of 3.5%. These figures ~learly show that either 

teaching methods at the Polytechnic have rejuvinated them or 
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they were wrongly placed at MSCE exams in"that they performed 

badly when they actually should have been on the diploma side. 

This is just a hypothesis, it could be wrong, it could be right. 

It would be interesting to watch the performance of these 

students and confirm the hypothesis. From the same reasoning, 

grades 81 in MVT , 78 and 71 in WT significantly stand out of 

their groups. These grades were picked using confidence limits. 

As pointed out already, this is just a hypothesis, it is possible 

that these students could have scored highly just by chance or 

due to the nature of the exam - multiple choice. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN DIPLOMA STUDENTS 

Applying a t-test to D1C and D1D gives a t value of 1.1 

At 570, one tail, for 25 degrees of freedom t= 1.71. Since 1.1 

.: 1.71, we therefore conclude that CEL did not bring a 

significant change in the grades of D1C. The higher mean in DlC 

could have been by chance. It must be realised that although 

there is no significant difference in the grades here, there was 

a significant difference in the ease and enjoyment of learning 

and preparation for the exam as discussed in the section 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. From the MSCE results and the present 

ones, these groups have proved generally bright or intelligent. 

It would be difficult for any significant difference to show out 

between these groups since their grades are usually very high. A 

significant difference, if it appeared between these two groups, 

would have raised suspicion on the teacher's efforts as he taught 

the control group. 

This is an important result in that it shows that a change in 
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methodology does not necessarily alter an intelligent pupil's 

performance, it however does something to the way or ease at 

which the pupils learn. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN TECHNICIAN STUDENTS 

If the analogy of chance error at MSCE grading mentioned above 

were true, what effect would this have on the results on the 

technician side? In that case MVT, the experimental group, would 

be compared with WT and PT, control groups. Results for MVT were, 

R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

G ~1 69 68 66 66 64 64 63 62 61 58 57 48 45 40 

The results for WT and PT were, 

R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

G 78 71 64 59 56 54 53 46 42 

i 

G 83 77 75 74 58 57 55 53 48 47 46 45 43 33 

R="RANKII, G="GRADE" 

Looking at the pretest standard deviation i.e. from the MSCE 

grades for the three groups which was 0.8718, the conclusion that 

there was no statistical significant difference in the student's 

abilities was a reasonable one. In other words it would be 

e:<pected that, all aspects of learning kept constant, these 

students would perform almost equally in another test given to 
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them. This of course assumes that the MSCE results were a true 

representative of the students intellectual capabilities. 

Practically though, it has been discussed above that there could 

be errors involved. Carol Taylor-Fitz Gibbon [20, p.42l says 

about statistical data, 

.... note, as well, that the t-test does not tell you whether 

or not a statistically significant difference is an 

important difference. You or your evaluation audience will 

have to judge this for yourselves by examining differences 

and asking if they are large enough to be considered 

important educationally." 

Gibbon in this case considers the experience one is having with 

his sample as being also important. Knowledge of the sample 

parameters is another aspect which can influence final 

conclusions on a statistical survey. As a demonstration of what 

effect the 'error' students can bring to the sample, students 

who stood out of the whole class in performance in this 

particular test were taken out. This was done by placing 

confidence limits about the mean. From NVT, the 81Y. grade was 

taken out. WT, 78/. was taken out and for PT, 83/., 77/., 75:~ and 

74t. were taken out. These grades even by inspection did stand 

out. The revised results therefore become, 

MVT (Experimental group>, E 

R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

G 69 68 66 66 64 64 63 62 61 58 57 48 45 40 
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WT and PT (Control groups) 

R 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

PT 71 64 t V
S9 

56 54 53 46 42 

W'" 58 57 55 53 48 47 46 45 43 33 

ne = 14 and n = 18 
c. 

\. = 59.36Y. and ~= 51.071. 
C. 

CJ = 8.621. and a= 8.651. 
e c. 

2- 1- 2. 2-

Sd 
(n - 1> cr,. + (n - 1> cr 13}~8. 62 + 17x8.65 e c- c. -

ne + n - 2 14 + 18 -2 
c 

8.64 

Xe - Xc. 7.69 
-

3.078 = 2.49 

i. e. t = 2.50 

for 30 degrees of freedom, at 51., the t value is t=1.70. Since 

2.50 > 1.70, we would have rejected the null hypothesis that 

pretests and postests would produce the same results even if 

CEL had been used on the e:<perimental group. We therefore 

would have accepted the alternative hypothesis that CEL had 

improved the MVT group significantly. This statistical test 

of significance is simply an illustration of what the case would 
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be if there was evidence that there was error at MSCE placings, 

it is not what is, it is what would be. What this test has 

revealed is that, a few wrongly placed students can totally 

alter the class performance. This test deals with all possible 

errors in the sample i.e. diploma students have been treated 

separately from techniCians, and all students who may be on 

the technician side by mistake have been reasonably considered. 

This has minimized the possibility of wrong judgement i.e. tne 

differences in the test become more genuine when all possible 

errors have been removed. However, there is a possibility that 

the students who did well in this test did so by chance, in 

which case the above argument will be invalidated. 

4.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From questions 1, 2, 11 and 13, all students opted for one 

choice giving significant support for the options in those 

questions. From these questions therefore it can be concluded 

that; 

(i) Despite not having had contact with computers ever 

(i i ) 

bii> 

before, students were not afraid of them but were 

rather eager to have a go at them. 

Students appreciated the graphics output and 

capabilities of the microcomputer and found them 

closer to real life situation. 

Students were motivated to learn by the new 

technology in educati9n - the microcomputer. 

Placing the 95Y. confidence limits on the rest of the 
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questions, only questions Band 10 had answers whose limits 

overlapped meaning that although there were higher percentages 

in some choices, they were not statistically significant. 

From question B therefore, it can be concluded that, 

(iv) Students see Computer Enhanced Learning as an 

improvement of the present learning methods hence 

they will still need books to reinforce whatever they 

have learnt by computer methods. This ties with 

question 7 where 7B7. of the students showed that 

they still needed books for reinforcement. 

From question 10, it can be concluded that, 

(v) The graphics capabilities of the microcomputer help 

in retention of learnt material. Notes being limited 

in packages, some students found this difficult to 

cope with but more than 507. did not find this much 

of a problem. 

From questions 4 and 5 it can be noticed that, 

(vi) students do not see the computer as a replacement of 

the teacher. The teachers role still remains, a mentor, 

students see the computer as something which is 

improving their learning. 

The rest of the questions invite the following deductions, 

(vii) Students would rather operate the microcomputer and 

determine the speed of the lesson. They were not quite 

pleased with the teacher operating it. 

(viii) The teachers' importance was still intact despite the 

fact that lessons could be accessed through computer 
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(i:d 

packages. Nost students would have loved to see the 

teacher give a lecture first and then summarise it with 

a computer package as a rein+orcer. 

Students were not in favour of one hour lecture 

sessions because they +elt there wasn't enough time to 

change from the lecture and computer within an hour. 

(,,) Students felt that computer graphics was not a 

(:d) 

replacement of laboratory practical work. 

An arrangement for students to run the packages at 

their own time and pace was necessary and the new 

material at the end of each lesson did encourage them to 

work hard for the future. 
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CHAPTER 5 
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CHAPTER 5 THE TEACHERS' CENTRE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The term "Teachers' Centre" is a temporary name for something 

which is hoped to grow to CAMET's size (Centre for Advancement 

of Mathematics Education in Technology) at Loughborough 

University of Technology or the Centre for Innovation in 

Mathematics Teaching at Exeter University in the United Kingdom. 

It is also hoped that the name (Teachers' Centre) will be 

changed to a better and more descriptive one in the near future. 

The idea of a Teachers' Centre Has first conceived in 1986 by 

Professor A.C.Bajpai and members of the department of Technical 

Education. To that effect, a meeting was organised on 10th 

December, 1986 at the Polytechnic (see Appendix 10) comprising 

some teachers from the sorrounding secondary schools and 

members of staff from the Polytechnic. The meeting had, among 

other things, to draw up tentative aims and objectives of the 

centre. Four members of staff from the Polytechnic were given 

time to give a talk on varying subjects in mathematics and 

science teaching. The Teachers' Centre is expected to be 

operational in the ne,<t academic year (1987/88) with the main 

aim of establIshing ties between secondary school mathematics 

and science teachers and the Polytechnic. It Hill also cater as 

a centre where teachers can share educational problems and 

e"change ideas in teaching methods. The objectives of the centre 

are being reviewed in a series of meetings taking place now. 

The idea of such a centre is necessary for a country like Malawi 

where the literacy rate is still low and where educational 



standards, in terms of teaching aids, methods etc. need 

improvement. Western countries e.g. Britain have what they call 

University Summer Schools where members of the community who are 

not in formal education (and some ot those who are) come ano 

attend special courses. These courses have proved successful in 

the countries concerned in that they have improved individual 

standards, provided personal educational satisfaction and helped 

in the creation of a well informed and educated society. The 

Polytechnic is therefore trying to adopt the Teachers' Centre 

idea along such lines. The teaching of mathematics and science 

will improve through in-service training, seminars and workshops 

which lacked an organising leader in the past. 

In this chapter, therefore, we shall look at; 

(i) The contribution the Computer Enhanced Learning Project 

will make to the Teachers' Centre. 

(ii) In-service training/seminars for teachers. 

5.2 A LESSON FROM THE ' NEW' MATHEMATICS MOVEMENT 

The new mathematIcs movement which took the world by surprise in 

the fifties was actually a crusade against uninspired teaching 

of mathematics in schools all over the world. The realisation 

that most children (pupils) developed a dislike for the subject 

made mathematicians point a finger at teaching methods and 

content. Mathematics, a subject considered exciting by most 

mathematicians most of whom had registered success in different 

il,reas e.g. Van Neumann and Stan Vlam in atomic energy work, 

electronic calculators etc.; could not be as boring as the 

failure rate projected. The movement was launched with the aim of 

achieving a situation where most children would love mathematics 



thereby making most sciences more mathematical. The idea was a 

good one to most people (even non-mathematicians) who were 

actually unhappy with the record failure rate in mathematics. 

Most people who were against the old mathematics joined the new 

mathematics movement. In the U.S.A large funds were made 

available for the project and some people even went abroad to 

spread the gospel of the new mathematics. The new mathematics 

movement included pure mathematicians and teache~s at different 

levels, psycholog1sts, publ1shers, politicians, authors and many 

more. These groups of people joined the movement for different 

reasons which were to their advantage. Among many objectives for 

the new mathematics a few of interest to the Computer Enhanced 

Learning project are; 

The concepts of function, graphs of functions, p~obability, 

statistics and linear programming were to continue in the 

curriculum. 

Flowcharts and computer programming should be introduced 

whenever possible. 

These points show overwhelming support for the new technology 

(computers) from the critics of the old mathematics and 

supporters of the new mathematics. 

New mathematics did meet some opposition. Some accused it of 

being inconsistent in that it lacked formality in teaching 

Ilearning atmosphere. There were so many projects of the new 

mathematics going on at the same time. Different ideas were 

being tried at the same time. Teachers •• ere not well prepared 

for the new syllabus hence those who were pushed into .accepting 

the ideology never transferred the theme very well. Books were 
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written in a hurry and some of them were there+ore badly 

written. Professor J.N. Kipur of India [28, p.259-267] comments 

on the critics' reaction to these badly written books, 

"Critics of the ne .... mathematics caught hold ot these books 

and said, 'if this is ne .... mathematics, we would be better 

off wi thout it'. They call ected e,<amples of classroom 

teachers who had imperfectly understood new ideas, and 

ridiculed new mathematics. They overlooked hundreds of other 

new good text books and hundreds of new ideas that had been 

thro .... n up by the new mathematics movement." 

As a result of this, new mathematics is to-date failing to make 

any impact on both teachers and students in some parts ot the 

world. In Britain, some projects of the ne .... mathematics dating 

back to the sixties are still being reviewed now e.g. 

1960 Contemporary School Mathematics (St. Dunstan's) 

1961 School Mathematics Project (S.M.P.) 

1961 Midlands Mathematics Experiment (M.M.E.) 

1962 Manchester Mathematics Group 

1962 Psychology and Mathematics Project 

1963 Scottish Mathematics Group (S.M.G.) 

1964 Nuffield Mathematics Teaching Project 

1967 Mathematics for the Majority Project 

1967 Mathematics in education and industry 

It must be noted that most of these projects were actually aimed 

at '0' level and 'A' level markets. Michael Cornelius in his 

article titled "1944 Mathematics in Schools 1984 - From Jeffrey 

Syll abus to Cockroft Report. .. whi ch is in [29, p. 31-34) 

comments on ho .... hard teachers found it to cope with the ne .... 

mathematics; 
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"For teachers the trauma of having to cope with a new 

comprehensive breed of"pupils and having to think about 

'modern' mathematics proved too much. Mathematics teachers 

tended to be split into 'modern' and 'traditional' 

categories to such an ex~ent that some,schools began to 

advertise for 'teachers of modern mathematics'." 

Cornelius covers this topic extensively and interested readers 

are encouraged to read this article to see the changes 

mathematics went through from 1944 where the media of teaching 

was chalk and talk to the eighties where apart from the 

traditional methods were added individualised learning materials 

such as worksheets, workcards, programmed learning etc. It can be 

noticed from the two papers by I(apur and Cornelius in which they 

point out the need for preparation of teaching staff for the new 

mathematics revolution. New mathematics had ltS advantages 

outlined in (28) and [29) hence after some years, it proved to 

be most appropriate for science, engineering, technology, 

medicine and many other professions. The point of interest here 

is preparation of teaching staff. New mathematics tound 

difficulties in being accepted because teachers were not well 

prepared for it. There were not many good books for reference. 

There was resistance to change both founded and unfounded. Fear 

of new knowledge which some teachers were not willing to learn 

are among the reasons for the slowness of new mathematics' take 

off. Today another technological revolution is taking place - the 

computer. It has already affected education - teaching and 

learning, in most partsof the world. 
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We are on the verge of a major change in the way we learn. 

Teaching methods have changed over the years. Audio-visual aids 

have been made and applied but none 0+ these has hit education 

with more impact than the microcomputer. The change in learning 

methods will affect all levels of education i.e. primary to 

university, teacher training colleges to adult education. The 

reasons why the computer will become the dominant educational 

delivery system have been discussed thoroughly in chapter 4 of 

this thesis. 

Summing up the discussion above, there are several aspects to be 

learnt from the new mathematics movement e.g. 

la) the central issLle 0+ the movement was WHAT should be taught, 

HOW it should be taught was regarded as a secondary issue. 

When the new or modern mathematics was introduced, the 

problem of HOW it should be taught was more evident and hence 

things slowed down. 

(b) Teachers were swamped with new material and had embarked on 

the new course without knowing WHY. They were not made to 

feel part of the whole thing i.e. the new mathematics, to 

other teachers, was imposed upon. 

(c) In-service training, needed for most teachers to adjust to 

the demands of the new mathematics, either came late or was 

not provided which made some teachers side with traditional 

mathematics. 

The above problems delayed the progress of new or modern 

mathematics. There are many people today who developed a 



permanent dislike for new mathematics because of the above 

reasons. Computers in education may face the same danger in 

Malawi if no action is taken to introduce computers to teachers 

at different levels before they are fully operational in schools 

and colleges. There are some teachers in Malawi now who do not 

want to hear or know anything about computers. not even 

calculators. These have continually resisted the use of 

calculators in their classes and have encouraged the use of log. 

tables. slide rule and traditional arithmetic manipulations. To 

such teachers. computers are an even bigger threat. Despite 

opposition. calculators became more and more popular in Malawian 

colleges and university. Calculators are reasonably cheap. easy 

to use, fast, and chances of making a mistake are minimal. Some 

secondary school pupils are now using calculators. Calculator 

technology developed fast and within years flooded the market. 

At the Polytechnic for example,in the academic years; 

1979/80 calculators were only issued to third year students in 

engineering (before the B.Sc course was introduced). 

1980/81 both fourth year and third year students. 

1981/82 second year students as well. 

1982/83 third and fourth year technician students. 

1983/84 All courses except for first years. 

1986/87 Almost all students are issued with calculators. 

For computers; 

1979/80 The college had no computers. No computer course was 

being offered. 

1982/83 2 Sinclair computers and 4 TRS80 computers. Computing 

course offered to degree students only. 

1983/84 4 more TRS80 computers added. Computing course e~tended 
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to Bachelor of Commerce students. Computers in 

adminstration. 

1985/86 24 IBM computers added. Main Frame computer system. 

3 BBC computer systems for the Computer Enhanced 

Learning project. Plans are there to introduce 

computing to diploma and technician cou~ses (i.e. all 

courses.) 

F~om 1983 to 1986 i.e. three years, the number of computers 

owned by the Polytechnic rose from zero to over ~~ and the 

courses taking computing also rose tremendously. In the next 

five years, chances are that the numbe~ of computers will 

continue to rise. How prepared a~e we for the inc~easing 

number of computers coming into our college? What other uses 

can the computers provide apart from general computing lectures? 

How can we prepare secondary schools and later primary schools 

for the computer invasion? Teachers who are igno~ant of 

computers, how can we imrove computer literacy among teachers? 

One of the answers to these questions is In-serVIce training 

courses for serving teache~s, immediate inclusion ot computer 

education in teacher training cur~icula, semlnars and workshops 

for teachers and more ~esearch on the effects ot computing on 

mathematics teaching and student motivation in secondary 

schools. There will be need to verify computer successes in 

education e:<perienced in western countries. It will not be 

right for us to rush into adoption betore research. Now that 

computers are just coming in, there is a chance for us to 

prepare and slowly adjust to the new ways of learning. 
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5.3 IN-SERVICE EDUCATION FOR SERVING SECONDARY AND COLLEGE 

TEACHERS. 

In-service education will be one of the main features in the 

Teachers' Centre. Courses will be arranged during which time 

several aspects of mathematics education will be discussed. 

Secondary school teachers would find a platform where they 

could voice their feelings about the mathematics they are 

teaching and how it should be taught. The first such meeting 

demonstrated this (see Appendix 10). Some teachers actually 

said they have for sometime wanted something like the Teachers' 

Centre. 

Success of centres of this kind has brought positive changes 

to mathematical content and methoDology. In Britain, for 

example, changes in school mathematics have been implemented 

through such centres coordinating with appointed research 

groups. To that effect, mathematics has moved from the 1944 

"Jeffrey" syllabus to the 1982 "Cockroft" one, see [29, p.32J. 

The lists of contents for the two syllabi do overlap in some 

caseS although the Cockroft report recommended several new 

topics as seen below. 

JEFFREY 

Number 

Mensuration 

Formula and equations 

Graphs, Variation, Functionality 

2 Dimensional figures 

3 Dimensional figures 

COCKROFT 

Number 

Money 

Percentages 

Use of Calculator 

Tlme~ Measurement 

Graphs and p1ctorial 



Practical Application 

representation 

Spatial concepts 

Ratio and proportion 

Statistical ideas 

The Teachers' Centre could provide teachers with news ot new 

developments, as above, in mathematics. They cDuld then discuss 

this and see which aspects to adopt or reject. After such 

discussions, the Teacher's Centre could draw up conclusions and 

recommendations to the Ministry of Education who would act on 

the recommendatons. 

The other aim of the Teachers' Centre would be the eradication 

of both "computer illiteracy" and "computer unawareness". 

Whatever ideas are presented for or against the use or 

usefulness of computers in education, the microcomputer is a 

fle,·:ible resource for the pupil, teacher and school. It is 

getting cheaper and cheaper such that eventually most schools 

should easily afford it. Apart from mathematics, music, language 

learning, science, music and other subjects will also benefit 

from its potentials. 

Most serving mathematics teachers in Malawian secondary schools, 

technical COlleges and some university staff have never received 

: any computer educatIon. This is because as seen in the 

earlier chapters, computer technology is reletively new. It has 

been emphasized throughout.this thesis that computers have much 

t.o offer in education and computer literacy is one of the 

contributions. It is necessary that teachers should know this 
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new technology to be able to use it effectively and efficiently. 

Coli I n Terry [19) stresses the importance ot computer literacy 

for teachers; 

"Teachers in all areas therefore need to learn about how the 

computer can be used as a learning environment for their 

particular pupils, for their particular subject discipl,ne." 

He further points out that teachers need themselves to be 

literate in all the possible uses of computers in education. 

Teachers hence need to have some level of understanding and 

experience of computing (i.e. computer programming). One may ask, 

why should serving teachers bother themselves with computer 

literacy or computer programming? 

In 4.1, "Computers and Learning", it was mentIoned that the 

difficulties involved in the production of software. It was 

mentioned that programmers alone could find it difficulty to 

produce good software without the help ot experienced teachers 

who have a deeper understanding of the learning needs of 

students. In the same chapter, mention was made of the need for 

teachers to produce software locally. The in-service courses 

will help bring presently serving teachers to that level. lhe 

majority of them need not be expert programmers, they need to 

be literate enough to be able to read programs and interact 

intelligently with those producing software or writing programs 

for their particular needs. In such a case, the teacher and the 

programmer Nill work hand in hand - the programmer looking at 

the computer programming techniques while the teacher 



concentrates on presentation, relevance, pedagogy, level, order 

etc. Cooperation of that level can be facilitated at the 

Polytechnic Teachers' Centre. Teachers would be invited to a 

month or two month in-service course during the long vocation 

where the above ideas could be implemented. Such arrangement 

have worked before for technical teachers when they were 

reviewing their syllabi. Colin Terry [19J again suggests that; 

.. LEAs must be encouraged to allow in-service projects to 

take place during school time, ..... 

(L.E.A. - Local Education Authority) 

It is worth mentioning that a bold initiative was taken by 

Sir. Keith Joseph, former Secretary ot State, Department of 

Education and Science, in encouraging every primary school in the 

United Kingdom to have a microcomputer. There is undoubtedly a 

time lag between the acquisition of such machines and their 

efficient use. 

The aim of such a part of the Teachers' Centre would be to have 

a computer literate teaching force before computers come to 

Malawian secondary schools. After having attended such courses, 

schools would be expected to use their own computer "e::perts" 

who would be available for discussions on central issues of 

computer education. Alfred Bork [19J says; 

I. computer literacy is a pressing national issue.~' 

It should therefore be taken seriously now that we have little 

time. In one of the countries in the Pacific, many computers 



were donated to the country, the government then gave the 

computers schools at a time when there were no computer 

literate teachers, the result was that the computers just lay 

in the headmasters' office as monuments without any 

educat10nal benefit. Similar examples are available from other 

parts of the third world. The Teachers' Centre will help avoid 

such a problem in Malawi. 

How shall we achieve the reality of all these dreams? Firstly 

there are already several members of staff in the Mathematics 

and Science Department who showed a lot of interest in the 

'pilot' project. These members actually formed the Research 

Committee mentioned in 5.1 (Introduction). Some of the 

members have had computing training and have indicated that 

they would be willing to give talks and lectures and also 

contribute to software production whenever the centre was set 

up. As for the availability of computers, mention has been 

made of the newly acquired 24 IBM and the 3 BBC computers. 

It can be argued that the variety of computers may pose a 

problem as to which machines the software will run. 

The organising committee will have to consider the 

quality of the graphics output of the machine, memory, 

availability of software on the market for the machine etc. 

before choosing one. Loughborough University of Technology 

through Professor A.C. Bajpai have indicated their 

continued support for the project. Through strenghthened 

ties with the Department of Engineering Mathematics and the 

Polytechnic exchange visits could be arranged from which the 

Polytechnic would be kept up to date with new software. 
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Prospects are also there that some internatlonal organisations 

may help by donating more computers and even software. The 

MIME Project units in Applied Mathematics and in Statistics 

were donated to the Polytechnic by .professor Bajpai to help 

the Polytechnic students and also help the Teachers' Centre 

see these packages as a model of what is e~pected of the 

centre to produce in its efforts for self-sufficiency. The 

centre will be establlshed with the full blessing of the 

Ministry of Education as its fruits will be enjoyed by 

probably all students in secondary schools, technical colleges 

and the Polytechnic. 

5.4 COURSEWARE PRODUCTION 

The ideas discussed in 4.3 in this thesis would be done with 

success at the Polytechnic. As indicated ealier, some members 

of staff have some computing e'<perience hence the Research 

Committtee showed enthusiasm in the idea of the Polytechnic 

producing its own software or courseware. There will have 

t.o be a lot of coord i nated work between staff f or the 

successful production of courseware. The programme 

(courseware) provided in Appendix 11 is a starting point of 

how much is to be done. It is all written in BASIC, but there 

is need to study other high level languages as well for speCIal 

effects. 

Loughborough Univesity of Technology's Department of Engineering 

Mathematics members of staff coordinated to produce the MIME 
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Project packages. It took cooperation of almost the entire 

department to have the packages produced. They managed to 

produce standard high quality software. Through similar dedication 

the Polytechnic can do the same. Distribution 0+ tasks and 

coordinated program writing can help ease the task of creating 

courseware. The Teachers' Centre would then work on the basis 

of the guidelines outlined in 4.3 to produce courseware for the 

Polytechnic, technical colleges and secondary schoDl mathematics 

in Malawi. 
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CHAPTER 6 

6.1 SUMMARY 

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND 

FURTHER RESEARCH. 

Computer technology is developing at a very fast pace. The world 

in which today's children will live will definitely be different 

from the present one. Tomorrow's world will be characterIsed by 

the widespread use of computers, especially microcomputers in 

every area of life. Computers have always been assocIated with 

mathematics, science and technology, industry and the business 

sector but today computer application covers areas like 

libraries, travel, communication, education, languages etc. 

Education has a role to play in providing an understanding and 

use of computers now and in future so that man continues to 

control computers and not be controlled by them. Programming 

will remain important to research in revealing more channels of 

application. This thesis has considered these ideas for the third 

world and Malawi in particular. In summary, the ideas have been 

chronologIcally presented as follows; 

6.1.1 PROBLEMS. 

In chapter 1, especially 1.1.1 and 1.1.2, educational 

opportunitIes in Malawi have been discussed. StatIstical data 

based on the 1977 population census has been used to verify some 

of the main revelations i.e.; 

(i) there was a high number of children not in school. 

It was shown in 1.1.2 that the probability that a child, of age 
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between 5 and 25, was in an educational institution was 0.12 

compared to the e:<pected 0.43 indicating that 31% 0-1" the 

children supposed to be in schools, colleges or universlty In 

that year never had their chance. 

(ii) overcrowded classes are a common feature in the third Horld 

thereby diluting direct teacher-pupil relationship and forcing 

teachers to lecture other than instruct (the Socratic approach). 

This problem reveals that the number of schools may not be enough 

at the moment as is the number of teachers. The Ministry of 

Education has already begun to respond to this need and demand by 

the recent secondary school expansion programme and the 

establishment of three new teacher. training colleges. 

Chapter 2 has suggested that problems in mathematical 

education, especially the dislike for mathematics in children may 

be due to the way mathematics is introduced at primary school 

level. Teacher training, mathematical background of teachers, 

overcrowded classes~ absence of in-service courses for teachers 

and disregard of practical-oriented teaching methods have been 

identifIed as being among the reasons which put mathematics as 

the most difficult subject on the curriculum in the third world. 

The discussion In chapter 2, especially 2.1 and 2.2 has dealt 

with the above problem in great detail. 2.3 has focussed on the 

curricula strengths and weaknesses of the first year common 

course mathematics syllabus at the Polytechnic. The effects 0-1" 

t.he syllabus on mathematics for subsequent years have also been 

dliscussed including suggestions for improvement. Among the 

suggestions has been the use of computer based learning materials 
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or computer courseware or software in the teaching of 

mathematics. 

6.1.2 THE MODEL. 

The discussion in chapter 3 has centred on the use of computers 

in education. Mention has been made that computers are generally 

used to solve world problems by using mathematical/numerical 

models. The solution model suggested for education is 'computer 

enhanced learning'. The way the socratic approach to learning 

could be achieved has been discussed stressing that computers 

make learning an active process. Fundamentals ot courseware 

production have been discussed mentioning the importance of 

cooperation between teachers and programmers. The Influence 

computers will have on education has been discussed and could be 

summarised diagrammatically as Mukarami and Hata of Japan gave In 

[17.p.901 (see figure 6.1), this represents the new teaching 

method. 
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In chapter 4, the pilot project on Computer Enhanced LearnIng 

(CEL) in Malawi has been discussed. Data. which was collected, 

has been anal ysed in thi s chapter. Hypotheses,{ were set up and 
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verified using statIstical significance tests on the data 

available and the effectiveness of this was validated by 

student responses to the questionaire in 4.1.6. 

6.1.3 PROCEDURE AND ANALYSIS. 

The data used in this test was not immune to weaknesses ot data 

collection and sampling. There were several other influences on 

t.he students on whom the exper imental e,<aminat i on was gi ven 

apart from the simple fact of measuring the effectiveness ot CEL 

packages. This however does not dispute the fundamental 

attributes of CEL which have been statistically analysed in 4.3 

and 4.4. Among the influences on the sample were; 

(i) This was the first term of higher education for these 

students and most of them were very afraid of failing 

because the university makes it clear that failing in 

terminal examinations may lead to a scholarship being 

",i thdrawn at the end of that academic year. 

This "threat" makes most students work harder than normal to 

make sure they keep their place. Apart from the computer method 

of learning provIded them, there was a high probaoility that 

students reservedly trusted the "new" method of learning. 

(ii) The samples used were not randomly picked as ought to be 

the case because, admininstratively, it was difficult to 

organise a randomly picked class because as stated in 

4.1.1, these classes are grouped according to courses or 

alphabetically (for diploma students) immediately they 

enter college. 



This can raise questions as to whether the samples were biased, 

especially on the technician side where one would claim that 

students who choose to do MVT would generally be better than WT 

and PT groups, some of whom are doing the course not out of 

choice. 

(iii) The sample sizes were small. The author would have 

preferred bigger sample sizes and even carry out the tests 

over a longer period to get a better estimate of the 

population. 

When carrying out Significance tests, the sample sizes nand n 

have very important roles to play in determining the pooled 

estimate of the sample standard deviation i.e. 

n + n 2 
e c. 

which in turn influences (S ) the value of the standard error and 

the Student's t value respectively. 

x X 

/

1 1 
Sol -+
~ he 

i.e. standard error 

It must be borne in mind that this was a small scale 

investigation and the results so produced are therefore 

illuminative rather than generalised. In view at these 



weaknesses, which were in some cases unavoidable, and because 

some of the weaknesses we~e not against the objectives of the 

~esea~ch i. e.. qual i tati ve as opposed to quanti tati ve measu~ements. 

taking also into account the fact that. the p~oject had to sta~t. 

it has been suggested in 6.5 that mo~e la~ge-scale ~esea~ch 

should be ca~~ied out. 8ajpai believes that qualitative ~esea~ch 

such as this will gene~ally p~oduce "sott" data which may be 

~ifficult to ve~ify statistically. In ~ducational ~esea~ch. 

bu~eauc~atic diffIculties. class changes (sample) and othe~ 

administ~ative p~oblems may make it ha~d for ~esea~chers to 

obtain la~ge samples fo~ a long time in order to obtain data 

f~om them. Hence, data collected f~om small samples. as is the 

case now, may p~ovide an idea ot what the whole population 

would behave like. This the~efore means that the number of times 

tests are carried out may not necessarily be the anSNer. 

Positive ~esults f~om small samples like this need to be 

monito~ed in real life and necessa~y adjustments made to 

accommodate any er~o~s in sampling. Bajpai's view is sha~ed by 

R.C.Bodgan in [33J where he defines qualitative research as an 

umbrella te~m refe~~ing to seve~al ~esea~ch st~ategies that 

share certain characteristics, rich in desc~iption but not 

easily handled by statistIcal data. 

6.1.4 Mathematics Teache~s and Computers. 

Chapter 5 has looked into the futu~e to see what could be done 

to b~ing about compute~ awareness and lite~acy to the present 

teaching fo~ce especially in secondary schools. The Teachers' 

Cent~e mentioned in chapter 5, whose aim and objectives have 
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been given. is expected to be the platform on which mathematical 

e:<change of ideas and computer literacy and awareness will take 

place. Production at educational software is desc~ibed in 3.4 

and Appendices 11 and 12. Finally, in the same chapter, and on 

courseware production, Bajpai [32,p.423-424J comments on, 

" ••• the importance of investing large sums of money for the 

production of suitable, good and well-tested e~ucational 

software without which the hardware that is available in 

academic institutions in not being 'properly utilised.'" 

He goes on to say 

"production of educational software is a long and laborious 

process requiring the expertise of e:<perienced teachers and 

the knowledge and skill of good programmers capable of 

producing animated programs with prov1sion for suitable 

interaction .. n 

Bajpa1~S above ideas tie in with the discussion raised in 3.2~ 

... -,-....... -', 3.4, 4.1.4 and 4.4. For the 1deas raised 1n cnapter 5, 

i.e. Teachers' Centre. 8ajpai [32) says to teache~s and 

educati ona11 sts, 

"we have a duty to take on this exercise and may have to 

produce software for our students even without the help ot 

the funding authorities. It is bound to be a slow process 

and will be rather "patchy" unless funding is provided in 

selected institutions where staff have an interest. a 

willingness and dedication to develop these." 

The author strongly believes that the Polytechnic is the best 

place in Malawi to take the lead in the production of software 
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both for secondary schools, colleges and university, because of 

its technological nature. 

6.2 FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS. 

The following are the findings derived from the different parts 

of this survey, 

(i) From the data analysis, it was revealed that there was a 

signiflcant difference in performance between the 

e:<perimental groups and the control groups showing that 

Computer Enhanced Learning does improve the learning 

/teaching process. 

(ii) Technician and diploma groups perform significantly 

differently irrespective of whether they are being 

treated as experimental or control. This revealed that 

the learning rates of these groups are different. Their 

'O'level results in 4.3 also showed a statistical 

difference. 

(iii) Computers allow the learning/teaching process to 

investigate deeper into concepts which are usually just 

accepted without experimentation. For example, the concept 

of tossing a coin, it is believed that as the number of 

throws increases, the relative frequency (H or T) 

approaches 0.5. In class, however, it may be difficult to 

experiment say 10 000 throws of a coin. Computer 

simulations can be used to show such a high numoer of 

throws graphically as in figure 6.2. 
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0.7 

0.3 

Figure 6.2 

On the Investigation side, it would be e~pected that if a 

coin were tossed several hundred times, and the number of 

Head or Tail occurrences plotted continuously, the graph 

would be moving up and down the 0.5 line which would 

support the theory that the probabilIty 0+ getting a Head 

or Tail is 0.5. However, computer simulations can show that 

this may not necessarily be so as shown in figure 6.3. 

O'b 

0.5 
3500 

D,?' 

Figure 6.3 
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In this case, as the number of tosses increases, the 

relative frequency goes further and further away from 0.5. 

A class discussion on diagram 6.3 would bring interesting 

ideas from students and excite their thinking as well. 

(iv) Computer Enhanced Learning would be the solut10n for slow 

learners since if they are left behind in a lesson, they 

can run the lesson over again in their own time and at 

their own pace. 

(v) CEL gives confidence to the teacher in that he is assured 

that he is covering the syllabus to the required standard 

in terms of content. Levels of teaching/learning will 

therefore be standardised all over the world when more 

development has taken place in this area. 

(vi) eEL makes it easy for teachers to try difficult examples 

on their own within a short time thereby increasing their 

personal confidence in class. It is also easier for the 

teacher to do more examples within the normal class period 

resulting in reinforcement of the theory being learnt and 

achieved. It must be realised that teachers normally do one 

or two examples because of limited time. 

(vii) CEL helps teachers save more time and lighten their work 

load because lesson preparation, graphical work, diagrams 

etc. are done more efficiently i.e. accurately and within 

a shorter time. 
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(viii)CEL gives students an alternative source ot information 

apart from the teacher. the teacher is however always 

needed in his traditional role as a mentor. Students are 

unlikely to see the CEL as a replacement of the teacher 

or the book but as an integral part of the whole 

learning system. 

(i x) CEL makes revising (for examinations or otherwise> 

easier and quicker than the book. Animated simulations 

and graphical presentatIon of data are accurately done 

and make learning interesting and easier. Computer 

learning methods are therefore an incentive or 

motivat10n to students. 

6.3 COMPUTER lt1PLlCATlONS ON MATHEMATlCS EDUCATION IN MALAWl. 

The incorporation of the microcomputer in the teaching of 

mathematics will have some definite implications, not only 

in the way people learn but also WHAT they learn. 

6.3.1 Implication: Schools. 

As discussed throughout this thesis, methods of learning will 

change, it is expected that there will be content changes as 

well. For schools, topics like Number, Money, Percentages, 

Time, Measurement, Graphs and Pictorial representation, Ratio 

and Proportion, Two- and Three-Dimensional figures and 

Statistical ideas will all be done more efficiently through 

the use of eEL. As explained in 3.2, computers in education 

have already registered success in Kenya and South AfrIca. 

Computers make recognitIon and pictorial learning easier. The 
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above topics need either pictorial or graphical representation 

for their clarity hence programs could be made to take care of 

that. Number "crunching" is one,of the main properties of the 

microcomputer and this it does more efficiently than a normal 

teacher would. Because of the efficiency computers will bring 

to the learning process, it is reasonable to suggest that most 

school topics will be covered within a shorter time than be+ore. 

Geometric concepts will be easier to teach since programs 

usually allow users to vary diagram dimensions. 

This will either require more topics to be Included in the 

present syllabus or the present topics will be studied to more 

depth than is the case now. In general, therefore, computers 

will produce richer and more diversely educated output from the 

educational system. 

6.3.2 Implication: The Polytechnic. 

The software available at the moment and the programming 

capabilities of staff, will mean that CEL will only be available 

to first, second and third year students in Applied matnematics 

and Statistics courses. With time though, it is hoped that other 

courses will have software for them as well. The first year 

mathematics common course (see 2.3) which was noted for 

repetitIon of secondary school material and limited new topics, 

is bound to benefIt more from CEL. The present common course 

syllabus (see Appendix 4) contains a lot of easy numerical and 

graphical topics whose software the author strongly belIeves can 

easily be produced. The third year students will benefit more 

from the statistics packages while the first and second years 
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will benefit from the MIME Project Mechanics units as well. 

As discussed in 3.2, 3.3, and 5.4 there will be need for 

cooperation between staff at the Polytechnic and staff from the 

nearby schools to ensure that more relevant software (to Malawi) 

is produced. The implications of this software at the 

Polytechnic will be: 

(i) the first year common course mathematics syllabus will be 

taught more effectively and extensively e.g. tOPICS like 

Relative Motion, motorway simulations can be studied, 

practically achieving the effect of freezing motion in 

different lanes. Most packages include simulations of e,<amples 

which some teachers would not touch if they were covering the 

topic. 

(i i) it will be possible then to combine the two syllabi into 

a one year course. This is because most topics would be revised 

easily and within a short time, hence leaving room for new 

topics to come in. Since lesson packages would readily be 

accessible it would then be easy for teachers to ask students 

to revise topics and come up with questions if they could not 

remember something. The overall effect of this would be the 

introduction of better quality mathematics and statistics to 

students in years two and three. TopIcs like Differential 

Equations, Transformations, Line Integrals and deeper Statistics 

could therefore be moved or at least introduced in year three. 

Such mathematics topics would help students understand better 

engineering concepts which are generally lacking for those 



graduating with a diploma at year three. 

(iii) it will encourage students to indulge in self-study and 

learn to control their own learning and seek knowledge at their 

own pace. 

Software is still being developed. Advanced courses in 

mathematics usually involve a lot 0+ symbolic algebra, this is 

true especially in engineering and science courses. Calculus 

therefore features highly. DifferentiatIon and integratIon 

forming the basis 0+ more advanced topics such as Trans+o~ms 

(e.g. Fourier, Laplace, Z etc.), Complex Napping, Conformal 

Transformations etc. It seems reasonable to suggest that 

mathematics teachers would appreciate to have a way of checking 

answers to questions without necessarily having to do it 

themselves i.e. the way a statistics teacher would use a 

calculator to find the mean, standard deviation, variance etc. 

while students follow the normal formulae calculations. There 

are some computer systems developed already to handle symbolic 

algebra, these include NACSYMA (University of Massachussettes), 

MAPLE (University of Waterloo,Canada), NUMATH, REDUCE, and SMP. 

These computer systems will be on the market in the near future. 

The following e,.amples will illustrate how these systems work. 

Differentiation 

3 4-
DlF IX Y, X, 2, Y ) 

.... hich means; 
3 

Differentiate X 
+ 

Y with respect to x (X); twice (2) 

and differentiate with respect to y (Y). 



The compute~, afte~ ~unning th~ough the p~og~am gives the 

~esult, 

=24X Y 

Simila~ly fo~ integ~ation. 

2. 
.INTISIN X • X ) 

which means; 
2-

Integ~ate the function SIN X with ~espect to x. 

The computer gives the result 

= 1/2(X - 1/2SIN2X) + C 

These computer systems are at the moment e'<pensi ve but just 

like compute~s, calculators and many elect~onic equipments, 

thei~ prices are expected to go down with time. It, the~efore, 

may not be long before the Polytechnic acqui~es such systems 

and hence all classes in mathematics will have access to using 

computers for symbolic algeb~a as well. 

6.4 CONCLUSIONS. 

This thesis has attempted to put on the agenda something which 
o..k 

has not been considered befo~e Lthe Polytechnic i.e. the use 

of computers in the teaching of mathematics. It is hoped that 

the thesis will help extend computer usage at the Polytechnic 

and encou~age teachers to use computers by producing o~ using 

educational soft",a~e on the market. This is just the first 

step on a long journey, more ~esearch is expected to follow to 

make sure compute~s are utilised to a maximum, especially in 

education. 

The su~vey, based on the information available, made the 
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following conclusions look probable, i.e. there was; 

(i) poor introduction ot mathematics at primary school 

level~ 

(ii) evidence of some fundamental differences between the 

Malawi secondary school mathematics '0' level syllabus 

and its counterparts in other developed countries, e.g. 

the United Kingdom's new GCSE mathematics syllabus, 

(iii) little or no teacher-pupil interaction in learning 

(Socratic approach) which in turn has encouraged rote 

learning at the expense of rational understanding. 

From the results of the survey in chapter 4 and the study of 

backing literature in 3.2 and 3.3, the following conclusions 

were drawn i.e. computers in educatIon; 

(,) are a motivation to students and teachers, 

(ii) speed up the learning process thereby allowing a deeper 

and wider coverage of subject matter, 

(iii) provide students with the chance to run or review lessons 

at their own time and pace thereby utilising the 

interactive facility in packages. This in turn helps 

achieve the socratic model of learning in a situation 

where student-teacher ratios are big ( overcrowded 

classes). 

It is further hoped that when the Teachers' Centre becomes fully 

operational, 

(i) the teaching of mathematics will be improved both in 

content and methodology through in-servIce courses WhlCh 

will promote interactIon between teachers thereby bringing 
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about the exchange of ideas and teaching methods. 

(ii) computer awareness and to a certain extent computer 

literacy can be achieved on the present and future 

teaching forces. 

There will be need to carry out more surveys especially in 

secondary schools to see how the findings in 6.2 feature for 

secondary school students. It is hoped that implementat~on of 

the ideas suggested in this thesis will be done smoothly and 

with caution i.e. implementation should be done through pilot 

projects first and then slowly increasing the field. Computers 

being new to Nalawian students, especially in their learning 

atmosphere, may, if rushed in, have negative side effects or 

even prove a failure especially if proper planning is not taken 

into consideration. 
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6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS. 

I In order to meet present and future requirements in 

mathemat1cs education, the Ministry 0+ Education in Malawi 

should ensure that, computer literacy and/or computer 

awareness is made available to all teachers ot mathematics 

under training. The University of Malawi should also ensure 

that all mathematics teachers currently under training 

have studied computing in their curriculum. 

11 The Ministry of Education and the University should support 

the Teachers' Centre financially and materially. It would 

equally be appropriate if international funding bodies were 

approached on this issue to supplement the existing 

facilities at the centre. 

III An Association ot Mathematics and Science Teachers 

should be formed as a matter of priority ih Malawi on the 

same lines as similar associations in Britain and other 

developed countries. 

IV The Polytechnic should init~ate discussion with other 

universities or institutions in the United Kingdom w~th the 

aim of cooperating in the development and production of 

courseware, having exchange visits, short in-service 

training schemes and provision of information about 

educational software on mathematics. 

V The present mathematics syllabus for the Teacher Training 
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6.6 

Colleges (Appendix 3) should be revised. Wherever possIble. 

repetition of the '0' level syllabus should be avoided. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The author as a teacher-researcher believes that as an 

educational e:<perimentalist. the classroom is the ideal 

laboratory +or testing any educational theory to do with 

learning/teaching. This is because as an educational researcher. 

the interest is actually in the naturallstic obervations in the 

classroom. It is for this reason that further reasearch is 

necessary in some of the hypotheses and ideas suggested in this 

thesis. 

(i) Effects of computing on secondary mathematics need to be 

investigated. Is computing necessary in secondary school 

education in Malawi? What advantages does it bring? What 

are the weaknesses? It is hoped that a pilot project will 

be set up in the near future ·,.u\.tl a class in one 0+ the 

schools in Blantyre to investigate this. 

(i i) Validation of present Computer Enhanced Learning Project as 

discussed in 5.1. Carrying out more tests and using bigger 

and better sample sizes for better and more informative 

signifIcant tests over a longer period. 

(iii) Production and applicatIon of courseware. 

Students and staff at the Polytechnic's Mathematics and 

Science department to engage In the production of software 
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for secondary school, technical colleges and the 

Polytechnic itself. Using the in-service courses mentioned 

in 6.2, application of the courseware produced will be 

di scussed and e:<peri mented. 

6.7 FINAL REMARKS. 

It is the author's hope that this thesis provides a basis tor 

realistlc decisions to meet future requirements in mathematics 

education in Malawi. There is a pressing need in all walks ot 

education to attain, as close as possible, the socratic approach 

to learning where there is a stronger teacher-pupil relatlonship 

which in turn enhances learning in pupils. The heuristic approach 

(discovery) to learning must be seen to replace 'chalk and talk' 

methods as this has proved more suitable for the learning 

atmosphere. In some cases, due to limitations in funds etc., 

educationists have been forced to use the lecture method, with 

total nullification of teacher-pupil relationship. It is hoped 

that this thesis clearly and definitely introduces Computer 

Enhanced Learning as a solution to this problem. 
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APPENDlX 1 

POPULATION BY SEX AND AGE: MALAWI 1977 CENSUS 

AGE GROUP TOTAL MALE FEMALE 

o - 4 1 081 897 529 521 522 376 

5 - 9 826 675 409 394 417 281 

10 - 14 571 595 294 388 277 207 

15 - 19 541 724 261 295 280 429 

20 - 24 449 683 195 161 I 254 522 

25 - 29 437 780 204 198 233 582 

30 - 34 306 670 145 352 161 318 

35 - 39 277 025 131 823 145 202 

40 - 44 204 017 94 857 109 160 

45 - 49 219 022 105 515 113 507 

50 - 54 147 084 65 889 81 195 

55 - 59 131 729 64 823 66 906 

60 - 64 103 761 48 910 54 851 

65 - 69 81 727 40 905 40 822 

70 - 74 53 119 25 682 27 437 

75 - 79 40 316 20 403 19 913 

80 + 73 636 35 473 38 163 



APPENDIX 2 

TOTAL ENROLLMENT IN PRIMARY AND"SECONDARY SCHOOLS, TECHNICAL 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITY, DURING THE PAST 10 YEARS: MALAWI. 

YEAR PRIMARY SECONDARY TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOLS SCHOOLS COLLEGES 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1975/76 631 709 14 451 461 1289 

1976/77 663 930 14 826 502 1178 

1977/78 675 741 15 140 913 1153 

1978/79 705 956 15 559 791 1563 

1979/80 779 676 16 488 694 1854 

1980/81 809 8b2 18 006 637 1750 

1981/82 882 903 19 329 619 11361 

1982/83 868 849 19 832 514 1890 

1983/84 884 157 22 245 522 2321 

1984/85 899 459 24 343 500 2411 

SOURCE 1,2 and 3 Ministry of Education and Culture; 4, University 
of Mal a .... i . 
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1. 'I"., s1Ipply illl~lnllal"ioll to the stlldL:llLS' wilidl will IIL·lp tlll.'1Il tl'~h'll 

,ilL" ptq,iis ill primary school. 

:!. Tn dl~Vl:lt)p sllllicnts' und~rstanJing of the AriLlullt:!tlcal t:Ollcl'l'l s 

which lliey \-.,·il1 hI.! rcquireo to. t~ach in lltt:! primary Sc!IODtS. 

".l. '1\. dl~Vi..·I'11' t he students ability to reaSOll logic,:.d ly, c:ril'ically 

tJl1J 11O"'\llIll iOll:llly and to communIcate tilel'- ideas c]l~:lrl.y, al ll .... • 

SLJIllt.! l illl0 dvvcluping a flexible approach in that theft.! is Ilot 

a I W<l Y~; 1111 j Y llIl~ way to sol ve a I} ru blem • 

4. To sl.imulate stuJl!nts interest in Nathematics so that they \,,j 11 

\.J i sh tu COllt .lnue their studies. 

Se Ill~lIle 0 f l he EX~illI Ina t 1.on 

Tlll'rt' will he l wo papers set ror ea~h leveJ (v l:t.) 

( i) Arit hmet ie Method paper ('1'2 or '1'3) of 2 hOllrs uur"L io" 

wurth 30 marks. 

(ii) flathcmatjcs paper ('1'2 or '1'3) of 212 hours durat iOI1 

wurth 70 marks. 

Till' SYLLAIlUS 

t tI preparl! 1I1L~m for thei.r work ill the Cl~H:iSrO(lIll. 

till students thnJugllOut the twO years. 

Il .1;; t'llmplIl SIIl'Y ,., 
i 

r., r 

Forma] le<.i.'lli.ng IHl~t1tod1:i and technIques of all Arllhmeti.c topics ill tilL' 

I\rilllluclic oyl.lahlls for prtmary schools wi..ll he studied. St"udellts \~'ill 

hl! n,'quircd to undL'rstand the content of the syll;JhuS and thl! ilJljH1rt.;IIH't..;' 

I~I l'urrit'ullllll dt:'Vl!1'·JI1ment. 'J'lJey sl~~~Lt!_~J~.~~ .1.~~~2_~~~~.I_~~~J:!~~_:.~_l:dli:: 

:.~r. .U.~~I'x}m,"1.rv Scl~ool AritlllllL~tic hlHlks. 

TIll! Cpllrsc 1,0.111.1 stress practical .1pproacll lu lead.ling ArillllTlvt ic ;lIld 

:-;1"1\,, t (lJ I lllltier:;l:-!Ild illg <Jild matitery Ill' stunJilrJ IllL'( hIlJ:-i. 

!"I:,,;il.ll' teal:hillg aith·; must he uscJ in covering tIle s)'ll:1hlJ~'. 

:. 

• 
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,\I:ITllflF,TI(: fWTI 11 Ill,; 

l. 

" 

a stuJy uf the primarv 

!::i~"nul l;urricu]um with emphasis on Arithmetic. Distilh'l iUII b..::L\VLl:1l 

Syl.lLlhus and curriculum. 

~_:l~I~~~_~~~_ .1~1~_i_I_I_,.~iJ0~:~:"_~.I.lld Ht.·thuds tlf TeachiTlg A!~_~~~:_~J~·.: Tilt.' Triu: 

~;I'l·t.'d. "\~·l:lIral:Y alld NcalneHs. Layuut of wlIl-k \vhl~11 Holvillg jll"t,blt";:i:;. 

Sc11L'1lI11lg, 1..':;:--;011 prep.:lratiun - ~dm, tcachi,ill:; aids, illlr.Hitll'l. itlll, 

dcvelt.Jlllth.!I1L, application and conclusiun. lntroductory Al-ilitllll't. il" 

). !lIC Co",,-cept B () r Number: count lng, seriat ion and "'I" i V3 I ,',n(' e. 

r' 
" . 

6. 

7. 

H. 

~. 

1 nt n.JJul: 1 ng number in the infant classes. Counting as meaning 

add,ltiun. TilL! four basic Arithmetic rules. Notation and pLll'L~ 

value. 

Numne r: not(Jtion, evens and odds, primes and compo~ites, LH . .:Lors 

lIlultiples, !I.C.F., L.C.M., vulgar fractions, Jecimal fractiollti 

HeasurCH: mnney, time, length, mass, capacity: using, the metric 

fiyst~m. 

~lensur.::ll ion; areas and perimeters of rectang] es, :-..iquarcs, paral-

lelugrams, lr tangles, trapezia, circles and other <..:ompo:-d l.e f iglll"L-':-;. 

Vo] ullIes of cuht:!s and rectangular solids. 

ratio, simple proportion (unitary alld rat ill IIIL'llall,b) 

sharing, cumpound proportion, time and work problems, time and 

Jititallce prohle.ms, scale and scale drawing. 

simple and compound interests, discount alld c()mmis~;jon, 

prorit: and luss, telegrams, postal orders. postage and tl...'lephullc 

c!i;'rt;2S, r,ates and rents, simple accounts (cash book~ receipts alld 

payments, income and expenditure), simple ideas of banking ~tnd 

h~tllk aCCOLJllt~i (current ac~ounts and savings accounts). 

(~'~.'l~I,!..:::._<-,~.~~ Jl.I .. a pl~Lcal rcpresen ta t j Oil : 

~rafll illltl J ine graphs. 

bar L:hart, histugram, pil.'Lu-

11). The ,Iulli,)r Certificate N<Jthematics Svllilhus: a brief sludy ill 
+- •• _------_._--- ------ ~---

rl.,J.tt j(lll Lt' the Primary School i\rilimlelic syllabus. 
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" AI illllllt't it" st:ri('s 1 - 8 ()zuka nICll;nyj) J.i.miu'd. 

C"lh'I;11 t\,"itll11h'l.il' It)r SdhlOls by C.V. Purt,ll. 

:\,-illl11l1'l it: for Schl).l\s b~' C.V. nun'!1J. 

ThL' coursE' is designed to raise and strengthen students' ac:adem.ic: levels 

in H<.ltilcmatjcs. It includes some aspects of ArithmetIc, Algehra and 

Tt i~ ~0I1!.~ulsory for all students and will be t.aken COl1ClI(·· 

l"I'IlI'ly ,-,-'itl. t'ollrsc 1. The course is e~pected to provi.dc m:ttf'rial :1Il:1 

AI; I.TllflETT C 

1.' EI.emellt::lry principles and processes of Arithmetic inc]utijng approx i"· 

'2 " 

'.'" 

1. 

~tion.fll\u dt~cimals. 

r'lnlH~X: simp.lp and c:omptHIIHI i.llterests, di.scount :1I1d ('ommif:sion. 

prnf jt :tlld JtlSS, rates and rents, slmple accounts (Cash Book, 

H'l'.ceiptR and, P.ayrnents, Income and Expenditure), simple .ideas or 

hanking and hank accollnts. The work of the Pust Office - postag., 

rnles, te"1 egram and telephone rates, pasta.1 and mnllcy orders; 

saving bUllk. 

~1cnsllr<ll [on: rectangle, square, parallelogram, tri.:mgJe, tr.1pE:.'zi l ll!1, 

circle ann other composite figureR, volumes of cube, lTCl.1llglll:IY 

f-:l)lldS.1I1U olile.r solids of uniform cross seetion. 

I.. ~r0l'0r_~)_t!.~.: ratio, direct rmd inverse simple proportion, (11111-

tary ::llld raL.io methodR)~ sharing, compound prnpnrtioTl. limp';llld 

dtsLilllC<': prohlems, time and work problems, sc:lle ;mu sc:l.lt, dr;]willg. 

, 
J. 

7. 

Nllml~ r j c:1.I (::11 cuIn l.i,ulI S : use uf lugHrithm alld sqll!1n.-' rI.10t l:\b] c~;. 

'inC:.1r graphs applied to practical cases such as cl i :~I :111("1' 

Versus l jlllf.' Ln trnvel problems", 

B. ].~1").g~~I~p.l.1~e"l~ry: dcrlTdtion of sine, :cosjllt~ and t:Jllgpnt ell 'U'III.e 

" 
:11Ig 1 e~,. Apl' l i.ca t j on to s j mpJ e prohlemR <llld lIse 0 f t r i gOllomet r j (";11 

l.<lhle.;. 

tlf :-;l;ll is!. it'ell J;ll:!. i)eRtgn or s-Jmple qlll~:-;I jl,lIl1lairCH, ~';;lf1lptj' and 
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1. 

2, 

J, 

I. 

2. 

- I, -

pnplIl:l! i.'Il~ bias ill s;lInl'i iug discrete ;1Ilt! nlllt ilHllllI~;' di:;ll'il'lll i~'il 

di:lgr;lm~: 1"- liisl-pgrrllns, frequency polygoTls, pi('tngr.1m~:, i.I'. vh:11"I ~:. 

Ht.':lslIrt'S ill :~I;llistics: mer-m, mnclC' and ml'diilll. A ~dl1lpl~' di~~l·II~;.:;illll 

ALGlmRA 

formul<1t inll, interpret"at ion :lIld 

') 

(a-b)- and (,,+1» (" .. 1»" 

Fa("t~n'i7.:1tj()1l p[ sJmp10 n1.gebrnlc expressions. "pp' iC;ltioll tn 

men[.;uratlon ,1IId simple fractions. Indices and l(lgarj thms. 

_~l!-~.~_~_!_~).!.~S.: simple and simultaneous (invplving only two 1Jllkllo\.;ns), 

solutioll of quadratic equations invlllvi.ng only one unknown. 

"ppl ical.ltlll "f the eC}tI<llions to the solutiun of prohlems. 

GEOHETRY 

_~.'!,g..:~c.:...s ~n.{~ T.0-!allel lines: acute, obtuse and rE'f 1.ex :1.n!!,1.~'R t hL'clr i Tl~',S. 
ad j:tcel1L .:11111 vert i.cally opposite angles, corresponding nnd a.! tcrJl:lt"(' 

.1ngies, ai' it'l! angles, angles of elevation and depress:ion. 

CI.lTlslTlwl ions: hisection of angJ.es and strai.ght ],iT1CS, C011f;trllt'-

( jPIl tlr :ll1g1.PS equal t.o :1 given nngle; ("onstnH't.lOIl or :ll1gll's uf 

(,0, I~:" .':1110 :~() ucgrces. Const.ruetlon uf parnJll,l lint'S. 

J.: -'". "1'}·J:l.ng)_e:.:~: propprt'if.'s of triangles; cnngru(,Tll I'riangi{'s, ::llllil:"'il)', 

the right-:lIlgled triangle and use of pyt.hngoras
t 

.theorem. 

ill ~blllf.'m:lt ics. 
Il il1cll1dL's some nspccts or Arithmelic, J\lgl'hrn ilnd 

r~"'t Iy \vith lOPllr:-it' 1. The Ctll1rSC' if; expected tn prcJvi(ie m;ltcl'i:11 ,ollltl 

i"fnrrn:ll iOIl relr 1'\ 111 r:·->t! I, ill.'llce buth courses :-;\lIl1d.d he {·l1lph;t~;iZlod. 
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1_ Ell'ml'lIt;lry PI-illciples and proce~ses of Aritlllnet.ic including :IP\,J"o1:,;i

Illat it"l': :I1lJ dC'cjmals. 

1-"'.'l~11l~:lt.'9 ~q'liln.·. p:lr:IIJelpgr:lm. l'ri:lll)',II'. t:-:llll'~·,ltl!". 

{'ill'le (illl~Jtldillg length llr an arc t.n terms llf the tlnv,!t' ;111111' 

('entre) cyl illdcr, cone pyramid and sphere. Sector o( a clrL"Jl'. 

J. T.r_(.)J~~",,-_L_i5.~I~ r<ttio, simpJe proportion, compound proporti.on, prop(lr

li0I1[l1 \1:11-1 s. lime nnd distance problems, time nnu work probJl'm~;. 

" .', 

{" 

7, 

R, 

~dmpl (' <:1Ill.1 compoond i.nterests, profit nm} loss, d i SC.0Ullt 

:lllll L"IJIIIIlIissi(Jt1. rflteR and rents. 

Nllnll~r j c:11 ca l.t'UI.ilt.luIlS: \1St~ of 11lg,lr ithm and square rOtlt t:iI, 1 ('S. _ .. _. __ . __ ........ _ .. _ - ._0-_-

~·;illl.' :11It! C(ISiIH' 

sjne, co~ille and tangent of aClIt(' and obtuse al l ).',1 vs. 
ahsin C 

rlllet>. Tile fOnTI\lla T = -'2·- for the area l·f <1 

I.. I" i ;lI1g 1.(', l'r:h'tl.cnl applic3tjons <llld \lAC flf trigOlH1TTlt!tril';l,1 lClI)le~:. 

~t0..~.iS·t~.C_~: (a) Ncthod of collection, classificOlt.ion and tahu1.nt itll! 

'of stat·istic.a.l··datn. Design of simple questionnaires, sample ;llld 

popul.alilll", hias in sampling, discrete and conti.nuous distribul.lPI1 

of data. 

clasR intervals, relative fr('quenC'y. mean, 

mode. 111('<lj;}l1, range, interquartJle range, stnnul1rd df'vlntinn, 

~:J.l1lplL' pr(l!JI.l:~1TlS un.ly. 

(l:) E_h'nH~lltary ex:tmples or simple permutation <lnd prnh:thii it)'. 

ALGEBRA 

1. l,:l('ment;"lry agebrnic operations, formulation. illlprprL't'lt·[OIl :lIlt! 

" 

t'vall1;11 itlll nr fDI-mll1.:1S l~y.pl·e~sillg nr.ilhmplic:11 p,f'n(,l"rll isatiulls. 
2 " 

T'H~ r'I\·I1II1I:I!~ I",qo ":;p~II1S I,on lIf (3+h) 0, (n-h)~ ~ll1d (:1+(1) (;I-h). 

Filt'tl1riz;.Il jPil of simple algebraic expressjolls. 1\1']1.1 iC:.It ion to 

mel1:-:uratiI1il alld ·s,irnp.lc frac.tions. ].ndices ,ll1il lngari.tlllns. 

~~fl.".:1.t_i.(ll1s: si1Jll'lf? and s·imtlltan(~uus (invoJviT1~~ Pllly two Unhlll\'!II.'-;). 

I , srdllllOIl pr f]ll'-Idrntic eqlwt.ions i.nv<.llving '>I11y OTIC unklJown', 

J. J\lg(~bl·'lic [or11l\ll:11 illll (lr ratio <lnJ propol"l:l.oll. The lillP<lr fHl\("1 
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/1. Arilllfll('( iC:11 ~;(·ri(·s. u~~(' pr the hinomin.11 St'ril's for " p(l~~il j\,l..~ 

illl,')',,'" illdl·X. 

I. 

,\I'pl il':lt Ltlll to pt:':tcLIl"al problems. 

(;EOHETRY 

I\t'lIl t', IlillllSl' ;lIlt! rt~(lex ang.1es: bearings, adjacent {mu vert ic.lll y 

()PPOSi.tl~ ~llJgles: angles of elevation and derre.ssion. 

CPllst ruet ions: hisection of angles and str',ll.ght linf's. "()1I~;; r"II'" il'lI 

"f pt~I'pt'l1dil'tll:lrs to straight] ines, construe-tion of [Ill ;!llgil' 

,'qu:!! (p ,I giv~11 ~lIlgJC, construction lIr <lng.l('s of IjO, /.') :.lull ")() 

d'·)~I-t·l~~. Ilivisitlll of straight .li.nes into a given number nf "qu;l! 

. pilrl~, nr jilt {I '"\\'1) or fll(lTe parts in H given proportion. 

J. ~~~.i_;.~n}:;_15.~_s.L prnpcrtics of triangles, congrl1ent ;md similar l"ri;III,~ll's, 

'the midprJ'illt ;Jlld intercept theorems. The pythagoras' tJll~or£.!m 

;IIHI i Is ('OIIVI.'I"S(>. 

l~~.?Y_~~~~~.: lI~';C of triangulation of 'n-!·ddcd pul.ygons to r jilt! 

(i) the Sl,lm uf interior angles, 

(i i) t 10" "rea . 

Text Rooks 

1. rergi1lllotl series 1 - 4: CompreheTlslve MathpmnticR. 

2. TrigonolllL'try at Ordinary Level by L.B. Cl.1rke puhl it;lled hy 

lIeil1"'n.1111l Educational Books Ltd. (Second Edit 1,,") . 

SUGGESTED REFERENCES 

1. (;l'l1(,I'''} Arltlllnetlc for Schools: Parts I, II, II1 hy 

r. . V. 1111 red. 1. 

2. New G('onlctry for SciJnols hy C.V. nur·ell. 

J. ~;t'IHH1.1· CCI'l' j r.iclll.E' AI.gebra: Part.s 1,11,111. by C.V. Dtln,ll. 

l'.:Jrt~ I, 'IT, 1 U by 11.1\. ":Irr. 

- J. SUll'I'illg st.at·istics hy n.IL Jlanson and C. Brown puhl i~:IlL'd I,~' 

Ilull.tlll 1':dllL';lt.iotl:11 Books Lt"d. 

6. ~;t:I.'II11t1:1ry r:ertffiC'':lt(' ~1ilth(~m"'ltics by D.T. /);lI1ieJ 

7. St.a.';,' A Trlg""omf'lry hy C.V. lJun·1I (B,·U). 

. , 

;. ' 
, ~ 

( 
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9. 

Cou.rSE-

Yea::-

!J'.lXbe:::- of Lee t".rre~ per \'!ee~ 

J:"J.'!lber of T .. ,to:::ials per \-leek 

APPENDIX 4 . , 

~2·: POL ".!"1SCI-E!IC " . 
/ . , 

I'Ia. theL1a tic s 

:'irst (lJ1) 

< • 

Facul ty of En~i:."1eerir.g/Sena te 

a...,d Scie,.,ce DGpartment 

3 x 1 hoU.I' (average) 

I x i hear (avorai,;&) 

. '. ' .. -,; -. 

3 hr exam (71);$) anti (3O;~) coursmlork 

10. Aims 

To consolidate secondary school mathematics and further tile knowledge of 
matheillatics n:levant to EngL'1eeri!"'J.b'. 

11. T'o'Pics of St"u.c!Y.~ 

(a.) Revision of secondary sc::ool me. thenntics .:i th special emphasis 
on arithmetical calculati.ons a..'1d important theorems in plane 
G'E:OI.u.etr,y· necE6sc;.ry for enGin€~ring tecr.u-..icia..-:.s. 

C':J ) 1:ne binar,Y no"taticn of n'..:!.11ierE, conversion :Jf Clenar;:-- to binary 
a...v:'} vicc..-.... ·e~a, adii ti:.;!:~ s'J.8t::-a::tio!'::,. t:r.ti tipiication and. 

.... , •• ....,'''',...., ..... C'' . ~.- ....... ~ .... ,','. 

(c) l!a.tio p;:-,:,p:::,::-:io:-~, \'"'3.:rie::io!"'!, pC':!'Ce::ta,~s a..'·yl percentage change. 

(c.) usc of ta1.:1l:E of sqi.la.re:s, SGuere roai:s~ rec:.4:=ocals ana 
a:pproxi!.1a ie: c:st im~ t .10:15. 

(~) ~r..=:;:~ .. t.i;_:_ 0f Q..-..i::,c::"'"J.t.:.c eq:..~c-_tlo!Jf' a:-JG t!1c'ir c:,l"J.tioDS b:l fa.~t:-;rs 
a.nt HS€: of fOr::i~aa. ThE: f~r.-..atic~: and sol't:tlar~ of. linear 
sL:rJl ta:-l€:0:'1S E:q~~ti·:::)!jE. i:1';'.)l\-in.:~ t-.... o "'..1l1.mO\·T.12 a!ie! si:r.;Jlc p:~oblo~s~ 

(.~.) Indir:;es~ f::u.ctio!lal pOO,,!8rs °l'>'i.t1": positive 8..T).c. !1c::gative values. 
EV!lluation ar::c.! t:r?-i"Js?osi ti·~:. cl' fc·rmulac 'lRE!C i!1 C:-,;1-'M!:!:i...."1.:=--r~~[I:.£:.=m. 

2/ 



( 

2 N.14!2 

(i) Reduction to strai,sht J.ine fOIT' of relationships like 
2 

y =:: ro: Oil 
la n 

y=ae, .,=ax. Graphical determination of 
the constants from giYen data. 

(j) SinG, cosine. tangent of aneles of aTlY magnitude: and their 
G-re.phical represente:tions ami evaluations. Simple problems 
i~1volvir;5 their relationsr:ips. Thf: radia~l measure, arcs c.r:.d 
areas of sr~"'+:,:,n:"8 

(k) Tb.e 6-ra.P!-~S of x = a sin \vt, x:::; a co:; wt, x = a sin (wt + ~) 
and x ~ a cos (wt + ~). Graphical addi tiOl: of sinusoidol 
waves of same frequency. 1l..!1g.liar veloci t;" period, frequency, 
a.::pli tude =d phase angle. 

(1) Solutions of triangles by sL~e and cosine rules, area of a 
tri~~gle, problems on heights and distances, surface areas 
of volumes of cylinders, spheres, pyramids and cones. 

(m) T.r.tG mid ordinate rJle, determination of e.reas of irregiLar 
fieurea, and the average value of e. wave :fOIL:!. 

(n) Differentiation from first principles of algebraic 
f1mctions. First and second order derivatives and applications. 

(0) Integration of simple algebraic func~ions as a s1llllJOO.tion and 
a rC7CIZC 0f di~ferGntiatio~ • 

J.O.) Bird a'1.d j~.J.C. N9.Y 
2nc Edi ti::)!'·~ 

September 1984 
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I. 

2. Co~rse 

Code 

Year 

,. 
'.'. 

c. 

9. 

APPENDIX 5 

S'LLV..3US 

Diploma i!1 E11ginee:r:ing 

,second (D2) 

~acul tv of Engir.eering/Senate 

2 .i. hOu.T (aV"era~7e) 

3 !-lOll}." examinatior:: (7oA) and 
coursm·/ork (30;:6) 

IJ.30 

10. Aims 

'1'0 o0!1so1idate first year mathcfT12,i:ics and f'..lXther t):.e 'J..:no}llecige of 
r.i2.theE12..-ti::s relevant to :::0E;'jinee:::-i::lg f.:ltudE:nts. 

r.L'cnics 

(a) 

( , 1 -, 

(e:) 

(e) 

;:1-!8 C~:!lpo~:cl anGle fOl:1Ilulae (.Si;) (A -i- ;:.) etc) .. double angle 
[:>r:c'r~~o..€;. Defi!li ~i0n of sec; cosec 2.!.iQ co-:.. T'I'igonometTic 
.~Q8r~-'cj.ties. :=;ollltion of ::i!;1plE: t::::igono:"!1c-rric 8Clua-tions (1) 
r.o:-rt2.lr.._~nz Co. si~1:;~:le trigo!lomet::ic i\;' .. 'lctior:. (e:~ it cos ('!1X -;- b) = c) 
'r,-i (2) rr:-;""a""e -,~ a"ar!~';"'l'" t~()~" ;,;:. .... _, ...... J.'-"-' .... 1..> ..... ~ VV _u.. :...t. ...... ~Lo t.: .~ ~_.: •• 

: 01.1.'.-: i.O:'-l '):.':' ::!i_!'11·~;.1 "tanolJus 1 i~ea:::, cQ. ;1.2:t i ,::n:-; i_1 tvrG and thre e 
·_:!"!..:.:n~·::!"lS~ ~'':.:::,it}-'>.r:~e-ti(: a:-1C. {~'eometY.'ic ~!'ogr(1ssicnE; the:: sun:. to 
i2""~i"i:;;i ty· 0~' 8. :!'E:CHfle-c:.:-ic..: cc:r:Le~;. 

Derivatj:·/es 
er :;:>Tr)(Luci;s .. quot.ients and f1l!lctior~ 0;'· a :\mction. Irnplic.it 
differe!1"tiatio;.l. VeloGit:l'- anc. aceeleration. Turning points 
:na}:ima .. :?linirr.a an{·'. POi!ltS of iLIlcction. =tates of chanL,l"t? with 
iirn0 anci 8n~i!lCE:rinlr e.pplica tio1l3. , 

Integral of 2.:1C.: 01 "t:;.igonometric .-. 
and expoTI0?"ltitll f'J11ction.s. Compaiatinfl of areas::, voluL1es 9 

;Ilear::. val 'J.88 ai'"l(} :~'. Ji,. c. valufJ~:. 1,lulTI0T le;a:!. intebTa tion by 
trapeziu.f::! :l:lJ ;.~ir:~p8n;11 s J~:.:l8S. 



7' 
( 

" , 
! 

J 
/ 

! 

(1') 

Cs) 

(h) 

(j) 

c~erriatio~:.. 

and og2-ve. 

" -Of? ~- .. , -

Ce::.tral TC::'ltler2C:.;- - mea:l, 
Dispe:rsi0!,} - mea!'! Cieviation and standard 

polypn 

3in0:.nial ':;c::ies Pascal I G triangle. General e}.'1'a!1sio!;~ 

li:"'1i tat.ions b, its \lSe v!hen ~-~ is a. !"'J.Gptive integer 01.' 
.fractio!-.:. j~:LJplica-~loD to rLl:'1lerical app=oximations a..'""!d to 
calc'...uation3 .=-,~~ 3!Hall va:riati'JDs. 

~'he expoTIen-ti2..2. serieB 9 ezpo!1ential G-x'o,,!th an6 aeca~," inv::>lving 
si!"!1ple i}:1bi;1.eeri~g appl lea tiC':ls. 

Simple lTu...rnerical SC111-ti::ms t,) equationsj regula::c falsi, 
!'levltor. 1-:.apheso:1. 

8. Le!1T:ox 



Sr. Cand. 
No. .l!2... 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

,7 

8 

q 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

,15 

16 

17 

16 

, 19 

20 

21 

, :2 

• 23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

,26 

29 

30 

31 

" 34 

35 

36 

065 

066 

061 

076 

095 

013 

051 

053 

077 

045 

050 

060 

062 

066 

079 

027 

040 

094 

033 

063 

040 

021 

050 

067 

071 

049 

066 

047 

069 

075 

094 

010 

0}5 

061 

078 

DD} 

Malikita, K M P G 

Manduwi, P 5 P 

Ndola, J L M 

Mtambo, COR 8 

TaFatatha, W E G B 

Chirwa, R L 

Munthali, V E D 

~lvula, C K 

Phiri, V A 

Gadama, A A J 

Jumbe, [l 5 5 G 

KllDza, D T 5 

Longwe, K 

Maoni, M A C 

Mungoni, J 

8odole, J 0 K 

Kayange, n D W ~1 

f'lwasinga, T C 

KaFuwa, G L H 

f1alota, M J 8 N 

Sanje, M N I W K 

Sambakunsi. E C 

Manong' a, J T G 

Phiri, H [ Z N, 

Sichinga, A G n M G 

~ltawali, C M M 

Sisya, [ D T 

Chikoja, M Z D C 

Ligomba, 8 H D C 

Migochi, C C 

Siyasiya, C 

Kachule, [ r J 

Katanja, M G E J 

Chitonya, R M 

Maukwa, K K T 

Chabwera, J 

UNIV[RSITY or f·II\I.n1,[ - TIlE POL YHCIINIC 

, ')fJ(,/1I? SlU:r.Tl UN Ll::; r APPENDIX 6 

DlflLOMI\ IN ENGIN[ERING 

[;0,,1 1nl. 

School Matils. ~. 110g. ~. ~. 

Olantyre 

" 

" 
Ownila 

" 
.Chominade 

" 

" 
" 

Cl richir i 

" 

" 

" 

" 
Chiradzulu 

Chitlpa 

" 

Uedza 

4 

2 

2 

4 

3 

1 

1 

:z 
2 

2 

z 
1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

5 

3 

V-izito Seminary 2 

L.Lkuni ODYS 

" 

" 

Livingstoni6 

" 
r'ial~sa 

" 
.. 
" 

M tendere Jr. 
Rate 

Mtendere 

Mzuzu 

" 
Nankhunda Sem. 

2 

4 

1 

2 

3 

1 

3 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

o 
L 

2 

2 

7. 

J 
" 
L 

3 

7 

1 

1 
., 
" 

1 

2 

5 

2 

3 

1 

2 

3 

3 

3 

2 

5 

5 

s 

N 

5 

s 

-' 

s 
,. 
J 

c 
c 
r 
[ 

~I 

il 

s 

s 

5 

C 

N 

N 

5 

5 

7 

5 

2 

3 

3 

4 

3 

I, 

2 

o 
3 

4 

5 

2 

4 

9 

7 

3 

6 

2 

3 

5 

5 

4 

5 

2 •• 

19 

17 

10 

1 1 

10 

19 

"., 

20 

17 

15 

16 

113 

11 

17 

18 

18 

12 

10 

18 

19 

11 

18 

9 

14 

21 

,'" 
20 

20 



37. 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

Cend. 
~ 

061 

045 

047 

088 

019 

052 

011 

029 

045 

040 

042 

070 

032 

059 

024 

028 

031 

028 

55054 

56 071 

57 

Seke, r A 

Seye.la., n J 

Chodzeze, G E Y M 

Mbese, E M 

Oembo, 11 J ~1 

Kengunge, P A 

Chingwelu, J 5 E 

Chuthi, N P N 5 

Kelukusha, r1 M 

Kaonge, L [) K 

Kaumbe, V P 

Nthare, J 8 S K M 

Gumbo, A 5 Z 

Phiri, CAD 

Kamanga, T n C 

Chiyambekeza, [ 0 R 

Kagona, C r S B 

Khawela, 0 E 

Muriya, R L 

Sicheli, r 

OTHEn CMJOIDATES 

57 

58 

59 

3 

4 

Bregger, J W 

Kamanga, B 

Oini, Y 

Regional Distribution 

N 

5 

C 

= 

= 
= 

20 

23 

16 

59 

Jchool 

NkiIa ta flay 

Ukl,u ta Kuta 

r.Jtchou 

" 
Ntchisi 

rhalombe 

Police 

nobert Dlake 

" 

lIobert Laws 

" 
" 

Soche lIi11 

r-laths. 

2 

4 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

3 

3 

2 

St. John Dosco 2 

st. Pat ricks 1 

TiIyolo 

Williem Murray Z 

ZomiJa Catholic 

" 
" 

" 

" 

3 

1 

3 

3 

11 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

4 

2 

3 

3 

2 

3 

;> 

3 

;> 

~. 

N 

L 

c 
C 

C 

C 
r -, 

c 
r: 
N 

I~ 

N 

s 
r: 

r ., 
,
J 

5 

rJ 

C 

lnt. 
~. 

G 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

2 

4 

3 

7 

4 

4 

5 

4 

3 

5 

3 

6 

3 

6 

I1 

1 ') 

21 

17 

17 

18 

10 

lA 

17 

17 

18 

20 

18 

18 

1'7 

18 

12 

19 

12 

Hl 

1(1 

l/j 
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Sr. Cand. 
!!2..:.. No. 

1 041 

2 112 

3 OlD 

4 014 

5 016 

6 024 

7 074 

8 070 

9 074 

10 081 

ill 011 

12 066 

13 044 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

·24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

041 

055 

066 

025 

068 

024 

012 

051 

087 

005 

113 

022 

026 

027 

047 

022 

025 

084 

008 

015 

043 

048 

020 

APPENDIX 7 

MALAWI POLYTECHNIC 80ARD or GOVERNORS 

1986(87 SELECTION - FINAL LIST 

TECHNICIANS pnOGRAMME 

Chilapula, E SAN G 

Phiri, J ~, 

Chinunda, E D r C 

Chirma, B B A W M 

Chirwa, Y ~, 

Jere, K M L 

Nyirenda, C H 5 

Mawerenga, J C J 

Mizaya, T VI J 

Nadzanja, P R 5 

Chiwambo, E H S 5 

Mtambo, ABO L 

Kassim, H T N 

Kapangaziwiri, G M R 

Lindima, C B 

Matewere, S C 

Kesakudza, G S M 

Nkando, F T 

_ Mithi, C M N J 

Kakowa, C 

Chinkhata, P 5 A J 

Nsandu, J J \-} 

Banda, J 5 A C r 
Nyangu, C M DAD 

Chiromo, B J K 

Mhango, B F T N 5 

Mhango, J K R 

Nguluwe, L Z A 

Nyamafumbah, M F 

Benda, 5 B L 5 

Maseya, D K 5 

Chadzutsa, B B K 

Kadewa, P W M K 

Kaibinali, I G T 

-Kllmulete, A K L K K 

Changaya, B C M 

School 

Balaka 

" 
Bandawe 

" 
Chaminllde 

" 
" 

Chichiri 

" 

" 
Chikwawa 

Chi tipd 

Dedza 

" 

" 

" 
Dowa 

H H I 

KaBungu 

Kizito Seminary 

Malosa 

" 
Mangochi 

-Mitundu 

Mulanje 

rlkhata [Jay 

" 
" 

Nsanje 

Ntcheu 

" 
Ntchisi 

Police 

" 
Robert Blake 

" 

3 3 S 6 25 

3 5 S 8 28 

5 4 N 9 25 

2 5 N 7 25 

4 2 N 6 25 -

6 2 N 8 26 

, 5 3 fJ 8 27 

4 4 5 8 24 

3 4 S 7 26 

3 2 S 5 27 

2 3 5 5 26 

4 6 N ~ 0 25 

II 5 S 9 26 

2 

3 

5 

6 

4 

4 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

5 

2 

4 

6 

4 

3 

3 

5 

4 

4 

4 

1I 

3 

6 

2 

(; 

4 

5 

5 

6 

5 

5 

4 

4 

I, 

5 

3 

1 

4 

3 

3 

2 

C 

5 

5 

C 

s 
C 

s 
C 

5 

C 

~ ., 

N 

tJ 

tJ 

S 

C 

C 

C 

C 

N 

C 

N 

6 

6 

11 

8 

12 

B 

9 

9 

9 

9 

10 

8 

10 

6 

8 

10 

9 

6 

4 

9 

7 

7 

h 

26 

27 

25 

26 

25 

27 

26 

26 

26 

26 

26 

25 

26 

26 

27 

26 

26 

26 

24 

26 

25 

26 

26 

2 ••• 
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Sr. Cand. 1nl. 
No. !!£:.... ~ School Se. !:l!!.lli.§. • fuill· B.gg. .!l.9.9. • 

37 067 Ndaomba, B M A G Robert Blake 3 5 ~J 8 27 

38 022 K alizang' oma, N A Salima 5 5 C 10 26 

39 023 Chikalipo, R Z L Soehe Hill 5 5 S 10 26 

40 041 Mkande, 0 K M L 11 St. John Boseo 4 4 N 8 27 

41 035 Malikebu, G W st. John'E= 4 4 S 8 25 

42 024 Kanyelere, A H M " 5 3 C 8 26 

43 053 Malisamo, L R ~1 Thyolo 5 3 S 8 26 

44 031 Godia, T I~ S " 4 2 S 6 26 

45 044 Waiyatsa, E M IImbwi 4 4 C 8 25 

46 036 Nthondo, R S C " 3 5 C 8 25 

G C E 

47 7 Khan, A GCE 5 3 S 8 24 

CAMBRIDGE 

48 Kafansiyanji, A Cambridge 3 5 C 8 2!.j. 

NON-MALAWI AN 

49 1 De Castro, J F 

Regional Distribution 

• = 17 

C = 18 

r.. .. 13 

Non-Malawian = 1 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

APPENDIX B 

UNIVERSITY OF MALAWI - THE POLYTECHNIC 

MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

FACULTY OF APPLIED STUDIES 

HID-TERM EXAMINATI()NS 

HECHANICAL SCIENCE 

YEAR 1 

DATE: 21ST NOVEMBER, 1986 

1 Answer all questions (1 to 30). 

2 All questions are mUltiple choice except question 29 and 30 part b 

where you have to calculate the answers. 

3 Answering questions (example) 

40. What is the correct value of the acceleration due to graviry 

(m! 5 2 ) • 

(A) 20.91 (B) 15.31 (e) 10 (D) 9.2 (E) 9.81 

i r B I 
------.- f-

A I 

! 
c D i' E-' I ; 

" , , 
--- !::----'-

the correct answer is E 



1 The graph shows hm.' the 'veloci ty of a car moving along a 
straight level road varies with time over a period of 20 
seconds. 

Ve\out'l 
k..W\ik 

(",0 __ _ q) 
-/t 

~-1 
ol/~ ) 

,',nswer the questioii's 
the graph. 

1 to 5 

\j \! 

T 

iL Ij 

us~Bg the 
\~ \ ¥I -,."", 

~ .-
information g~n on 

The car travelled with unifor~ velocity for a total time 
of seconds. 

I'. 2 B 3 C 6 D 8 

2 The acceleration from rest was 

,', 3 lr.m/min' 

E BO kn/h'. 

/ ' R 5 n 5 

E 11 

C 1:-2 cr.1/s z 

3 The time t:aken to stop from fi [! l:rn/£ h'as 

D 12 km/s' 

<J:- c.. . 

l\ 2 seconds E 17 SGCSo C: 3 r.linutes D 20 minutes 

E 8 secs~ 

4 The distance travelled in the first 5 sec. was 

;\ 31..; km B 150 J.l C 150 km D 20 Cl km E 400 km 

5 The distance travelled between 5 
(QR) was 

C ". ~ • .-.t:_\<:, ~,c-:c. .• ,:)VuA,-:, 
. anr 12 

.. , c 400.km E 420 i:r.1 



- 2 -

6 

A 
/ 

The graph above illustrates the motion of a body. Which 
of the following statements vlould be the most accurate 
descript.ion of t.he journey from stag~,s 01\ - AB - BC - CD 

la) Uniform velocity - constant velocity - acceleration 
braking. 

Ib) Increasing velocity - no motion - acceleration -
deceleration. 

Ic) Uniform velocity - acceleration - no velocity deceleration 

Id) Uniform acceleration - constant velocity - constant 
acceleration - uniform deceleration. 

le; Constant acceleration - constant distance - changing 
velocity - uniform deceleration. 

7 I a) A ball is thrown vertically upwards and reaches a height. 
of 45 m. If the acceleration due to gravity is 10 ms-', 
the initial velocity of the hall is 

A 30 ms- 1 B 60 ms-1 C 15 ms-1 

E 45 [(15- 1 

(b) A stone is projected from a point A with an initial 
ve loci ty of U m/s; at an ang le e to the hor izontal. 
The shape of this orbit is indicated in the diagram. 
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h ' h the stone attends is given by (9 is the The greatest e~g t 
acceleration due to gravity) 

(a) U' sin 2 0/g (h) U' sin' 0/2g (c) 2u sin 0/g 

(d) Ut cos e (e) Ut sine ' +~ gt 

An ohject 
tee r.1S -1 a 

is 

A 1 sec. 

is thrown vertically upwards with a velocity of 
The time taken for it to return to the thrower 

E 2 sec. C 10 sec. DO. 5, sec. 

E 3.5 sec. 

9 A piece of lead and a feather are dropped simultaneously 
from the same height in an evacuated container so that air 
resistance is negligible. Hhich of the following statemerts 
is incorrect. 

(a) The gravitation force on the lead is greater than the 
gravit&tional force on the feather. 

(b) The lead has a greater acceleration than the feather. 

(c) Both lead and feather at any insta.nt have the same 
velocity. 

(d) Both the lead and the feather reach the bottom of the 
container at the same instant. 

(e) The time taken to fall is the save in each case. 

1 P. ':'Le ~J!flph ay LtJ5e_~ ,'atiofi5 mace-,oh' t-h-e-motAon -of--a-car,-ov-?r 
'19: p_J!ibJ 5£ 5; is:-

. -_ .... ", . ' ......... 
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The graph shows that the car 

(a) 

( b) 

(c) 

/ 

,3tarted £ I:"orn reSt. 
// 

Travelled wi~h uniform acceleration 

/ 
Stoppea ~ter 5 seconds. 

(d) Had . average s,:eed of 3 ms-1 

(e) W ~ld have a velocity of 12 ms- i after a further 
5 sec. 

--11_;0-- u 
CJ 

, 

+1."-1: t = t 
-----'">-;- V 

o 
f,v"-Q\t-c::O 

_ax'---__ ----.-.. --.... 

The information given in ~he figure refers to motion of a 
car in a straight line from A to B under constant acceleration. 
Which of the following is incorrect. 

'A V =--= U + at B V' + U' = 2as c S = ut + ~ at' 

D v' ~ U' + 2as E 2s = (U + V)t 

12 A car covers a certain distance, starting from rest and 
moving with uniform acceleration. It reaches a final 
velocity of 20 ms-~ Its velocity after half the distance 
is (in ms-I) 

A 10 c 

E 15 

1 (l v7. D 
10 

/2 

13 A body which has an initial velocity of 40 rns- 1 moves with 
a unitorm acceleration of 20 ms-'. After 2 seconds it has 
covered a distance, in m, 

A (lO B 100 C 120 D 140 E IG(l 

14 fin object has an initial velocity of 30 ms- J It ac:celerates 
at 5 ms- 2 for 10 5r-?conds. The final velocity in ms- J 

\·,111 bc= 

fI [l0 ~ 150 C 35 [) 3 " E 50 " . c 
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The graph shows the velocity of a particle, travelling along 
a straight line, plotted ag~inst time. The total distance 
travelled after 4 seconds is 

A 30 m E 40 m C 1< m D 7.5 m E 60 m 

16 A racing car accelerates from 10 m/s to 25 m/s in 10 seconds. 
What is the average acceleration? 

A 1. 5 m/s 2 B 7 m/5 2 C 50 m/s2 D 75 m/s2 

E 175 m/s 2 

17 If's' represents distance. 'Vi velocity 'a' acceleration 
and 't' time, \'lhich of the following t <;r.lphs applied t.o a 
body, when it has constant non-zero velocity. 

( A) 
a 

1 
I 
I 

0 1 

(B)c.1 
~'I / 

I / 
I / 

1/ 
0: 

(E) 
- Cl 

(C-) I 

'- V! 
I 
i 

L e;, 
'-

t 
...... \. " . ........ , 
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t/\ I,' ~ __________ , I·) 

/ i/ 
o~I/~--------------____ \~\~p_ 

~,\/\E2 
The notion of an object is shO\~n by 0l-1NP on the velocity 
time graph of the fig. above vlhici'. of t.he following statements 
can be deduced from it. 

(a) the acceleration from 0 to 1·, is less than the reta:::-da
tion from N to P. 

(b) the distance travelled during the time of acceleration 
is more than tha~ dduring the time of retardation. 

(c) the diatance moved during the time OP is represented 
by the area of the trapezium OMNP. 

(d) the acceleration from M to N is negative 

19 A car accelerates from 0 to 20 m/s in a distance of 100 m •• 
Its acceleration, assumed uniform is 

P. 2 m/s' B 4 m/s 2 C 2 m/s D 5 m/s 2 

E 0.2 m/s2 

20 A model train travels at a constant speed of 3 m/s for 20 
seconds. It then stops for 10 seconds before completing 
its journey in a further 20 sec. at a constant pspeed of 
2 m/so Its average speed for the whole journey is in m/s 

A 2.5 

21 

/ 
/' 

B 2.0 

/ 

C 2.4 D 3.0 E 5.0 

/ 
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The figure shows the distance - tiro", graph for a moving 
body. It can be deduced froM the figure that the velocity _ 
time graph will be 

lA) v' ( e:) V le) \} 

/"\ 

1(\ 
i \ 

/ 
j 

I 

-+-t ,-

v 
I (E) \j 

( 0) 
I 

, 

22 ~. stone is projected upliards with a velocity of 30 m/s at an 
elevation of 70° to the horizontal. After 3 seconds the 
horizontal component of the velocity will 

(a) have increased 

(b) have decreased due to the effect of gravitational 
acceleration. 

(c) remain the same 

(d) ne in the opposite direction 

(e) Tione of the abov~~ 

23 A bomb is dropped from a plane flying at an altitude of 500 m. 
The horizontal veloctiy of the plane is 100 m/so Before it 
reaches the ground the bomb travels a horizontal distance 
of 

-t-

A 1000 m B 5000 m C 2::;00 m !) 0 m E 10000 m. 

24 A train starts from rest and increases speed at a uniform 
rate of raach 100 km/h in 2 min. It travels at this constant 
speed for la min after which the speed is decreased at a 
uniform rate until the train comes to rest. The total dis~ance 
travelled by train is 1.1 km. The best sketch representing 
the motion of train is: 
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25 From q1J. ... ~stion 24- the t,ime ta.ken for the' train to corn'.::' to rest 
from maximum =oesd is 

(a) ~.L min. (b) 7.2 mi n ( C:) s .. 2 min (d) 7. min. 

(0;) 5 min. 

26 From question .24 -the distance ccverE:d by the train from the 
tim8 the train starts to decelerate to rest is 

P. 1. !j 7 km IJ 16 .. 7 );m C ~: • 7km D 21 km 

E 18.3 km 

27 the average speed of th2 train 1n knl/~ ).5 

c n E 27 .. H 
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29 ThE' graph below represents the uniform acceleration of an 
object. 

\0 

r -Eci~i _______ !~ __ ,, ________ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~_~,------~_I-!vv{' 
\ -:. £-4:;' 

i~ the first 20 seconds is ( a) h d 
,) 

'I' C: d.scanCE" 

A 240 m else: m D iCe m 

E 220 ill 

(hI Calculate the ac~eleration of the obj~ct 

30 A body falls from rest witch 3n acceleration of 9.B ms-'. 
Its speed aft2= 3 seconds is 

( i ) A. ') • 8 x 3 Ii'.s-1 

E. 2 y. S~ ~ 3 x tf!~ 0 J ms -. i 

(ii) Calculat~ tt~a distance covered \~i~hin that time 
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APPENDIX 9 

UNIVERSITY OF MALAWI-THE POLYTECHNIC 

COMPUTER ENHANCED LEARNING PROJECT 

SURVEY INTO USING THE COMPUTER 
IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE 
AT THE POLYTECHNIC-MALAWI 

COURSE AND YEAR fSt-JCt1 ,..;Ge-lel A.lli 

INSTRUCTIONS: Tick in the appropriate Box. 



1. Have you ever used a computer before? 

2. 

Never Once Twice 

~ Cl D 
What were you first reactions 
Did you find it 

interested to 
operate it 

boring 

o 

Many TImes 

CJ 
towards the computer? 

frightening unsure of myself 

[ I u 
3. The lecturer operated the computer throughout the lessons 

would it be better for YOU, if you operated the computer 

yourself? 1. e. (each student used his own computer) 

Lecturer alone student operates both operate their 
operates lecturer observe own 

[J D G 
4. The packages used (i.e. the lessons - LINEAR MOTION etc) 

would you find it better if you used them without a teacher? 

YES NO 

Cl ~ 
5. The Lecturer had to talk and then move to the Computer,time 

and time again as the lecture went on. Would you rather have: 

Lecturer only Lecture first computer first computer only 

No computer computer at the lecture at the end ·no lecture 
end 

El CJ 0 0 
6. Time for lecturers., with the computer. Was the 2 hours on 

Monday and 1 hour on Wednesday adequate? 

Monday alright Wednesday alright It was ok as Could be 
but not Wednesday not Monday it was better if it 

was 2hrs each 

0 D lesson. 

0 0 2/ •. 
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7. Did you need books after the lesson or the information 
on the computer was adequate? 

adequate notes adequate but notes not only books 

on computer needed books adequate helped not 
reinforce the computer 

0 IZJ 0 D 
8. Was it easier to revise for exams using the computer or 

using the Library 

9. 

easier on easier in the Better both 
computers 

0 0 0 
Need for Practical Work. Did you find the diagrams (pictures) 
provided on the computer adequate or you personally felt 

you needed to do the practicals yourself other than just watch? 

diagrams were adequate 
no need for practicals 

o 
Can do without 
practicals 

diagrams were ok 
but practicals 

needed 

diagrams not ok 

o 

10. Retention. After 2 weeks did you still remember what you 
learnt by computer method? 

Yes, It' all of il The Pictures are easier 
to remember not quite 

not quite the notes 

o 31 .• 

The notes are 

easier to remember 

not the pictures. 

o 
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11. The pictures on the screen were 

12. 

Not good 

o 
Suppose you 

relevant and closer 

~al situation 

~l 
missed ~~~ture and you 

Not necessary 

had to go the whole 

lesson on your own, would a computer package lesson be 

better than reading a book in the Library. 

YES NO 

ctJ J 
13. How did you find the lesson - using the computer. 

discouraging Interesting and Time wasting 

and boring motivating 

0 ctJ 0 
14. With a limited Number of Computers (3) do you feel that 

students should be allowed to come in the evenings to revise? 

YES NO 

u 
15. At the end of each lesson there was m.Citerial'. which was 

above your present level,did you find that 

disturbing encouraging not enough 

D o 



APPENDIX 10 

UN 1 VE R SIT Y 0 F M A L A IN 1- THE PO L Y TEe H N le 

JU7. 21/A/16 yotnz JU:I'. DAn: 5th Dec. 1986 

To: Er Ngwale 

From: Eead of Technical EducatiQ~ Department 

Subject: 

In an effort to establish closer ties :-:i th teachers of secor..ds.ry 
schools and also to telp facili ta te co~ur~ica t:'on between teache~s 
of seccnda~" 3cho·:>ls, the Polytech.'rlic is proposing to set up 30rnething 
temporarily Galled. the "Teacher Centrel!. T"ne exact r'.a .. blre 3.D.d. 

f·J .. :1ctions of the teacher centre ;.Iill depe~_d upon the feedback }'fala'..;i 
Polytec:-l.I.~ic -.. ;ill get from the seGor~.:ary sc~oGl t,=ac::'ers. 

As a begir;!"l..~:-.. g ~oi~t, the department '::Jf 'Techr:.ical ~;iucati')n .. is 
orga.~i=i:'.g a. or~e-d.ay senir.l3.r to di3C',!.SS tr.is idea. 'Tr.e ,:'ate is 
[ece!~ber 10, 1986, ~e.gir!Ilin.g at 9:0G am in r00rn 44. Attached is 
a t2r:.tative p~ogramme for the d.ay. 

YO'.:.l are irL,,;-:'-:ed to attend. 

Dr M " !. ~1. ~'!1...:..r:;.b' ... 'a. 

cc ?!:'inc i;:;al 

·fice :ri!'1c Lpal 

?egistrar 
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APPENDIX 11 

>L. 
lOO MODE7:PRINTTAB(2,2)CHR$(141)CHR$(131) "Key" 
110 PRINTTAB(2,3)CHR$1141)CHR$1131) "Key" 
120 PRINTTABI2,5)"la) ";:PRINTCHR$(130)" Press";:PRINTCHR$(129)" S";:PRINTCHR$( 

(30)" tCl ,study th~, ·tr:ig. ":PRINTTAB(2,6)CHFl'~(130) "-FLlllctiIJIlS ill tl->:is p"ck,;\c,le" 
1~';0 F'RINTTAB (2, H)" Ib)";: PRINTCHR$ I 1.30)" Press";: PfUNTCHF,$ (129)" T";: PRII\ITCHF~$ I 

(30)" to try YClLlr o~IIl":PI~II\ITTABC2,9)CI-il'l'~(1::';O) "-FuIlI:t:ions" 
140 PRINTTABI2,20) "Enter choice and press r-etLlrn";: INPUT M$ 
150 IF M$="T"THENO=3 ELSED=O 
160 PROCkey 
1 70MODE 1 : PROCCOLS (0, 1, 2, 7) : VDU2B, 0, 4, 39, 0: COUJURO: COUJUR 130: Nr.= 1 : (.)=Q+ 1 
180 IF GX=1 THEN PROCIlotes1 
190CU,: IFO<>lTHEN INPUT''' X-R.;nge From? "LX ELSE LX=O 
200IFD<>1THEN INPUTTAB(27, 1) "TIJ? "UX ELSE UX'''lO 
210IFD<>1THEN INPUT" F(X)-Range From? "LY ELSE LY=-2 
220IFO<>1THEN INPUTTABI27,2) "To? "UY ELSE UY'=2: IFUY<=LY THEN220 
2::';OCLS: INPUT' "Enter ·functi.on, FIX)="F$ 
240IFI\lr."'lTHENPI'lClC(.IXESIO,0, 1279,86:3, "Xr"d", "FIX) ",LX,UX,LY,UY) 
2~lOPFmCGHI~F I F$, LX, UX , 0, 0, Nr.110D6, 2, "15) 
260VDU7: VDU 17 , 1: I FI)"' 1 THENPR II\lT" Tile pI~,l\k v,31 UI-~ IJ-F F 1:<) :i s t~,nf)(~d thl;' ": PR 1 NT "AI'l 

PLITUDE.What i.s its value here?":PROCkey 
270 VDU17,1: IFQ=lTHENPRINT"The -First figure before sine or cosine":PRINT"funct 

i()n~i always gives the amplitL.tde ofll:PRINT"the wave.II:PROCkey 
280 IFO"'ITHENPRINT' "Try to enter a higher ,3mp1itudl-~" 

2'.10 IFO=ITHEN INPUT' "New amplitl.lde?(Y/N) "Y$: IFY$="Y"THENGOT0230: IF Y$="N"THENE 
ND: D'''(]+ l. 

300 INPUT''' New fuc:ticln? "Y$: IFY$<>"Y"THENEND 
310INPUT" Superimposed?"Y$:IFY$="N"THENNX=I:GClTClI90ELSENX-NX+I:GOT0230 
320REPORT:PRINT" at line ";ERL:END 

340DEFPROCCOLSIAX,PX,SX,BX):VDUI9,3,BX;O;19,2,SX;0; 19,I,PX;0; 19,0,AX;O; 
:3:S0ENDPFlIJC 
360: 
370DEFPROCAXES(LX,BX,RX,TX,NX$,NY$,LX,UX,LY,UY):LOCALP,Q,G,PX,X,G$ 
380VDU29,0;0;24,Lr.;BX;RX;TX;29,LX;Br.;18,0,131,18,O,0,16,5:LX=RX-LX:Br.=TX-Br. 
~;'JOMOVEO, 0: DRAWL X, 0: DF<AWLX, BX: DRAWO, BX: DRAW), 0 
400GS=ILr.-(12)/(UX-LX):GT=(Br.-112)/IUY-LY):GA-0:IFLX>0GA=LX ELSEIFUX<OGA=UX 
4l.0GO=55+(GA-LX)'GS:RX=GO+l<LX/2:GB=O:IFLY)OGB=LY ELSEIFUY(OGB=UY 
420GP=55+IGB-LY)*GT:TX=GP<64:MClVEO,GP:PLOT5-l.6*IGB<>0),Lr.,GP 
430MOVEGO,O:PLOT5-161(GA<>0),GO,Br.:PROCKIUX-LX):G$=NX$+G$ 
440MOVE4+RX*132*LENG$+8-LX),GP+38+48*TX:PRINTG$:D=0 
450FORPX=-INT(-LX/X/G)TOINT(UX/X/G):P=PX*GS*XIG+GO-GAIGS:G$=STR$IPXIX) 
460GX=16*LENG$: MClVEP, GP:DRAWP,GP-8-16*TX: MClVEP-GX, GP-2 0-66*1'1. 
470IFABSIP-GO»Gr. AI\IDP>Q+GX+16ANDP(Lr.-4-Gr. PRINTG$:Q=P+Gr. 
480I\lEXTPX:PRClCKIUY-LY):GS=I\IYS+G$:MOVEGO+8-(1+RX)*116+32*LEI\IIG$»,BX-4:PRINTGS 
490Q=20:FORPr.=-INT(-LY/X/G)TOINT(UY/X/G):P=Pr.IGTIXIG+GP-GSIGT:G.=STR.IPXIX) 
500MClVEGCI,P: DRAWGCI-8-16*Rr.,P:MClVEGCI+14-(RX+l) * (26+32*L ENIG$»,P+15 
510IFABS(P-GP»64ANDP>Q+32ANDP<BX-56 PF<INTG$:Q=P+36 
520NEXTPX:VDU4:ENDPRClC 
530DEFPROCK(P):G$="":G=1:PX=0:X=10+9.91(P>II):IFP)1.1ANDP<=11THEN550 
:5401~EPEATP=P* X: 1:;'''131 X: PX='PX'-- I NTLClGX : UNT I U~ > 1 . 1 ANDP<"' 11 : G$'"'' 1* 1 E" +STR'~ (f'X) +") " 
5~lOX=--INT (-P 12.75) 12: IFPX= 1 X-X 11 0: G= l.: PX=O: G$="" 
:560ENDPF([)C 
570: 
580DEFPROCGRAF(G$,GL,GU,GC,GD,GX,GRX,GZ):GG-X:GKX=5-16'(GX>2):G=IGU-GL) 1352 
:5'~OGX='I:;XM()D::';: GC()LO, GX: EiH-G* 11 /GRr.: GM'=G: GDr.'=2: X,"GL·-2*G :GJX=·-1 : GvJ='EiL: G 1"'0: GF=(> 
6000NERRORIFERR=17THEN320ELSEGTX=2:G2=0:GOT0620 
610G2=EVALIGS):GTX=SGNIG2-Gl) 
620IFX<GW THEN710 
630IFGTX<>GSX GDX=1:X-GE:G2=GO:G=G/4:GW-X+2*G 
640IFGSX+GTX=4C1RGE<GL ClRGE>GU GJX=-I:GClTCl670ELSEGJr.=FNPLClTIGE,GO,GJX+GKX) 
b50IFGE)GC ANDGE(GD GCOL2,GX:MOVEGX,GP:DF<AWGX,GY+GJX*(GY+l.I00*(GY>0»:GCOLO,GX 
660IFX>GC-G ANDX<-GD ORX>GU-GH GM-GHIGRX/llELSEGM-GH: IFGDX<>lGDX-2 
670IFG)GH/70THEN690ELSEG=G*4:GJX=-1 
680GDX-2:X=GE+G:GW-X+3*G:GOT071(> 
690IFGDX=2THENG=G*2 

710GSX=GTr.:GO=Gl:Gl=G2:GE=GF:GF-X:X=X+G:IFX<GU+3*G THEN610ELSEX=GG 
720ClNERROR I FERR= l. 3THENClNEI~RClI~[)FF: GIJTIJGZ EU3E()NERR()I~()FF: GClTCI::',20 
7::';OENDPROC 
740: 
750DEFFNPLOTIP,Q,PX):GX=(P-GA)*GS+GO 
760IFABSO(IE30 THENGY=(D-GB)*GT+GP ELSE=-l 
770IFGY>-501AI\IDGY< 1501THENPLOTPr., GX, GY:=OELSE--l 
7(30: 
7'JODEFPROCMOVECX,Y):Gr.=FNPLOT(X,Y,4-161(GX)2»:ENDPROC 
1300: 
810DEFPROCDRAW(X,Y,GX):GCOLO,Gr.MOD3:GX=FNPLOT(X,Y,5-l.6I(GX)2»:ENDPROC 
820: 
830DEFPROCLABL(X,Y,Gr.,GS):GCOLO,GX:VDU5:PROCMOVE(X+161G8,Y-l.6/GT):PRII\ITG$ 
8 LIOVDU4: ENDF'I'lClC 
850: 
860DEFPROCPI\ITS(X,Y,GX,G$):GCOLO,GX:VDU5:PROCMOVEIX-151G8,Y+12/GT) 
870:PRINTLEFT$IGS,1):VDU4:EI\IDPRClC 
8BO DEF F'FlOCnotesl 
1:l90 I~I~ I NTCHI:l'r, I l.::; l. ) "THE S I NE FUNCT I ON" 
900 I<EY=GET 
'H I) ENDPFlClC 
920 
9::,0 DEF PROCkey 
940 PRINTTA81l.8,:Z4)CHI~'~(129) "PSB" 
950 key=C:;ET: CLf, 
96f1 ENDF'FWC: 



APPENDIX 12 

>L. 
100 CLS:INPUTTABC5, 12) "Enter FunctionCin terms of X):Y=",F$ 
110 CLS:X=l29+RNO(7):PRINTTAB(O,8),CHR$(X)CHR$(141);"INTEGRATION BY THE TYPICA 

L F(ECTANGLES ": PR I NTTAB CO, l.O) CHR$ C X ) CHR$ C l. 41 ) "METHOD" 
120 PR I NTTAB (I), 9) , CHR$ C X) CHR$ C 141 ) ; "I NTEGR,~TI ON BY THE TYP I CAL RECTAN[;LES": PR I 

NTTABCO,l1)CHR$CX)CHR$C141)"METHOD" 
130 OEF FNf(X)=EVALIF$) 
140 xscale=100:yscale=1000:PRINT""The bigger the value, the more accurate":PR 

INT"the result." 
150 INPUT" "Enter number of intervals: (=>100) "N: INPUT" "Enter LOWER and UPPER 

limit (Jf X "A,B: IF A'''8 THEN r:;OTCl200 
160 Sum=O:h=CB-A)/N:d=h/2:CLS:PRINTTABC5,l.) "Please Wait for a Few Seconds" 
170 FClR x=A+d TCI 8-d STEP h 
180 area=h*FNf(x):Sum=Sum+area 
190 NEXT ,< 
200 IF A=B THEN Sum=O 
21.0 PRINT':O "Area under the graph is appr-o>{j,mately II;Sum; 11 unit~;II:PRINT':O "Any 0 

th(?r arE,," (Y/N) ";: INPUT(.\$: IF,'\$,,,"Y"THENI00 
220 END 



APPENDIX 13 

>L. 
100 CU3 
1l.0 PRINTTAB(0,12) CHR$(141)CHR$(12'l)"MALAWI POLVTECHNIC COMPUTER ENHANCED" 
120 PRINTTAB (1),1:3) CHR$ (141) CHR$ (129) "~lALAWI POLVTECHNIC C:O~lPUTER ENHANCED" 
I ~';O PR I NTTAB (0, 15) CHR$ ( 141.) CHR$ ( l. 2'1) "LEARN! NG PRO.}ECT" 
140 PRINTTI~8 (0, l.6) CHR$ (IL~I) CHI'l$ (129) "LEARNING PROJECT" 
I ~)O PROCkey 
160 PR I NTTAB (0, 12) CHR$ ( 129) CHR$ ( 14l. ) "C:;HAPHS OF TR l(:;ONOMETR I CAL FUNCT IONS" 
170 PRINTTA8(1), D) CHR!~(nl)CHR$(141) "GR~lF'HS OF TRIGONO~lETRICAL FUNCTIONS" 
IE30 f'ROCkey 
190 PR(]CmE!n 1.1 

200 REM Sine graph 
210 MODE l:GCOL 0, I 
220 DRAW 0,1023 
230 DRAW 1279,1023:DRAW 1279,0 
240 DRAW O,O:MOVE ~77,0 
250 DF(A~) 57'7, 10Z3 
260 PROCtable 
270 5X=' 100: SV"':;;"W 
280 VDU 24,560;10;1273;1013; 
290 VDU 28,2,29,17,2 
300 VDU 2'1,640;440; 
:310 H'=I: A=l. 
320 f'ROCgr ~'ph 
3~r,0 PRINTTAB W, 0) CHR$ (131) "TRIG FUNCTIONS" 
:)40 PROCnotes2 
350 1'10DE7 :-PROCm[~nu 
:360 END 
370 
:mo DEF F'FmCgraph 
3'10 DRAWO,1023:DRAWI279,0 
400 DRAWO,0:MOVE577,0 
410 DRAW577, 1023 
420 VDU24,560; 10; 1273; 1013; 
430 VDU19,0,4,0,0,0 
440 GCOLO,12'l:CLG:VDU28,2,29,17,2 
450 VDU29,640;440; 
460 VDU 5:GCOL 0,3 
470 1'1OVf" 0,0 
480 REM Draw scales 
490 1'1OVE 0,0 
500 PLOT 0,-60,16 
510 PRINT "0"; 
520. MOVE 0,0 
530 FOR X~O TO 8 STEP 1.56 
540 DRAW X*SX,O 

_550_DRA~) X*SX,·-10 ___ . 
560 MOVE X:«SX,O 
570 NEXT X 
5BO MOVE 542, -:;';2 
590 PLOT (I, 10, 10 
600 PRINT"360" 
6 1 0 110VE 0, 0 
620 FOR V-O TO -l.IIA STEP -A/l0 
6::';0 DRA~) (J, Y*SV 
640 DRAW 10,V*SV 
650 ~lOVE 0, V*SY 
660 NEXT V 
670 PLOT 0,-32,-16 
6BO PRINT "-";H 
690 ~10VE 0, (I 

700 FOR '1'-0 TO 1.11A STEP AllD 
710 DF(A~) 0, V*SV 
720 DF~AW 10, V*SV 
T;O ~10VE 0, V* SY 
71.~0 NEXT Y 
750 PLOT O,-32,48:REM move to relative positicln 
760 PRINT "+";H 
770 1'10VE 0, 0 
780 REM Plot graph 
790 GCOL 0,2 
800 FOR x-o TO +10 STEP 0.1 
810 V='A*S II~ X 
820 DRAW X*SX,VISV 
8:';n NEXT X 
840 MOVE 640,870:DRAW 1270,870 
850 PLOT 4, 160,-400:REM same as MOVE 
860 PRINT "y-sin (>,)"; 
870 PLOT 4,-20,565:PRINT"c" 
880 PLOT 4,-50,540:PRINT"x" 
891:1 PLOT 4,-50,480:PRINT"sirll<" 
900 PLOT 4,El7,547:PRINT"O" 
910 Pl.OT 4,B7,475:PRINT"0" 
920 f'LOT 4, 120,547:PRINT"30" 
9:30 Pl.OT "I, 120, "~75: PR I NT" . 5" : Pl.OT ,~, 190, 475: PR I NT " . El " 
94·0 PLOT 4,260,547: PR INT" 90" : PLOT 4, 1 '10,547: PR 1NT" 60" 
950 Pl.OT "1,2'7"1,475: PRINT"l": PLOT "I, 3::',0, "~75: PHINT". 136": Pl.OT 4, Lr30, 475: PRINT". 5" 
960 PLOT 4, ::',30, ~j4 7: PR INT" 120" : PLOT 4,430,547: PR I NT" 150" 
'770 PLOT 4, 5:~;0, 547: PH I NT" 180" 
9E30 PLOT 4,550,475:PHINT"O" 
990 VDU 4 

l(lOO ENDf'ROC 
1010 
1020 DEF PROCkey 
1030 PRINTTABIO,24) CHR$(131) "Press Spacebar to Continue" 
1040 key=GET:CLS 
1050 ENDPROC 
1060 
1070 DEF PROCtable 
1080 MOVE 580,870:DRAW 1270,870 



llUO MUV~ ~~U,9~~:UHHW 1~/U,9~~ 
1110 MOVE 725,870:DRAW 725,1000 
1120 MOVE 755,870:DRAW 755,1000 
1130 LOCAL X:FOR X=825 TO 965 STEP 70 
1140 MOVE X,870:DRAW X,1000 
1150 NEXT X 
11.60 F'CJR :1=1.065 TO 1.16~) ~>TEP 1.00 
1170 MOVE J,870:DRAW J,1000 
1180 NEXT :I 
1190 ENDPRClC 
1200 
1.210 DEF PROCsine:CLS 
1.220 FHINTTAB(5, I)CHR$(l.29)CHR$(141> "THE SINE GRAPH" 
1.2::';0 PRINTTA8 (5, 2) CHR$ (129) CHR$ (141) "THI~ SINE (;;R~\PH" 

124·0 PFnNTTAB<O,4) "The grLlph of y=sin(:O can be plotted" 
1250 PRINTTAB(0,6) "I.,sing ·t .... i'~onomet .... ic,.l tOlbles; or" 
1260 F'RINTTAB<O,S) "calculator. In thi.s J.e~;son we will look" 
1270 PRINTTAB(0,10)"OIt the sine cu .... ve in more detail. " 
12BO F'RINTTAB(O, 12) "You will neE?d your t.rig. table~; and" 
1290 PRINTTAB (0,14) "01 piE'Ce ,)·f paper f,)r some c,lll ,:ul ,,,tiol1s. " 
1::;00 F'HINTTAB <0,16) "Here j.~; ~;ome work for- VOLt, for >:=0 tCJ ": PRINTTliB <0, lB) "360. 

degrees, draw IJp a table of vaIIJ9s " 
1310 PRINTTAB(O,20) "for- the sine of each angle in ~;teps CJf":PRINTTAB<O,22) "30 d 

(=gI'"" ees • When YDU ar-e ready, 11 

1320 PROCk(~y 
1::;30 ENDPI~[)C 
1~~40 

1:350 PROCkE'y 
1360 DEF PROCnotes2 
1::';70 PRINT' "The g .... aph of":PRINT"y=sin(>:) is":PRINT"d .... awn to a":PRINT"larger sca 

1 E~. It 

1380 PRINT" "What is the":PRINT' "ma,:imum vall.le":PRINT' "of y ie si.n(,:)?" 
1:390 INPUT"Ente .... y mOlx.", K 
1400 COLOUR :2: IF K=SIN(90*PII1BO) THEN PRII~T" "BRILLIANT'" EUlE 1390 
1410 CClLClUI:~ 3:PRINT" "What i=; t:h.,":PF~INT' "minimum?" 
1420 INPUT"Enter y min.",P 

I 14~;0 COLOUR :2: IF P=SIN (270)l<PlI 1<30) THEN PRINT" "EXCELLENT 1 "ELSE COLOUR ::,: PRINT 
'""11 WRCJNEi ! 11 : 60TO l.l~20 

l.44·0 COL[JUR 3: PRINT" "The peak value": PRINT"of a wav(~ i,;": PRINT"te .... med the": COL 
OUR 1: PRINT"Ampl i tud,?" 

l4~;.iO COLOUF~ 3:F'RINT' ~ liThe amplitudell:PRINTllfCJr our- cas(-:- isll:"F'RINT"=ll1 
1.!~60 PRINT~IINC)t:ice also":PRINTlltt'lat t.he gr"aph":PRINTlIl""epeats itselfll:PRrNTII(3·Ft(~ 

r- eVe:?r-y ~:'6011: PF\INT"de~}r£~esll 

1.470 COUJUF( I:PR1NT'''F"r-ess Spaceba .... ":PRINT" to Continue":key=(';ET 
lL~80 CLS: CClLOUR :3: PRINT"What wi 11 th",": PRINT",,,mpl i tucle of": COLOUli 2: PRINT"','''' 2:* 

Sin(x) "; : COLOUR :;:PR[NT"b(~?" 
1490 PRINT' "T .... y you .... lL,ck! ": PI~II~T:PF~INT 
1500 F'=O 
151.0 F~EPEAT 
1:";20 INPUT"Ente .... ampli.tucle (0-20) ",H 
l.530 IF H'=2 THEN PR I NT' , "COF~F~ECT ! " 
1540 IF H<>2 AND 1"=0 THEN PRINT" "W .... ong,'-ead it":PRINT"f .... om the g .... aph" 
1550 IF FaO THEN H-2 
1560 A=H/20:t<1.48 
l.570 CL.G: VDU 2'7,640; 510; : PF<OCg,-aph 
15BO PRINT' "Another ampl'de";:INPUT GS 
1590 F~F+l:UNTIL (;;$-"N" 
1600 ENDPROC 
1610 
1620 DEF PROCmenu 
1.630 f'RINTTAB (5,1) CHR$ (129) CHR$ (141) "(;~(APHS [JF TRl(;. FUNCTIONS" 
1640 PRINTTAB (5, 2) CHR$ (129) CHR$ (141) "GRAPHS ClF TRIG. FUNCTIONS" 
16~;0 r'RINTTAB W, 4) CHR$ (131.) "PA~~T": F'RINTTAB (1.5,4) "CONTENTS" 
1660 PRI~ITTAB(I,7) "1. ":PRINTTAB(7,7) "The SinE! l'j .... ap~l (Y'" !,;in(,<»" 
1670 f'RINTTAB(l, 10) "2. ":PRINTTAB(7, l.0) "The Cosine (., .... ,'ph (y= cos(x»" 
1680 PRINTTA8(1, 1:3) ":3. ":PRINTT~IBC7, 13) "Th", TolH1g,,,nt (;; .... aph (y= tClI1("»" 
1690 F'RINTTAB(l., 16) "4. ":PRINTTI~B(7, 16) "The G .... <~ph of y= a sil1(wt+b)" 
1700 PRINTTA8(1, 1(~) "5. ":PRINTTA8C7, 19) "Superposit:ion 01' Sine wav'''·5'' 
1710 PmJCpa .... t 
1720 ENDF'RDC 
1 ~130 
1740 DEF PROCpa .... t 
1750 r'RINT'" CHR$ (1~,1) "Ente .... numbe .... th(~n pn,ss RETURN";: INf"UT (; 
1760 IF (;;=1 THEN PROCsine 
1770 IF (;=2 THEN PROCcosine 
17130 IF (;;=:3 THEN PROCt,,,ngent 
1790 IF (;=4 THEN PROCphaseangle 
1800 IF (;;=5 THEN PROCsuperposition 
l.E310 ENDPROC 




